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Jeroen van Craenenbroeck, Cora Pots, and Tanja Temmerman
1 Recent developments in Phase Theory
Introductory remarks

1.1 Introduction

Throughout the history of generative grammar, there have been various ways
of implementing locality effects, for example through Transformational Cy-
cles (Chomsky 1965, Kayne 1975) or Barriers (Chomsky 1986). Phase Theory
(Uriagereka 1999, Chomsky 2000, 2001) constitutes the most recent development
in this line of thinking: it is argued that there exist discrete structural domains in
natural language that exhibit a degree of syntactic, semantic, and phonological
independence from the rest of the computation. Phase Theory offers a tool for
investigating and understanding such domains. However, since the inception of
phases, there have been many different proposals about the specific formaliza-
tion of this concept, along with much debate about the ways in which (and the
extent to which) phases can be evidenced empirically—and indeed whether they
exist at all. The aim of this volume is to explore a number of recent developments
(both empirical and theoretical) in Phase Theory, thus contributing to our overall
understanding of the concept of phases.

The six chapters of this book have been organized around three current
themes in Phase Theory: (i) the interaction of phases and ellipsis, (ii) the exis-
tence and properties of domain-internal phases, and (iii) phases and labeling. In
order to reflect this thematic tripartition, the volume has been divided into three
parts. In addition, there is a fourth theme, which surfaces in all of the chapters in
one form or another; the question of whether the size of phases is fixed or flexible.
In this introductory chapter, we introduce those four topics and indicate which
position the individual chapters stake out with respect to them.

1.2 Phases and ellipsis

Given that phase heads signal Spell-Out points, i. e. points of Transfer to the
PF-interface (Uriagereka 1999, Chomsky 2000, 2001), and given that one of the
dominant approaches to ellipsis takes this process to involve deletion or non-
pronunciation at PF (Merchant 2001), it seems only natural to try and link these
two phenomena. Indeed, over the years, various authors have proposed that el-
lipsis sites can be reduced to phasal complements (Gengel 2007, Rouveret 2012)

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-001
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(though see Aelbrecht (2010) for an opposing view) and hence, that ellipsis can be
used as a diagnostic for phasehood. In recent years, Bošković (2014) has brought
this issue to the forefront of linguistic theorizing, by putting forward a very spe-
cific proposal in which both phasal complements and entire phases can undergo
ellipsis, but no other constituents can. The impact of Bošković’s (2014) proposal
on the (ellipsis and phases) literature has been substantial, with researchers ar-
guing both for and against it. Bošković (2014) has sparked an interesting debate
regarding the extent to which ellipsis can be used to detect phasehood: exactly
how tight is the relationship between phases and ellipsis? If the link between
phases and ellipsis pans out, it has important repercussions for our understand-
ing of phases. On the one hand, it confirms Chomsky’s classical intuition that
phases are ‘PF-complete’ in some sense, but on the other hand, the fact that both
full phases and phasal complements are candidates for ellipsis does not mesh
well with Chomsky’s classical approach, which clearly distinguishes between the
two. The first two chapters in this volume address Bošković’s proposal, though
from different perspectives and with a different conclusion.

Neda Todorović’s contribution “Aspect interacts with phasehood: evidence
from Serbian VP-ellipsis” shows that the hypothesis that both phases and phasal
complements can be deleted yields the correct empirical results in describing
VP-ellipsis in Serbian. There is a twist, however, and one that takes us beyond
Bošković’s proposal: Todorović argues that the phasal (complement) status of a
constituent not only decides if that constituent can be elided, it is also the basis
for an additional identity constraint on ellipsis. This phasal identity requirement
states that phasal ellipsis sites need to have phasal antecedents, and phasal com-
plement ellipsis sites need to have phasal complements as antecedents. To the
extent that this identity condition in terms of phasal status is on the right track,
it implies that phase theory is even more intimately connected to the mechanism
of ellipsis than was previously assumed.

Barbara Citko takes a different stance in her chapter “On Top but not a Phase:
phasehood inheritance and variation in sluicing”. She focuses on Polish, as a rep-
resentative of the so-called ‘focus sluicing languages’, whereby the remnant that
survives after sluicing (typically a wh-phrase) resides not in the highest specifier
of the left periphery (call it specCP), but rather in a lower one (typically identified
as specFocP). The data patterns discussed by Citko suggest that phasal comple-
ments can be elided by sluicing, but entire phases cannot. Citko argues that FocP
is a phase in Polish (on account of it triggering A-movement) and then goes on
to show that while the complement of Foc can be elided (leaving just the focused
remnant and a complementizer to its left), ellipsis of the entire FocP (leaving just
the complementizer) is illicit. As such, she argues against Bošković (2014) and
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presents an analysis that harkens back to earlier approaches to the interaction
between phasehood and ellipsis (Gengel 2007, Rouveret 2012).

The fact that these two chapters disagree on the elidability of entire phases
shows that the correctness of Bošković’s (2014) conjecture is a still unresolved is-
sue that needs further research. At the same time, it is worth speculating on why
Todorović and Citko arrive at such different conclusions. One point to note is that
they focus on different ellipsis mechanisms, and, as a result, on different phases:
while Citko’s discussion is concernedwith themaximal clausal phase (CP), Todor-
ović focuses on the lexical or ‘mid-level’ verbal phase (vP). It is not inconceivable
that these represent two different types of phases, with different properties. That
is precisely the issue that is taken up in part two of this volume.

1.3 Domain-internal phases

While many researchers agree that entire clauses and entire nominal constit-
uents—‘full’ CPs and DPs, let’s say—constitute phases, there is much less agree-
ment about the question of whether there are also ‘domain-internal phases’ such
as vP for the clausal domain, and NP, NumP, or QP for the nominal domain. If so,
how can these be detected, and what is the evidence in favor of postulating such
domain-internal phases? And even if one does assume both types of phases to
exist, there is the additional question of whether they have exactly the same sta-
tus and properties (see e. g. Rackowski and Richards (2005), den Dikken (2009),
Keine (2016) for arguments that they do not). These questions are addressed in
the next two chapters of this book.

Andrew Simpson and Saurov Syed focus on “Parallels in the structure of
phases in clausal and nominal domains” in their chapter. Using data from word
order patterns and other syntactic phenomena, they argue that the Bangla DP
contains an internal phase boundary, which they identify as QP. They go to great
lengths showing that this phasal domain is not identical to the highest nominal
layer, i. e. DP, and that it behaves like a bona fide phase in hosting intermediate
landing sites of (DP-internal) successive-cyclic movement and interacting with
ellipsis (in a way predicted by Bošković (2014), see also section 1.2 above). As
such, Simpson and Syed present arguments to the effect that both the clause and
the noun phrase may be bi-phasal, a result that both solidifies the much-invoked
but seldom demonstrated bi-phasality of the clause, and confirms the strong
structural parallelism between clauses and nominal phrases. At the same time,
Simpson and Syed’s proposal leaves room for cross-linguistic variation, whereby
some languages (such as Bangla or English) project a full, bi-phasal structure
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in their nominal domain, whereas others (such as Polish) project only up to the
lowest phase.

Coppe van Urk takes a broader perspective in his chapter by examining “How
to detect a phase”. Based on a wide-ranging literature study, he shows that there
is no difference in the range of successive cyclicity effects displayed at the CP-
and at the vP-level: both argue for a view in which long-distance dependencies
involve successive-cyclic steps of feature-driven movement that leaves copies. As
far as the clausal level is concerned, then, the conclusions concerning domain-
internal phases are clear: (i) they exist, and (ii) they have exactly the same sta-
tus and properties as their domain-maximal counterparts. With respect to non-
clausal domains—van Urk focuses in particular on DPs and PPs—the results are
much less unequivocal. While there is some evidence that DP and PP function as
locality domains, it is much scarcer than the successive cyclicity effects found at
the clausal and verbal level. As such, an important contribution of this chapter
is the realization that while diagnostics for successive cyclicity abound at the CP-
and vP-level, they are harder to come by at the DP- and PP-level. More generally,
the list of reflexes of successive cyclicity collected and categorized by Van Urk can
serve as a yardstick against which to measure the potential phasehood of a par-
ticular projection.

1.4 Phases and labeling

The third and final part of this volume deals with labeling, in particular the extent
to which and the ways in which Chomsky (2013)’s recent proposals on labeling
interact with phasehood. While the two chapters in this part treat this issue from
quite different perspectives, they converge on the importance of ‘derivational tim-
ing’, i. e. the order in which operations apply, or the order in which the adherence
to certain constraints is evaluated.

Žjelko Bošković’s contribution focuses “On the Coordinate Structure
Constraint, Across-The-Board-movement, phases, and labeling”. The gist of
Bošković’s analysis is as follows. Conjuncts are phases. Extraction from a phase
triggers successive-cyclic movement via the phase edge. Under the assumption
that such movement is not feature-driven—an assumption, we should point out,
that runs counter to one of the conclusions of van Urk’s chapter (cf. supra)—
the resulting configuration leads to a labeling conflict: two XPs are merged but
there is no joint feature that can serve as label for the overarching constituent.
In Bošković’s terms, this movement operation ‘delabels’ the constituent. Add to
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this the Law of the Coordination of Likes (LCL), and it becomes clear why extrac-
tion from a conjunct is disallowed, i. e. why the Coordinate Structure Constraint
exists: movement to the edge of the conjunct delabels that conjunct and, as a
result, it is no longer of the same category as the other conjunct, and the LCL is
violated. By that same token, the analysis correctly predicts that extraction from
both conjuncts—of which ATB-movement is the most well-known instantiation—
is well-formed: now both conjuncts are delabeled, and as a result the LCL is no
longer violated.

Whereas Bošković focuses on labeling conflicts that arise in the absence of
Agree-driving features, Ivona Kučerová examines the labeling process in the pres-
ence of such features inher chapter “Labeling as two-stageprocess: evidence from
semantic agreement”. Just as in Bošković’s chapter, however, derivational tim-
ing once again plays an important role. In particular, Kučerová argues that the
labeling process should be split up into two stages. The first one is purely syn-
tactic, driven by features projected from narrow syntax, whereas the second one
involves labeling by the syntax-semantics interface. The role of phase heads is
then to map narrow syntax features (first labeling stage) onto features within the
phase labelmaking them legible to the semanticsmodule (second labeling stage).
Empirical support for the proposal comes from nominal, anaphoric, and conjunct
agreement in Italian, Czech, and English.

1.5 The rigid vs. flexible nature of phases

As should have become clear at various points in the above discussion, the orga-
nization of the six chapters into three themes should not be taken to mean that
there are no common points between chapters that belong to different themes.
That holds in particular for the question of whether phases are rigid/absolute or
flexible/context-sensitive, a topic that shows up in one form or another inmost, if
not all chapters in this book. In its essence, this issue boils down to the question
of what the inventory of phases looks like. For example, does it always include
CP, DP, and vP, or can these projections in some languages, in some construc-
tions, in some contexts, also not be phasal? Influential proposals in this respect
are Bošković (2014) and Wurmbrand (2017), who argue that the highest head in
the extended projection of a lexical head is a phase head, regardless of the pre-
cise identity or featural content of that head. As such, a nominal domain that only
projects up to, say, nP has this projection as its phase level, while in one that goes
all the way up to DP, this same nP is non-phasal (but DP is). A different take on
phasal variability can be found in den Dikken (2007)’s work on Phase Extension
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and Gallego (2010)’s discussion of Phase Sliding. What these accounts have in
common is that a projection can gain or lose phasehood as a result of a deriva-
tional operation (typically movement).

The chapters in this volume also grapple with this issue, and present various
ways of dealing with it. Bošković (not surprisingly) adopts his own contextual ap-
proach to phases in accounting for why conjuncts are phases even when the con-
stituents making up those conjuncts are not necessarily phasal in isolation. For
example, in a coordination of IPs selected by a single C-head, the ConjP-projection
intervenes between (the two) IP(s) and CP, breaks up the extended projection of
the verbal head inside the conjuncts and hence, causes the coordinated IPs to be
phasal. A similar line of reasoning can be found in Todorović’s chapter. She ex-
amines various types of aspect in Serbian, and depending on their precise prop-
erties, takes them to be part of the verbal extended projection or not. If they are,
the heads hosting this aspectual information are phasal (because they close off
the extended verbal projection). If they are not, it is the immediately lower head
that is phasal.

Citko addresses crosslinguistic variation with respect to phasehood (Wurm-
brand 2017), with the C-head being a phase head in some languages, and the
Foc-head being a phase head in others. Moreover, in her chapter, she presents
an interesting twist on the derivational approaches to phasal flexibility such as
those found in den Dikken (2007) and Gallego (2010). While in those works, the
phasehood of a particular projection is raised up to a higher projection (as a re-
sult of head movement to the head of that projection), Citko proposes a scenario
whereby the phasehood of CP is lowered onto FocP. She sees thismechanismas an
extension of Chomsky (2007, 2008)’s notion of Feature Inheritance, an operation
she terms Phase Inheritance.

Simpson and Syed argue that their biphasal approach to the nominal domain
is compatible with Bošković (2014)’s contextual approach to phases, i. e. his po-
sition that it is the highest nominal projection that constitutes the phase in the
nominal domain. Echoing a sentiment also found in van Urk’s chapter, they point
out that evidence in favor of the domain-internal phasemight simply be harder to
come by in the nominal domain, though for largely orthogonal reasons.

The two chapters that address the rigid vs. flexible nature of phases least
explicitly are also the ones that most closely adhere to the traditional, absolute
view on phases. In van Urk’s literature review, the domain-internal phase is very
specifically identified as vP, i. e. the projectionhosting the external argument in its
specifier, independently of what the entire extended projection of the verb looks
like. Similarly, Kučerová seems to adopt the view—altough admittedly, the issue
remains largely implicit—that phase heads are those heads that carry uninter-
pretable features, as in Chomsky (2008).
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1.6 Conclusion
As evidenced by the chapters in this volume, Phase Theory is not only a lively
and interesting research topic in and of itself, it also interfaces with many other
linguistic topics that are currently under debate. We have little doubt, then, that
these issues will remain at the forefront of linguistic theorizing for the foreseeable
future and believe that the present volume can make a meaningful contribution
to that debate.
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Neda Todorović
2 Aspect interacts with phasehood:
Evidence from Serbian VP-ellipsis

Abstract: This paper shows that VP-ellipsis is available in Serbian, but with cer-
tain restrictions – it is aspect-sensitive, i. e. the availability of VP-ellipsis depends
on the aspectual specifications of the antecedent and the target. The paper ad-
dresses VP-ellipsis in several cases of aspectual mismatches of the antecedent
and the target and it shows that VP-ellipsis is allowed only with some such mis-
matches. It is shown that the division between the mismatches that allow for it
and those that do not can be captured in a systematic fashion: the distribution
of VP-ellipsis is captured under a phase-based approach to ellipsis, whereby only
phases and complement of phases can be elided, as argued in Bošković (2014).
However, I argue that, when it comes to Serbian, the requirement is stricter than
that – the target and its antecedent need to be identical in terms of their phasal
status, i. e. either both are phases or both are phasal complements. I argue that an
approach which takes into consideration the phasal status of both target and the
antecedent can successfully capture the VP-ellipsis patterns in Serbian discussed
in the paper.

2.1 VP-ellipsis in Serbian
When it comes to VP-ellipsis, Serbian allows Aux-stranding VP-ellipsis, i. e. non-
finite VP can be deleted, with the Auxiliary being stranded. This is shown in (1), in
which the elided parts are the participle (part of a periphrastic past form), and in-
finitive (part of a periphrastic future form), respectively. Note that the antecedent
can be either non-finite form (participle in (1a), infinitive in (1b)).

(1) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
redovno
regularly

pobeđi-va-o
win-impf-part.masc.sg.

Anu,
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
samo
only

jednom
once

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

Anu/
Ana

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

pobedi-ti
win. impf-inf

Anu.
Ana

‘Aca has always been defeating Ana, while Iva has (defeated Ana)
once/ will (defeat Ana) this time.’

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-002
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b. Ako
if

nastave
continue

ovako,
this.way

Aca
Aca

će
will

više
more

puta
times

pobedi-ti
win.impf-inf

Anu
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
samo
only

jednom
once

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

Anu/
Ana

će
will

samo
only

ovaj
this

put
time

pobedi-ti
win. impf-inf

Anu.
Ana

‘Aca has always been defeating Ana, while Iva has (defeated Ana)
once/ will (defeat Ana) this time.’

The availability of VP-ellipsis in Serbian has previously been discussed by Stje-
panović (1997). She argues that VP-ellipsis is finiteness-sensitive in Serbian, i. e.
antecedents and targets need to match in finiteness. This is shown in (2), where,
in constrast to (1), the ellipsis of non-finite VPs is unavailable. Unlike in (1),
the antecedent in (2) is finite. Thus, VP-ellipsis seems not to tolerate this mis-
match.

(2) *Aca
Aca

čita
read.impf.3sg.pres

knjigu,
book

ali
but

Iva
Iva

nikad
never

nije
not.is

čita-o
read.impf-part.masc.sg

knjigu/
book/

nikad
never

neće
not.will

čita-ti
read.impf-inf

knjigu.
book

‘Aca is reading the book, but Iva never has (read the book)/ but Iva never
will (read the book).’

Stjepanović’s analysis successfully captures the discrepancy between (1) and (2).
However, if we consider more data, in particular, if we focus on the aspectual
values of the antecedent and the target (aspect is always overtly marked in Ser-
bian), we observe that: 1) VP-ellipsis is not as restricted with finite antecedents
as it appears to be, given the data she discussed, 2) when the antecedent and the
target differ in their aspectual specifications, finiteness mismatches become irrel-
evant – under each aspectual mismatch, VP-ellipsis is equally permitted or not
permitted with both finite and non-finite antecedents. The discussion in the pa-
per will focus on certain aspectualmismatches (see Todorović 2016 for a complete
paradigm).

I start by showing that finiteness differences seem not to matter even under
the aspectual matching. Consider, e. g., (3), with the VP specified for the perfec-
tive. In (3a), a finite Aorist form is the antecedent to an infinitival and participial
target, respectively. Importantly, VP-ellipsis is allowed. The ellipsis is also allowed
with a non-finite antecedent, as in (3b). Thus, non-finite targets can be elidedwith
both finite and non-finite antecedents in (3).
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(3) a. Oni
they

ne
not

pobedi-še
win.pf-3pl.aor.

Mariju
Marija

a
and

ni
nor

Petar
Petar

neće
not.will

pobedi-ti
win.pf-inf

Mariju/
Marija.

a
and

ni
nor

Petar
Petar

još
still

nije
not.is

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

Mariju.
Marija

‘They haven’t defeated Marija, and Petar won’t either/and Petar still
hasn’t either.’

b. Ivan
Ivan

je
is
jedanput
once

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

Mariju
Marija

a
and

Petar
Petar

je
is
dvaput
twice

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

Mariju/
Marija

će
will

dvaput
twice

pobedi-ti
win.impf-inf

Mariju
Marija

‘Ivan has defeated Marija once, while Petar has (defeated Marija)
twice/ will (defeat Marija) twice.’

Todorović (2016) provides numerous examples where it is shown that, under
the same aspectual specification of the antecedent and the target, VP-ellipsis is
equally permissible with either finite or non-finite antecedents. I. e., finiteness
does not affect the availability of VP-ellipsis is Serbian. It is only root imperfec-
tives that show the difference between the finite and non-finite antecedents, and
when controlling for factors such as polarity, only participial targets turn out to
be sensitive to finiteness. Todorović (2016) argues that the peculiarity of particip-
ial targets can independently be explained and that VP-ellipsis in Serbian still
remains finiteness-insensitivity. Curiously, root imperfective is exactly the aspec-
tual specification of the example in (2), which Stjepanović uses to argue for the
finiteness-sensitivity of VP-ellipsis in Serbian.1

Note further that, in addition to aspectually identical antecedent and the tar-
get, we can test for VP-ellipsis inwhich the twoVPs donot completelymatch in as-

1 Assuming a featural matching requirement for ellipsis, Todorović suggests that there is a fea-
ture present only with non-finite forms and not with finite root imperfectives; in the case of par-
ticipial targets, this feature is present at the level of evaluation of feature identity,making the par-
ticiple VP and finite VP featurally distinct, whereas with infinitives, the feature is introduced af-
ter the point when featural identity between the antecedent and the target is evaluated. Note also
that finiteness mismatches do not pose an obstacle in (3a), and for some speakers, Aorist is more
easily acceptable than present tense with participial perfective targets. Todorović proposes that
Aorist forms, despite being synthetic on the surface, actually contain a silent Aux,which is the lo-
cus of their back-shifted interpretation. Aorist is in that sense similar to periphrastic past forms,
with the difference being in the overt/covert presence of Aux. This might suggest that Aorist is
more similar to non-finite forms than to finite forms, with the lexical verb entering into a feature-
checking relation with the Aux, in the similar vein that participles do (see Bošković 1997). This
feature is then present in both the Aorist antecedent and the participle target, in turn allowing
for feature matching, making them more tolerant antecedents than the present tense form.
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pect. In those cases, the lack of finiteness-sensitivity becomes evenmore evident.
Under aspectualmismatches, VP-ellipsis is equally permissible or not permissible
with both finite and non-finite antecedents. Consider one example of amismatch:
the target is a root perfective, i. e. a perfective form whose aspectual specification
is contained in the verbal root, as in (4a), and the antecedent is also a perfective,
but a derived perfective, a prefixed verbal form where a prefix is added to the per-
fective base, as in (4b). As shown in (5), ellipsis is disallowed, equally with finite
and non-finite antecedent.2

(4) a. baci-ti
throw.pf-inf
‘to throw’ (pf.)

b. iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf
‘to throw out’ (pf.)

(5) a. *Aca
Aca

je
is
u
in
petak
Friday

iz-baci-o
out-throw.pf-part.masc.sg

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
u
in

sredu
Wednesday

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

u
in
sredu
Wednesday

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca threw the bottles out on Friday, while Ana threw the bottles away
on Wednesday/will throw the bottles away on Wednesday.’

b. *Aca
Aca

svakog
every

petka
Friday

iz-baci
out-throw.pf.3sg.pres

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
u
in

sredu
Wednesday

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

u
in
sredu
Wednesday

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca throws the bottles out every Friday, while Ana threw the bottles
away on Wednesday/will throw the bottles away on Wednesday.’

In (5), both the antecedent and the target are perfective, i. e. they have the sameas-
pectual value, yet VP-ellipsis is not permitted. On the other hand, there are cases
inwhich the antecedent and the target do notmatch in aspect, yet VP-ellipsis is al-
lowed. For example, when the target is perfective, and the antecedent is a derived
(henceforth secondary) imperfective, imperfective derived by adding a suffix –va
to the perfective stem, as in (6), the ellipsis is allowed, as in (7). Again, finiteness
of the antecedent does not affect the availability of VP-ellipsis.

2 The example in (5) is felicitous when the target is derived perfective and it completely matches
the antedent.
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(6) iz-baci-ti –> iz-baci-vaIMPF-ti
out-throw.pf-inf out-throw.pf-impf-inf
‘to throw out’ (pf.) ‘to throw out’ (impf.)

(7) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-o
out-throw-impf-part.masc.sg

flaše
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is

jedanput
once

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca was throwing the bottles out regularly, while Ana has (thrown the
bottles out) once/will (throw the bottles out) this time.’

b. Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

iz-bacu-je
out-throw-impf.3sg.pres

flaše
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
jedanput
once

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles
‘Aca is throwing thebottles out regularly,whileAna (thrown thebottles
out) once/will (throw the bottles out) this time

The examples in (5) and (7) show that finiteness is not at issue here. Instead, the
aspectual specification of the antecedent and the target is a relevant factor and
what remains as a question is whether the patterns in (5) and (7) can systemati-
cally be captured in some way. I will argue that they can. In section 2.2, I present
the assumptions about the nature of aspect in Serbian. In section 2.3, I propose a
phase-based account of the availability of VP-ellipsis, in which only phases and
phasal complements can be elided, as proposed in Bošković (2014). However, I
argue that this requirement is even stricter in Serbian in that the target and the
antecedent need to match in their phasal status – either both are phases or both
are phasal complements. This analysis can then further capture additional pat-
terns of VP-ellipsis under aspectual mismatches, as shown in section 2.4, and it
can also capture an apparently problematic VP-ellipsis of another type of perfec-
tive, i. e. superlexical perfective, as shown in section 2.5. While exploring the in-
teraction of aspect and phasehood with a number of aspectual mismatches, the
paper aims to provide new insights regarding phasal partitioning of the clause,
and establish a more fine-grained structure for the middle field.
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2.2 The nature of aspect in Serbian

This section discusses the nature of aspect in Serbian. In terms of semantic con-
tribution, there are two types of aspect: a) lexical aspect, which, i. a., specifies the
type of the situation denoted by the predicate, such as activities, states, achieve-
ments, accomplishments, and semalfactives, affects durativity and dynamicity
of the predicate, interacts with the thematic structure of the predicate, and con-
tributes idiosyncratic meanings; b) viewpoint aspect, which, i. a., refers to view-
ing the situation from the outside as either bounded, i. e. seeing its beginning and
end, or as unbounded with respect to a time interval, and which interacts with
the temporal component. Structurally, it is argued that lexical aspect is within
the VP (Travis 2010, cf. Marantz 2001, 2007, i. a.), whereas viewpoint aspect is in
AspP (see von Stechow 2002, Pancheva 2003, Travis 2010, i. a.). I propose that
Serbian manifests both lexical and viewpoint aspect, but that those are different
both in terms of syntax (VP-internal vs. external aspect, cf. Travis 2010) and se-
mantics (telicity vs. boundedness, cf. Borik 2002, Borik and Reinhart 2004, Travis
2010, i. a.).

Let us consider Serbian in more detail. Aspect is always specified on the root,
as in (8). In addition, there are derived forms, i. e. derived perfectives and sec-
ondary imperfectives. Derived perfectives are further subdivided, as discussed be-
low.

(8) baci-ti –> baca-ti
throw.pf-inf out-throw.pf-impf-inf
‘to throw’ (pf.) ‘to throw’ (impf.)

Milićević (2004) notes that there are two types of prefixes in Serbian: lexical
and superlexical.3 Lexical prefixes are prefixes that change lexical properties of
verbs, contributing idiosyncractic meanings, and sometimes affecting their the-
matic structure. Unlike (9a), when the prefix pre- is added to the stem skočiti ‘to
jump-pf.’ as in (9b), it requires an NP argument. Assuming that lexical aspect is
VP-internal, I propose that lexically derived perfectives (henceforth lexical per-
fectives) introduce an additional VP projection on the top of a VP containing root
perfective, as in (10).4

3 For the same division in other Slavic languages, see Babko-Malaya (1999), Di Sciullo and
Slabakova (2005), Romanova (2004, 2006), Svenonius (2004, 2008), i. a.
4 These prefixes can also be added to root imperfectives, as in (ii). Similarly to (8) and (9) above,
the contrast between (i) and (ii) shows that lexical prefixes affects the thematic structure of the
verb.
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(9) a. Skoči-o
jump.pf-part.masc.sg

je.
is

‘He has jumped.’
b. Pre-skoči-o

over-jump.pf-part.masc.sg
je
is
potok.
stream

‘He jumped over the stream.’

(10) [VP2 lexical pf. [VP1 root pf. ]]

In terms of the difference betweenprefixes,Milićević notes that in, e. g., (11), a pre-
fix iz- that is closer to the stem makes the same contribution as the prefix in (9b),
whereas theword initial iz-marks the completion of the event, but it does not con-
tribute any lexical change. Prefix po- in (11) contributes distributive reading (cf.
Filip 2000).What bothword initial iz- and po- do is introduce predictable changes
inmeaning (distributivity, cumulativity). Note also that they can be added only to
the secondary imperfective base, as in (12), in which case they change the bound-
edness of the event, and interact with the temporal domain of the clause; the con-
trast between (13) and (14) shows that, while secondary imperfectives (13) are fe-
licitous with a present tense form under the Utterance Time interpretation, just
adding superlexical perfective (14) makes this interpretation unavailable.

(11) Iz-po-iz-baci-va-o
cmpl-dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-part.masc.sg

je
is
sve
all

flaše
bottles

iz
from

kuhinje.
kitchen

‘He threw out all of the bottles from the kitchen.’
(Milićević 2004:293)

(12) a. iz-baci-ti – iz-baci-va-ti
out-throw.pf-inf out-throw.pf-impf-inf

b. iz-baci-ti – iz-po-iz-baci-va-ti
cmpl-dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-inf

c. iz-baci-ti – *po-iz-baci-ti
dstr-out-throw.pf-inf

d. iz-baci-ti – *iz-po-iz-baci-ti
cmpl-dstr-out-throw.pf-inf

(i) Skaka-o
jump.impf-part.masc.sg

je.
is

‘He was jumping.’

(ii) Pre-skaka-o
over-jump.impf-part.masc.sg

je
is
potok.
stream

‘He was jumping over the stream.’
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(13) Trenutno
currently

iz-bacuje
out-throw.pf.impf.3sg.pres

sve
all

flaše
bottles

iz
from

kuhinje
kitchen

‘He/she is throwing out all of the bottles from the kitchen right now.’

(14) *Trenutno
currently

iz-po-iz-bacuje
cmpl-dstr-out-throw.pf.impf.3sg.pres

sve
all

flaše
bottles

iz
from

kuhinje.
kitchen
‘He/she is throwing out all of the bottles from the kitchen right now.’

FollowingMilićević (2004), I take thedifferencebetween theprefix iz- that is closer
to the stem, on the one hand, and theword initial iz- and po- on the other, to be the
difference between lexical and superlexical prefixes, where superlexical prefixes
are structurally higher than the lexical ones (see also Svenonius 2004)). Given
that superlexical prefixes are built on the secondary imperfective base, I propose
that they are located in a projection above secondary imperfective. I return to the
exact nature of this projection in section 2.5, and I define secondary imperfectives
immediately.5

Secondary imperfectives, common across Slavic languages (see Isačenko
1960, Forsyth 1970, Zucchi 1999, Filip 2000, Ramchand 2004, i.a) are formed by
suffixation of either root or lexical perfectives. Secondary imperfective has been
classified in the higher domain, the domain of viewpoint aspect (Borer 2005; cf.
Zucchi 1999, Filip 2000, Svenonius 2004 i. a.). In Serbian, secondary imperfec-
tive also shows the viewpoint aspect properties: it does not affect the telicity of
the event, and it does not change the lexical properties of the verb. Rather, it
only changes the boundedness of the event (15) (cf. (16)). It also interacts with
Tense, affecting the availability of a present tense form with the Utterance Time
interpretation (17) (cf. (18)) (Todorović 2015).

(15) Jovan
Jovan

je
is
u
in
kontinuitetu
continuity

pobedji-va-o
win-impf-part.masc.sg

protivnika.
rival

‘Jovan was continuously defeating his rival.’

5 Note that distinguishing between lexical and superlexical prefixes is far from trivial. However,
when talking about superlexical prefixes, I restrict myself to prefixes which contribute a pre-
dictable meaning change (e. g. distributivity) and which are added to the secondary imperfective
base only, changing the boundedness of the event in that case. Thus, I posit them higher in the
structure than what I label as lexical perfectives, which do not necessarily introduce predictable
changes inmeaning and affect the structure in themanner described above. Regardless of the ex-
act position of these prefixes, it is relevant that they are in a structurally different position, with
superlexical prefixes being higher.
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(16) Jovan
Jovan

je
is
tom
that

prilikom
occasion

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.masc.sg

protivnika
rival

‘Jovan defeated his rival then.’

(17) *Jovan
Jovan

prepriča
retell.pf.3sg.pres

knjigu
book

Marku.
Marko

‘Jovan has retold the book to Marko (just now).’

(18) Jovan
Jovan

prepričava
retell.impf.3sg.pres

knjigu
book

Marku.
Marko

‘Jovan is retelling the book to Marko (right now).’

Given the patterns in (15) to (18), I propose that secondary imperfective is exclu-
sively a marker of viewpoint aspect in Serbian (see also Milićević 2004), and as
such it is located in the AspP (cf. Svenonius 2004, Borer 2005, Travis 2010, i. a.),
as in (19). Superlexical perfective is located in the projection above AspP, as in
(20).

(19) [AspP secondary impf. [VP2 lexical pf. [VP1 root pf.]]]
iz-baci-va-ti ‘to throw out’ – impf.

(20) [ superlexical pf. [AspP secondary impf. [VP2 lexical pf. [VP1 root pf.]]]]
po-iz-baci-va-ti ‘to throw out one by one’– pf.

Armed with the above distinction between the types of perfective and imperfec-
tive, and with their location in the structure, we can proceed to the analysis of the
VP-ellipsis data under aspectual mismatches.

2.3 The role of phases in VP-ellipsis

In a phase-based approach to ellipsis developed in Bošković (2014), only phase
and/or the complement of a phase head (referred to as phasal complement be-
low) are eligible for ellipsis, e. g. the complement of a phasal complement is not.
Most phase-based approaches share the intuition that a phasal complement can
be elided (Boeckx 2009, Bošković 2014, Gengel 2009, van Craenenbroeck 2010,
Rouveret 2012, M. Takahashi 2011, i. a.); this is illustrated in (21) in which CP is a
phase and a phasal complement TP is elided. Where Bošković’s approach differs
is that for him, in addition to the phasal complement, the phase is also an eligi-
ble domain for ellipsis (see also Holmberg 2001, who argues that only phases can
undergo ellipsis).
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(21) John bought something, but I don’t know [CP what [TP John bought]].
(Merchant 2001)

Bošković (2014) argues that the ellipsis of full phases happens, for instance, with
argument ellipsis, allowed in Japanese, Korean, Turkish, Chinese, and American
Sign Language, i. a. (see Şener and Takahashi 2010, D. Takahashi 2008a, 2008b,
Takahashi 2014, Koulidobrova 2012, i. a.), and argued to target full phases. Con-
sider Japanese. In (22), the availability of a sloppy reading of the phonetically null
embedded CP is taken as an indicator of ellipsis (‘____’ indicates the ellipsis site).
In other words, (22) is taken to involve the ellipsis of the argument CP, a phase.

(22) Hanako-wa
Hanako-top

[CP zibun-no
self-gen

teian-ga
proposal-nom

saiyoosareru
accepted-be

to]
that

omotteiru
think

ga
though

Taroo-wa
Taroo- top

omotte
think

inai.
not

Hanakoi thinks that heri proposal will be accepted, but Tarooj does not
think that heri/hisj proposal will be accepted.’
(Shinohara 2006)

In terms of the availability of eliding either of the two phasally relevant domain,
Bošković argues that such an option accounts for the discrepancies in the avail-
ability of A’-extraction out of an ellipsis site: extraction seems to be acceptable out
of elided phasal complements, e. g. sluicing, but not out of elided phases, e. g.
argument ellipsis. In addition, he argues that the proposed model provides the
right cut in terms of VP-ellipsis possibilities in English multiple auxiliaries con-
structions, as in (23). Assuming crucially contextual approach to phasehood (e. g.
Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005, 2013), Bošković (2005, 2013, 2014), den Dikken
(2007), Gallego and Uriagereka (2007), Wurmbrand (2013), i. a.), in particular a
version where the highest projection in the extended domain of a lexical projec-
tion is a phase, Bošković (2014) argues that in (23a) and (23b), AspP1 is a phase,
and only AspP1 and VPf2, a phasal complement, can be elided, as in (24); cru-
cially, VP, a phasally non-relevant domain, cannot, hence the ungrammaticality
of (23c).

(23) Betsy has been being hassled by the police, and Peter
a. has too.
b. has been too.
c. *has been being too.

(Sag 1976)
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(24) [TP Peterk hasi [VPf1 ti [AspectP1 bej+en [VPf2 tj [AspectP2 ing [VPf3 be [VP hassled
tk by the police]]]]]]]
(Bošković 2014)

2.3.1 Applying phase-constrained approach to Serbian

Regarding the VP-ellipsis with aspectual mismatches in Serbian, I argue that
those can be accounted for if both phases and phasal complements are eligible
for deletion. However, I argue that VP-ellipsis in Serbian needs to meet an addi-
tional requirement: the general parallelism requirement on ellipsis extends to the
parallelism in terms of phasal status between the antecedent and the target, as
in (25) i. e., the part of the antecedent which I call the strict aspectual antecedent
and define it in (26), needs to have the same phasal status as the target.

(25) Identity in terms of phasal status: If the target is a phase, its strict as-
pectual antecedent also needs to be a phase; if the target is a phasal com-
plement, its strict aspectual antecedent also needs to be a phasal comple-
ment.

(26) A strict aspectual antecedent: Part of the VP antecedent that completely
matches the VP target in terms of aspectual properties, both lexical and
functional.

Regarding what counts as the strict aspectual antecedent, consider (27), which
corresponds to (5) andwhichwill be discussed inmoredetail in section 2.4. In (27),
we are deleting a VP, and its strict aspectual antecedent is a VP1 in the antecedent.
Since the targetVP is aphase andVP1 is aphasal complement, there is nomatch in
terms of their phasal status and the ellipsis in (27) is predicted to ungrammatical.

(27)
Antecedent Target
[VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]] [VP=phase root pf.]

Regarding phasehood, I follow Bošković (2014) and Wurmbrand (2013), who as-
sume that the highest projection in the extended domain of all major categories
constitutes a phase.6 This is contextual approach in that the amount of projected
structure cross-linguistically, but also within a language, affects which particular

6 Note that this differs from Grimshaw’s (1991) proposal, where the verbal domain would extend
all the way up to the CP. Bošković (2014) andWurmbrand (2013), place pure temporal projections
(and CP) outside of the extended domain of VP. Under the current approach, purely functional
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phrasewithin amajor categorywill count as a phase.7 For example, assuming that
articles languages donot project aDP (Corver (1992), Zlatić (1997), Bošković (2005,
2008, 2012)), in a contextual approach to phases, NPwill count as a phase in such
a language, since it is the highest projection in the nominal domain.8 In article
languages, however, where a DP is projected on the top of the NP, DP counts as a
phase. Interestingly, Despić (2011, 2013), and Bošković (2013, 2014) show that nu-
merals and certain quantifiers project a phrase above an NP in Serbian. Bošković
shows that when QP is projected on the top of an NP in an NP-language, NP is
all of a sudden not a phase, and QP becomes a phase; the relevant evidence is
based on the extractability of phasal complements – assuming that phasal com-
plements cannot move (Abels 2003), Bošković shows that the complement of a
noun cannot move in the configuration in (28a), but it can in (28b) and (28c). Im-
portantly, variability of a phasal status of a phrase is argued to also occur within a
single language, depending on what the highest projection is within a particular
domain.

(28) a. [NP=phase (Serbian)
b. [DP=phase [NP (English)
c. [QP=phase [NP (Serbian)

When it comes to Serbian VP, the contextual approach to phases makes the high-
est VP in a series of VPs a phase. I illustrate the specifics for each particular case.

With root perfectives, a VP containing a root perfective is a phase, since there
is no additional VP phrase on top of it.

(29) [VP=phase root pf. ] baciti ‘to throw’ pf.

With lexical perfectives, the situation is different. I proposed in (10) that they
project an additional phrasewithin the VP-domain and close the VP domain. This
higher VP then counts as a phase (VP2), while the VP containing root perfective
(VP1) suddenly ceases to be a phase, and becomes a phasal complement.

(30) [VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]] iz-baciti ‘to throw out’ pf.

(semantically impoverished) temporal, but also viewpoint aspectual projections are outside of
the extended VP-domain.
7 Cf. Wurmbrand (2013) who, on the basis of QR, provides evidence that highest projection of a
cyclic domain, i. e. AspP, count as a phase.
8 For Serbo-Croatian as an NP language, see also Corver (1992), Zlatić (1997), Bošković (2005,
2008, 2012), Marelj (2008), Despić (2011, 2013), Runić (2013); Cf. Progovac (1998), Leko (1999),
Aljović (2002), Rutkowsky and Progovac (2005), Caruso (2012), Stanković (2014a, 2014b) for
Serbo-Croatian as a DP language.
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Finally, there are secondary imperfectives, instances of viewpoint aspect. As dis-
cussed above, unlike lexical aspect, viewpoint aspect does not affect the telicity of
the event, it does not change the lexical properties of the verb, but it does change
the boundedness of the event and it interacts with Tense. I propose that, due to
different contribution of lexical and viewpoint aspect in Serbian, lexical aspect,
located within the VP domain, and viewpoint aspect, located in AspP, are parts
of different phasal domains, i. e. viewpoint aspect in AspP is outside of the VP
phasal domain. This further means that secondary imperfective does not affect
the phasal status of phrases within the VP domain, since it belongs to a phasal
domain outside of VP.

(31) [AsPP sec. impf. [VP=phase lex. pf. [VP root pf. ]]]
iz-baci-va-ti ‘to throw out’ impf.

2.4 Deriving VP-ellipsis under aspectual
mismatches

We finally have all the ingredients to deal with VP-ellipsis patterns discussed in
section 2.1. Consider again the case of ellipsis of root perfectives with lexical per-
fective as in (5), repeated in (33); the ellipsis is disallowed. As shown in (32), the
target and the antecedent project different level of structure within the VP. What
makes VP-ellipsis unavailable is failure to satisfy the phasal identity requirement.
In particular, the target is a phase, since the VP containing root perfective closes
the phasal domain. Its strict aspectual antecedent is VP1. VP1, however, is not a
phase, since there is an additional phrase on top of it which acts as a phase, VP2.
Given that there is no match in terms of phasal status between the target and its
strict aspectual antecedent, ellipsis is correctly predicted to be unavailable.9

9 An anonymous review wonders whether the acceptability of (5)/(33) can be due to recover-
ability of deletion: the antecedent contains aspectual information which is not contained in the
target. It is true that this information is semantically non-vacuous (brining in additional mean-
ing, affecting the thematic structure, etc.) and that when added to the root perfective, lexical per-
fective changes the meaning of the antecedent – it is this part outside of the strict aspectual an-
tecedent that creates the problem in this case, not the target (the same goes for (35) below).While
such a semantic solution is possible, note that the same problem would arise with otherwise fe-
licitous (7) – the antecedent contains additional aspectual information not otherwise present in
the target. Evenmore, secondary imperfectives can serve as targets of root perfectives and lexical
perfectives, respectively, from which they are created, which would be difficult to explain under
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(32)
Antecedent Target
[VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]] [VP=phase root pf.]

(33) a. *Aca
Aca

je
is
u
in
petak
Friday

iz-baci-o
out-throw.pf-part.masc.sg

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
u
in

sredu
Wednesday

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

u
in
sredu
Wednesday

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca threw the bottles out on Friday, while Ana threw the bottles away
on Wednesday/will throw the bottles away on Wednesday.’

b. *Aca
Aca

svakog
every

petka
Friday

iz-baci
out-throw.pf.3sg.pres

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
u
in

sredu
Wednesday

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

u
in
sredu
Wednesday

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca throws the bottles out every Friday, while Ana threw the bottles
away on Wednesday/will throw the bottles away on Wednesday.’

Let us look at the pattern in (7) now.Whatwe have seen in (32) is that VP-ellipsis is
precluded when there is a difference in the level of structure projected within the
VP in the target and its strict aspectual antecedent. If this is so, then VP-ellipsis
should not in principle be blocked when there is no structural difference between
the target and its strict aspectual antecedent, because this would also mean no
difference in the phasal status of the target and its strict aspectual antecedent.
We can actually test this. In (7), repeated in (35), lexical perfectives are targets
and secondary imperfectives are antecedents. (34) shows that the target VP and
its strict aspectual antecedent, VP2, are both phases – viewpoint aspect in AspP
is a part of a phase outside of VP, so AspP in the antecedent does not affect the
phasal status of the strict aspectual antecedent, VP2. Given that the target VP and
its strict aspectual antecedent match in their phasal status, VP-ellipis is correctly
predicted to be acceptable.

(34)
Antecedent Target
[AspP sec.impf [VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]]] [VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]]

the semantic account; see Todorović (2016) for how these mismatches can straight-forwardly be
captured in a phase-based approach.
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(35) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-o
out-throw-impf-part.masc.sg

flaše
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is

jedanput
once

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca was throwing the bottles out regularly, while Ana has (thrown
the bottles out) once/will (throw the bottles out) this time.’

b. Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

iz-bacu-je
out-throw-impf.3sg.pres

flaše
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
jedanput
once

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles
‘Aca is throwing the bottles out regularly, while Ana (thrown the bot-
tles out) once/will (throw the bottles out) this time.’

We can now extend the analysis to the additional set of data. Note first that in (34),
secondary imperfective is formedby suffixation of lexical perfective.We can retain
that same antecedent as in (34), but change the target to root perfective, as in (36).
In this case, ellipsis should be precluded – the target is a phase, since VP contain-
ing root perfective closes the VP domain, but its strict aspectual antecedent is a
phasal complement. Unlike in (34), the additional structure in the antecedent is
now within the VP domain (as well as in AspP), i. e. in VP2; VP1 in the antecedent
ceases to be a phase and becomes a phasal complement. We are facing the same
problem as in (32) above – adding structure within the VP in the antecedent af-
fects the phasehood of strict aspectual antecedent andmakes it phasally unequal
to the target. Ellipsis is correctly predicted to be unavailable (37).

(36)
Antecedent Target
[AspP sec.impf [VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1V root pf.]]] [VP=phase root pf.]

(37) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
satima
hours

iz-baci-va-o
out-throw-impf-part.masc.sg

smeće
trash

a
and

Ana
Ana

za
for

pola
half

sata
hour

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

smeće/
trash

će
will

za
for

pola
half

sata
hour

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

smeće
trash

‘Aca was throwing the bottles out regularly, while Ana has (thrown
the bottles out) once/will (throw the bottles out) this time.’
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b. Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

iz-bacu-je
out-throw-impf.3sg.pres

smeće
trash

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
jedanput
once

baci-la
throw.pf-part.fem.sg

smeće/
trash

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

baci-ti
throw.pf-inf

smeće.
trash

‘Aca is regularly taking the trash out, while Ana has (throw the trash)
once/while Ana will (throw the trash) once.’

Note, however, that secondary imperfectives can also be formed by suffixation
of root perfective, as in (38). What happens if we use them as antecedents to root
perfective targets?We predict ellipsis to be available. This is because, even though
there is an additional structure within the antecedent, i. e. AspP, this phrase is
outside of the VP-domain, as in (39). As in the cases above, AspP does not affect
the phasal status of the phrases within the VP. So, when the target VP needs to
match with its strict aspectual antecedent VP, this antecedent is still a phase, just
like the target – no problems arise. VP-ellipsis is correctly predicted to be possible,
as in (40).10

(38) [AspP secondary impf. [VP root pf.]]
pobeđi-va-ti ‘to win’ impf.

(39)
Antecedent Target
[AspP sec. impf [VP=phase root pf. ]] [VP=phase root pf.]

(40) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
redovno
regularly

pobeđi-va-o
win.impf-part.masc.sg

Anu
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
jedanput
once

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.sg.masc

Anu/
Ana

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

pobedi-ti
win.impf-inf

Anu
Ana

‘Aca has always been defeating Ana, while Iva has (defeated Ana)
once/ will (defeat Ana) this time.’

10 This paper does not discuss VP-ellipsis of root imperfectives, but those cases can be captured
under the same approach. Note first that root imperfectives are non-permisible targets under any
aspectual mismatch. However, the ellipsis of these targets under aspectual mismatches runs in
the same problems as the ellipsis of root perfectives does and can be captured under the same
analysis that has beenproposed in this section. The only casewhere root perfectives canbe elided
and root imperfectives cannot is with secondary imperfective antecedents. These cases are in-
dependently excluded because secondary imperfectives can never be added directly to the root
imperfective base. They, however, can be added to lexical perfectives derived from root imperfec-
tives, and as such act as antecedents to root imperfectives, but then the VP-ellipsis is excluded
for the same reason that (36) is ungrammatical.
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b. Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

pobeđuje
win.impf.3sg.pres

Anu
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
jedanput
once

pobedi-o
win.pf-part.sg.masc

Anu/
Ana

će
will

ovaj
this

put
time

pobedi-ti
win.impf-inf

Anu
Ana

‘Aca is always defeating Ana, while Iva has (defeated Ana) once/ will
(defeat Ana) this time.’

2.5 Superlexical perfective
In section 2.2, I briefly discussed superlexical perfectives. I have shown that they
make a predictable change in meaning (e. g. distributivity), affect boundedness
and interact with the temporal clausal domain. Given that they can be added only
to secondary imperfective base, I proposed that they introduce an additional pro-
jection on top of secondary imperfective AspP (repeated in (41)). However, I left
the nature of the projection open. All we know so far is that, since this projection
is outside of VP, we expect it not to affect the availability of the ellipsis of the VP
target.

(41) [ superlex. pf. [AspP sec. impf. [VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]]]]

Surprisingly enough, VP-ellipsis with superlexical perfectives is highly restricted.
In particular, superlexical perfective antecedents allow for the ellipsis only un-
der the complete identity with the target, i. e. when the target is also superlexical
perfective:

(42) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
u
in
sredu
Wed.

po-iz-baci-va-o
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-part.masc.sg

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
u
in
p.
Fri.

po-iz-baci-va-la
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

u
in

petak
Friday

po-iz-baci-va-ti
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca threw all the bottles away on Wednesday, and Aca threw all the
bottles away /will throw all the bottles away on Friday.’

b. *Aca
Aca

ponekad
sometimes

poizbacuje
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-3sg.pres

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
samo
only

jedanput
once

po-iz-baci-va-la
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

samo
only

jednom
once

po-iz-baci-va-ti
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca sometimes throws away all the bottles, and Ana has (thrown all
the bottles away) /will (throw all the bottles away) only once.’
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Consider, for example, secondary imperfective targets. Althoughminimally differ-
ent from its antecedent, ellipsis of this target is not available:

(43) a. *A.
A.

je
is
ovog
this

puta
time

po-iz-baci-va-o
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf part.masc.sg

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-la
out-throw.pf-impf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-ti
throw.pf-impf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca threw out all the bottles this time, while Ana was (throwing the
bottles out) regularly/ will be (throwing the bottles out) regularly.’

b. *A.
A.

ponekad
sometimes

po-iz-bacuje
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf.3sg.pres

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is

redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-la
out-throw.pf-impf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

redovno
regularly

iz-baci-va-ti
throw.pf-impf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca sometimes throws all the bottles out, Ana was (throwing the bot-
tles out) regularly/ will be (throwing the bottles out) regularly.

Note also that secondary imperfectives can otherwise be elided when their an-
tecedent is secondary imperfective:

(44) a. Aca
Aca

je
is
redovno
regularly

pobeđi-va-o
win.impf-part.masc.sg

Anu
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
povremeno
sometimes

pobeđi-va-o
win.impf-part.masc.sg

Anu/
Ana

će
will

povremeno
sometimes

pobeđiva-ti
win-impf-inf

Anu
Ana

‘Aca was defeating Ana regularly, while Iva was occasionally/will oc-
casionally be (defeating Ana).’

b. Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

pobeđuje
win.impf.3sg.pres

Anu
Ana

a
and

Iva
Iva

je
is
povremeno
sometimes

pobeđi-va-o
win.impf-part.masc.sg

Anu/
Ana

će
will

povremeno
sometimes

pobeđiva-ti
win-impf-inf

Anu
Ana

‘Aca keeps defeating Ana regularly, while Iva was occasionally/will
occasionally be (defeating Ana).’

Furthermore, superlexical perfectives are also infelicitous antecedents to lexical
perfectives:
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(45) a. *Aca
Aca

je
is
ovog
this

puta
time

po-iz-baci-va-o
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-part.masc.sg

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is
prošlog
last

puta
time

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

narednog
next

puta
time

iz-baci-ti
out-throw.pf-inf

flaše.
bottles

‘Aca has thrown away all the bottles this time, and Ana threw the bot-
tles out last time/ will throw the bottles out next time.’

b. *Aca
Aca

redovno
regularly

poizbacuje
dstr-out-throw.pf-impf-3sg.pres

flaše,
bottles

a
and

Ana
Ana

je
is

samo
only

jedanput
once

iz-baci-la
out-throw.pf-part.fem.sg

flaše/
bottles

će
will

samo
only

sada
now

iz-baci-ti
out-throw-pf.inf

flaše.
bottles

“Aca regularly throws away all the bottles, and Ana has (thrown the
bottles out) only once/ will (throw the bottles out) only this time.’

The unavailability of ellipsis in (45) poses an apparent problem for the current
analysis. Namely, as shown in (46), the target is a phase, since VP2 is the highest
projection in the VP domain. Within the antecedent, if secondary imperfective
and superlexical perfective are parts of a phasal domain outside of the VP phasal
domain, then they should not affect the phasal status of VP projections. I. e., the
strict aspectual antecedent, i. e. VP2, is also a phase. Given that the target and its
strict aspectual antecedent have identical phasal status, is not clear why ellipsis
is disallowed.

(46)
Antecedent Target
[superlex. pf.[AspP sec.impf.[VP2=phase lex. pf.
[VP1 root pf.]]]] poizbacivati ‘to throw out one
by one’-pf.

[VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root
pf.]] iz-baciti ‘to throw
out’-pf.

I propose that specifying the exact nature of the projection hosting superlexical
perfective reveals why (45) is precluded. In particular, superlexical perfectives
make predictable contribution in meaning (distributive, cumulative), so they are
to some extent lexical in nature, which, I suggest, places them within the VP-
domain. But, they also change boundedness of the predicate and interact with
the temporal domain, which alsomakes them functional in nature. I propose that
they are some sort of a VP-projection, potentially semi-lexical/functional projec-
tion (cf. Koizumi’s (1995) implementation of Larsonian (1988) shells in terms of
split VP; see also Travis 2010). The proposal is then that when superlexical per-
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fectives are present in the structure, due to the verbal-like nature of the projection
which hosts them, they close the verbal domain, making the entire domain one
phase, as shown in (47).

(47) [=phase superlex pf. [AspP sec. impf. [VP2 lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]]]]11

With the new structure in mind, we can reconsider the availability of ellipsis
with superlexical perfective antecedents. What we see is that the patterns fall out
straightforwardly.

Consider first the ellipsis of secondary imperfectives with these antecedents.
Since the ellipsis of secondary imperfectives is in principle available (44), sec-
ondary imperfectives are either a phase or a phasal complement in the domain
crucially outside of the VP phasal domain. However, assuming (47), its strict as-
pectual antecedent AspP is a phasal complement, but still a part of the verbal
phasal domain.12

(48)
Antecedent Target
[[=phase superlex. pf. [AspP sec. impf.
[VP2 lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.]]]] poizbacivati-
‘to throw out one by one’-pf.

[AspP=phase/phasal compl. sec. impf.
[VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf.
izbacivati- ‘to throw out’-impf.]]]

Thenewlyproposed structure lets us also account for the problematic lack of ellip-
sis of lexical perfectives (cf. (45)). The target is a phase (and in principle elidable),
as in (49) – VP2 closes the VP domain. However, the problem is superlexical per-
fective in the antecedent – by extending the phasal domain of the VP all the way
up, it renders the strict aspectual antecedent, i. e. VP2, a complement of a com-
plement of a phasal head. The lack of identity in terms of phasal status precludes
ellipsis. Thus, an apparent problem is actually accounted for, at the same time
revealing the nature of projections in the VP-domain and the middle field.

11 Note that according to the analysis proposed above, there’s no option whereby VP2 in (47)
counts as a phase (as it did in the examples above), because in (47), a projection hosting super-
lexical perfective closes off the verbal domain and hence counts as a phase; this rendeds VP2
complement of a complement of a phase.
12 Another option is that secondary imperfective target projects only a VP domain (only in those
limited case when secondary imperfective is not overt; see Todorović (2016) for a cross-linguistic
support), and acts as a phase, while its strict aspectual antecedent, VP2, is the complement of
the complement of a phase, given (47).
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(49)
Antecedent Target
[=phase superlex. pf. [AspP sec. impf.
[VP2=phase lex. pf. [VP1 root pf. ]]]]
poizbacivati ‘to throw out one by one’-pf.

[VP2=phase lex pf. [VP1 root pf.]]
iz-baciti ‘to throw out’-pf.

The Table 2.1 summarizes the patterns of (un)available aspectual mismatches be-
tween the antecedent and the target:

Table 2.1: Availability of VP-ellipsis under certain aspectual mismatches.

Antecedent Target Ellipsis

secondary imperfective derived
from lexical perfective

lexical perfective √

secondary imperfective derived
from root perfective

root perfective √

secondary imperfective derived
from lexical perfective

root perfective *

lexical perfective root perfective *
superlexical perfective derived imperfective *
superlexical perfective lexical perfective *

2.6 Conclusion
This paper explored how the aspectual specification of VP affects the availability
of VP-ellipsis in Serbian. It was shown that VP-ellipsis in Serbian, rather than be-
ing finiteness-sensitive, is aspect-sensitive− it is not permittedwith certain aspec-
tual mismatches between the antecedent and the target. It was proposed that the
discrepancies in the availability of VP-ellipsis under these aspectual mismatches
can be accounted for under a phase-constrained approach to ellipsis. Following
Bošković (2014), I argued that, in order to be elidable, the target needs to be a
“phase-privileged” domain, i. e. either a phase or a phasal complement. However,
I proposed that inVP-ellipsis in Serbian, the antecedent also has a significant role.
Namely, in addition to the target being “phasally relevant”, its strict aspectual
antecedent, i. e. the part of the antecedent that matches with the target in lexi-
cal and viewpoint aspectual specifications, also needs to be either a phase or a
phasal complement. This is due to the idea that the general parallelism require-
ment on ellipsis extends to a parallelism in terms of the phasal status between the
antecedent and the target, i. e. either both are phases or both are phasal comple-
ments. I showed that, with respect to VP ellipsis in Serbian, the requirements of
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1) phasal relevance and 2) phasal parallelism successfully account for a number
of seemingly unsystematic patterns involving ellipsis with aspectual mismatches.
While exploring VP-ellipsis in Serbian, we hopefully also gained insights into the
nature of projections within the VP and the middle field.
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Barbara Citko
3 On top but not a phase: Phasehood
inheritance and variation in sluicing

Abstract: This paper examines the consequences of Deal’s (2016) proposal that
TP selected by a relative C becomes a phase for the so-called Focus sluicing lan-
guages like Polish, inwhich the Focus head, rather than the Chead, licenses sluic-
ing and triggers wh-movement. It shows that there is no reason to treat a relative
TP as a phase in Polish. It attributes the crosslinguistic variation with respect to
sluicing to the mechanism of phasehood inheritance (Chomsky 2015): a process
by which a lower head can inherit phasehood (not just uninterpretable features)
from a higher phase head.

3.1 Introduction
There are three phase-theoretical issues that I address in this paper.1 The first
one concerns the relationship between ellipsis and phasehood. On some views,
only complements of phase heads can be deleted (see Gallego 2010; Gengel 2007;
Rouveret 2012; Wurmbrand 2017, among others). On others, both complements of
phase heads and entire phases can be deleted (Bošković 2014). And yet on others,
there is no direct relationship between phasehood and ellipsis (Aelbrecht 2009).
The second issue concerns the range of variation with respect to phasehood. For
Bošković (2014) and Wurmbrand (2017), the highest head in an extended projec-
tion of a lexical head is a phase head.2 For others, the same head can be a phase
head in one context but not in others, regardless of whether it is the highest head
in the extended projection or not. This is the view taken by Den Dikken (2007) or

1 I would like to thank the audience at the 9th Brussels Conference on Generative Linguistics,
two anonymous reviewers and the volume editors for insightful questions, comments and sug-
gestions. Since the conference took place in December of 2016, and the paperwaswritten in 2018,
the paper may not do justice to the more recent research on phases. I alone remain responsible
for any errors and omissions.
2 This leads to a fair amount of crosslinguistic variation. If a language lacks a DP layer, the high-
est nominal projection will be a phase. So in some languages, it will be a DP, and in others an NP,
as proposed by Bošković 2014 (see, however, Pereltsvaig 2007, 2013 and the references therein,
for arguments against treating noun phrases in article-less languages as NPs).

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-003
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Gallego (2010), for example, who argue in favor of the so-called Phase Extension
(inDenDikken’s terms) or Phase Sliding (in Gallego’s terms). For Deal (2016), TP is
a phase or not depending on whether it is in a relative clause environment or not.
And the third issue concerns themechanisms that can affect phasehood. The view
I defend in this paper is that only complements of phase heads can be deleted.
Furthermore, it is not always the case that the highest head in an extended pro-
jection is a phase head. More specifically, I suggest that in so-called Focus sluic-
ing languages (in Van Craenenbroeck and Lipták’s terms), the Focus head inherits
phasehood fromC. This explainswhy that the Focus head, rather than the C head,
licenses sluicing and triggers wh-movement.

I start with Deal’s (2016) proposal that TP becomes a phasewhen it is selected
by a relative C. This can provide a simple account for the contrast in grammat-
icality between sluicing in questions and relative clauses in English. However,
Van Craenenbroeck and Lipták (2006, 2013) show that the ungrammaticality of
sluicing in relative clauses is subject to crosslinguistic variation, and that in lan-
guages in which the Focus head licenses wh-movement, it also licenses sluicing.
This raises two questions for these languages: (i) if the Focus head licenses sluic-
ing and wh-movement, is there any reason left to treat CP as a phase?, and (ii) is
there any evidence that the relative TP is a phase? To address these questions, I fo-
cus on Polish, a language inwhich (like in Hungarian), Focusmovement has been
shown to license sluicing, and I provide evidence that the conditions on ellipsis
in questions and relative clauses are the same, and that the differences between
relative sluicing and non-relative sluicing are due to independent factors.

I proceed as follows. In Section 3.2, I elaborate on the contrast between sluic-
ing in questions and relative clauses and present a phase-theoretical account of
this contrast. In Section 3.3, I turn toPolish, a Focus sluicing language inVanCrae-
nenbroeck and Lipták’s terminology, and show that Polish violates theNo Embed-
ded Stripping Generalization of Wurmbrand (2017). As noted by Wurmbrand her-
self, this suggests crosslinguistic variation with respect to phasehood, with the C
head being a phase head in some languages and the Focus head being a phase
head in others. In Section 3.4, I attribute this variation to Phasehood Inheritance.
In Sections 3.5, I turn to sluicing in relative clauses, and the question of whether
there are any differences between sluicing in relative clauses and sluicing in ques-
tions thatmight suggest different licensing heads. And in Section 3.6, I summarize
the main findings of this paper.
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3.2 Sluicing in interrogative versus relative
clauses

Deal (2016) proposes that TP becomes a phase when it is selected by a relative C:

(1) Lower Phase Conjecture
The TP sister of relative C/Fin is a phase.
(Deal 2016: 465)

This is how she accounts for the contrast between questions and relative clauses
with respect to the so-called that-trace effect, illustrated in (2a–b) (Bresnan 1972;
Perlmutter 1971):

(2) a. Who do you think (*that) studies syntax?
b. The students *(that) study syntax are smart.

She relies onPesetsky andTorrego’s (2001) account of the that-trace effect in ques-
tions, the basic tenets of which are summarized in (3a–d).

(3) a. Nominative Case is uT (uninterpretable Tense feature) on the subject.
b. The uT feature is checked in the specifier of TP but it is not deleted till

CP/phase level so it can also check the uT feature of C.
c. that is the realization of T to C raising.
d. Economy rules out that with fronted subjects (that-trace effect)

In the grammatical case of subject extraction given in (4a–b), the subject wh-
phrase can check both the wh-feature and the uT feature of C when it moves to
[Spec, CP]. By contrast, the derivation of the ungrammatical example (5a), given
in (5b), involves both T to Cmovement, realized as that, andmovement of the sub-
ject to the embedded [Spec, CP]. Since the subject can check the uT feature of C,
T to C movement is redundant and violates economy.

(4) a. Who do you think studies syntax?
b. [CP who[uT, wh] do you think [CP who[uT, wh] C[uT, uwh] [TP who T [VP stud-

ies syntax]]]]

(5) a. *Who do you think that studies syntax?
b. *[CP who[uT, wh] do you think [CP who[uT, wh] [T that]i-C[uT, uwh] [TP who Ti

[VP studies syntax ]]]]

Relative clauses are well-known to differ from wh-questions with respect to the
that-trace effect (Bresnan 1972). Deal accounts for this difference by proposing
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that the TP inside the relative clause is a phase (per her conjecture in (1)). This
means that the checked uninterpretable features contained inside the TP are
deleted; the [uT] feature on the subject in [Spec, TP] is not accessible to C, and
the only way for the uT feature on C to be checked is via T to C movement. This is
schematized in (6a–d).3

(6) a. students that study syntax
b. [TP [DP OP][uT, wh] T [VP study syntax ]]
c. [CP C[uT, wh] [TP [DP OP][uT, wh] T [VP study syntax ]]]
d. [CP [DP OP][wh] [T that]i-C[uT, uwh] [TP OP Ti [VP study syntax ]]]

3 This is not by nomeans the only way to account for the contrast betweenmovement from com-
plement clauses and relative clauses with respect to the that-trace effect, and there are many
alternatives that do not rely on phasehood (see Pesetsky 2017 for an overview). Rizzi (1990), for
example, hypothesizes that the lack of the that trace effect in relative clauses has to do with the
fact that a null operator cannot agree a null complementizer. More recently, Gallego (2007) de-
rives the obligatorily presence of the complementizer in relative clauses from the assumption that
null operators cannot pied-pipe. Douglas (2017) attributes it to a difference in size. CPs in clauses
containing a complementizer are split into at least ForceP and FinP, whereas CPs without a com-
plementizer remain CPs. In relative clauses without a complementizer, the promoted headmoves
from [Spec, TP] to [Spec, CP], as shown in (ia-b).

(i) a. *students study syntax
b. [CP studentsi C [TP ti T [vP ti study syntax ]]]

This movement, however, is too short; it violates the anti-locality of Erlewine (2016), given in (ii).
(see, however, Abels 2003 and Grohmann 2000 for other versions of anti-locality, which would
not rule out the movement in (ib).

(ii) A’-movement of a phrase from the Specifier of XP must cross a maximal projection other
than XP.
(Erlewine 2016: 445)

In relative clauses with that, on the other hand, movement is longer; it crosses FinP:

(iii) a. students that study syntax
b. [ForP studentsi [For’ that [FinP [TP ti T [vP ti study syntax ]]]]]

However, anti-locality also rules out the standardly assumed derivation for successive cyclic
movement from complement clauses, given in (ivb), leading Douglas to pursue an alternative
account of successive cyclic movement.

(iv) a. Who do you think studies syntax?
b. [CP C [do you think [CP whoi [C’ C [TP ti T [vP ti studies syntax ]]]]]]
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What is interesting about Deal’s proposal that TP is a phase in relative contexts is
that it can provide a simple account for the difference between sluicing in ques-
tions and relative clauses. As shown by the contrast between (7a) and (7b) and the
ungrammaticality of the examples in (8a-b), sluicing is banned in relative clauses
(Lobeck 1995; Merchant 2001).

(7) a. Someone stole the car but they couldn’t find out who.
b. *Someone stole the car, but they couldn’t find the personwho.

(Merchant 2001: 59)

(8) a. *Someone wants to talk to Mary, but the person who __ is too shy to ap-
proach her.

b. *Although the place where __is unclear, the time when the meeting is to
be held is posted on the door.
(Lobeck 1995: 57)

On the assumption that ellipsis is the pronunciation of the spell-out domain as
zero, which means that only complements of phase heads can be deleted (as in
Gengel 2007; Rouveret 2012; Wurmbrand 2017, but contra Bošković 2014, who al-
lows both phases and complements of phase heads to be deleted), this contrast
can be attributed to the fact that inwh-questions, the complement of a phase head
is deleted (as shown in (9a)), but in relative clauses, the entire phase is, as shown
in (9b). Crucially, this account only works if TP is a phase in relative clauses (but
not in wh-questions) and only complements of phase heads can be deleted (as
opposed to both complements of phase heads and entire phases). If CP remains
a phase in (9b), then both (9a) and (9b) are predicted to be possible, contrary to
fact. And if both phases and complements of phase heads can undergo ellipsis,
both are incorrectly predicted to be possible as well.4

(9) a. wh-questions

4 Thank you to one of the reviewers for asking me to be explicit about this point.
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b. relative clauses

Such a phase-theoretical account departs from accounts that rely purely on the
featural make-up of the C head licensing sluicing. Lobeck (1995), following Rizzi
(1990), takes the complementizer in relative clauses to be marked [–WH]. If sluic-
ing is only licensed by a [+WH] complementizer with an agreeing wh-phrase in its
specifier, the ungrammaticality of sluicing in relative clauses can be accounted
for. Merchant (2001) builds on this account, and attributes the ungrammatical-
ity of sluiced relatives to a condition on the E feature (the Ellipsis feature); this
feature is only ‘compatible’ with interrogative environments.

(10) English sluicing: E[uwh*, uQ*]

However, it is also well-known that sluicing is subject to a fair amount of crosslin-
guistic variation (VanCraenenbroeck andLipták 2006; Lipták andAboh 2013; Lip-
ták 2015, the contributions in Merchant and Simpson 2012, among many others).
In the next section, I turn to Polish, one of the languages identified by Van Crae-
nenbroeck and Lipták as Focus sluicing languages, and to the question of what
heads count as phase heads in Focus sluicing languages.

3.3 Focus sluicing in Polish

VanCraenenbroeckandLipták (2006) propose the followingparameter to account
for variation in sluicing, tying it to variation with respect to wh-movement. The
gist of their proposal, given in (11), is that the head that triggers wh-movement is
the head that licenses sluicing.

(11) The Wh/Sluicing Correlation
The syntactic features that the [E]-feature has to check in a certain lan-
guage are identical to the strong features a wh-phrase has to check in a
regular constituent question in that language.
(Van Craenenbroeck and Lipták 2006: 257)
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Even though their data come mostly from Hungarian, they include Spanish,
Basque, Polish, Russian and Hebrew in the same group of languages, i. e. lan-
guages in which the E feature is dissociated from the wh-feature and is linked
to the Operator feature instead, hosted by the Focus head. More concretely, they
posit the following difference between the properties of the E feature in English
and Hungarian:

(12) a. Hungarian: E [uOp*]
b. English: E[uwh*, uQ*]

(Van Craenenbroeck and Lipták 2006: 258)

Polish is like Hungarian is that the Focus head can license sluicing (see Grebeny-
ova 2006, 2007, for relevant discussion and examples from Russian and Polish).
We see this not only in embedded wh-questions (13a), but also in embedded yes-
no questions (13b) and in embedded declarative clauses (13c).

(13) a. Wiem,
know

kto
who

studiował
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto
who

fonologię.
phonology

‘I know who studied syntax but I don’t know who (studied) phonol-
ogy.’

b. Wiem,
know

że
that

Maria
Maria

studiowała
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

jestem
am

pewna,
sure

czy
if

fonologię.
phonology
‘I know that Maria studied syntax but I am not sure if (she studied)
phonology.’

c. Wiem,
know

że
that

Maria
Maria

studiowała
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

wiedziałam,
knew

że
that

fonologię.
phonology
‘I know that Maria studied syntax but I didn’t know that (she studied)
phonology.’

Even though it is tangential to the issue of the Focus head being a phase head or
not, it is also worth noting is that the remnant in Focus sluicing can be a negative
polarity item (NPI), as shown in (14).5

5 Polish is a strict negative concord language, inwhich clausematenegation is required to license
NPIs (see Błaszczak 2001; Giannakidou 2000; Przepiórkowski and Kupść 1999; Zeijlstra 2004,
among many others).
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(14) Wiem,
know

kto
who

kogoś
someone

zaprosił,
invited

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto
who

nikogo.
anyone

‘I knowwho invited someone but I don’t knowwho (didn’t invite) anyone.’

This example also shows that Focus sluicing allows polarity mismatches; the an-
tecedent clause is positive but the elided clause is negative, as evidenced by the
presence of the NPI, which requires clausemate negation. This goes against Mer-
chant’s (2013) generalization, which states that larger ellipsis types (i. e. sluicing
and sentence fragments) disallow polarity mismatches.6

While sluicing in embeddedwh-questions remains grammatical when the fo-
cused remnant is absent, it becomes ungrammatical in embedded yes/no ques-
tions and in embedded declaratives. Example (15a) parallels in grammaticality
example (13a) above, but the examples in (15b–c) contrast in grammaticality with
the examples in (13b–c).7,8 I take this to mean that it is the Focus head with a
focused remnant in its specifier that licenses ellipsis, not the C head.

6 Polarity mismatches are allowed only if some element that indicates the difference in polarity
(e. g., NPI or a polarity particle) survives ellipsis. Not surprisingly, sluicing with wh-remnants
does not allow polaritymismatches: (ia) allows the interpretation in in (ib), where the antecedent
clause and the elided clause match in polarity, but it disallows the interpretation in (ic), where
the two do not match.

(i) a. Ktoś
someone

wyszedł,
left

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto.
who

‘Someone left but I don’t know who.’
b. = Ktoś

someone
wyszedł,
left

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto
who

wyszedł.
left

‘Someone left but I don’t know who left.’
c. ̸= Ktoś

someone
wyszedł,
left

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto
who

nie
not

wyszedł.
left

‘Someone left but I don’t know who left.’

7 The examples in (15a–c) are not direct counterparts of (13a–c), with just the focus remnant
missing. They have been modified slightly to control for control for independent factors. For ex-
ample, (i), which would be a more direct counterpart of (13a), is infelicitous for the same reasons
its non-elided variant is.

(i) #Wiem,
know

kto
who

studiował
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto.
who

‘I know who studied syntax but I don’t know who (studied syntax).’

8 The inability of yes/no and declarative complementizers to license sluicing extends to C sluic-
ing languages like English and iswell documented in the relevant literature. For example, Lobeck
(1995) attributes it to the strong agreement requirement, where only heads agreeingwith phrases
in their specifiers can license sluicing. Merchant (2001) attributes it to the E feature specification.
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(15) a. Wiem,
know

że
that

ktoś
someone

studiował
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

wiem,
know

kto.
who

‘I know that someone studied syntax but I don’t know who (studied
syntax).’

b. *Jan
Jan

wie,
knows

że
that

Maria
Maria

studiowała
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

ja
I
nie
not

jestem
am

pewna,
sure

czy.
if
‘Jan knows that Maria studied syntax but I am not sure if (she studied
syntax).’

c. *Jan
Jan

słyszał,
heard

że
that

Maria
Maria

studiowała
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

ja
I
nie
not

wiedziałam,
knew

że.
that
‘Jan heard that Maria studied syntax but I didn’t know that (she stud-
ied syntax).’

The behavior of Polish Focus sluicing is consistent with the structure Van Crae-
nenbroeck and Lipták propose for Hungarian. Thus, the structure of (16a) is given
in (16b).

(16) a. Wiem,
know

że
that

Maria
Maria

studiowała
studied

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

wiedziałam,
knew

że
if

fonologię.
phonology
‘I know thatMaria studied syntax, but I didn’t know that (she studied)
phonology.’

b. . . .

Further support for the structure in (16b) comes from the fact that sentence frag-
ments can also be embedded in Polish (see Temmerman 2013; Valmala 2007;Weir
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2014; Wurmbrand 2017 on the embeddability of fragments crosslinguistically), as
shown in (17a–b).

(17) a. Myślę,
think

że
that

Jana.
Jan.acc

‘I think that Jan.’
b. Żałuję,

regret
że
that

Jana.
Jan.acc

‘I regret that Jan.’

So can polarity particles, which are generally assumed to be heads of their own
(Polarity) projections (see, for example, Authier 2013; Citko 2015, 2018, Gribanova
2017; Kazenin 2006; Laka 1990; López-Carretero 1995 on polarity and ellipsis).9

(18) a. Myślę,
think

że
that

tak/nie.
yes/no

‘I think so/not.’

If (18) is type of stripping, where the term stripping refers to clausal ellipsis in
which one constituent survives ellipsis (Hankamer 1979), Polish violates the Em-
bedded Stripping Generalization of Wurmbrand 2017, given in (19).

(19) Embedded Stripping Generalization
Stripping of embedded clauses is only possiblewhen the embedded clause
lacks a CP.
(Wurmbrand 2017: 345)

I follow Merchant (2003) and Wurmbrand (2017) in treating stripping as TP el-
lipsis, which makes stripping, sluicing and sentence fragments part of the same
family of elliptical constructions.Wurmbrand focuses on the contrasts of the kind
given in (20a–b), which have been taken to show that stripping is impossible in
embedded clauses.

(20) a. Jane loves to study rocks, and geography too.
b. *Jane loves to study rocks, and John says that geography too.

(Wurmbrand 2017: 341-342, citing Lobeck 1995)

9 If polarity particles head a different projection, their behavior does not bear directly on the
issue of the Focus head licensing ellipsis.
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WhatWurmbrand discovered is that embedded stripping becomes possible when
the complementizer is absent; note the contrast between the ungrammatical (20b)
and the grammatical (21).

(21) Jane loves to study rocks, and John says geography too.
(Wurmbrand 2017: 344)

She provides a phase-theoretical account of this contrast, relying on the assump-
tion that only complements of phase heads can be deleted. This means that when
there is no complementizer, as in (22), there is no CP layer. This in turn means
that FocP, the highest projection, is a phase, and its complement can be deleted.
By contrast, in (23),which contains an overt complementizer, CP is a phase,which
means sluicing (i. e., TPdeletion)wouldbedeletionof the complement of the com-
plement of the phase head.

(22) a. Abby claimed (that) Ben would ask her out, but she didn’t think Bill
(too).
(Merchant 2003: 4)

b. . . .

(23) a. *Abby claimedBenwould ask her out, but she didn’t think thatBill (too).
(Wurmbrand 2017: 344)

b. . . .

Wurmbrand (2017) also noted that there is crosslinguistic variation with respect
to stripping. In languages in which wh-movement targets [Spec, FocP] (i. e. Focus
sluicing languages in Van Craenenbroek and Lipták’s terminology), stripping is
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possible even if the complementizer is present. Her evidence comes from Hun-
garian and Spanish. Polish and Hungarian are alike in this respect, as shown in
(24a–b).

(24) a. János
János

meghívott
pv.invited

valakit
someone.acc

és
and

azt
that.acc

hiszem,
think

hogy
that

BÉLÁT.
Béla.acc

‘János invited someone and I think it was Béla whom he invited.’
(Van Craenenbroeck and Lipták 2006: 260)

b. Jan
Jan

kogoś
someone.acc

zaprosił.
invited

Myślę,
think

że
that

Piotra.
Piotr.acc

‘Jan invited someone. I think it was Peter.’

This leads Wurmbrand to conclude that the Focus head is a phase head in Focus
sluicing languages in spite of the presence of C. I agree with this conclusion, and
turn to the question of why there should be crosslinguistic variation with respect
to whether C or Foc head is a phase head.

3.4 Phasehood inheritance

I attribute the contrast between Focus sluicing languages like Polish or Hungar-
ian and C sluicing languages like English to the fact that phasehood itself can be
inherited by a Focus head from a C head, as shown in (25). This allows the com-
plement of the lower (derived) phase head to be deleted without requiring the
complementizer to be absent.

(25) Phasehood Inheritance

The idea that phasehood can be inherited is not novel. DenDikken (2007) andGal-
lego (2010), for example, explore the consequences of head movement for phase-
hood (as also discussed in Citko 2014). For Den Dikken (2007), movement of a
phase head α to a higher (non-phase) head ßmakes ß the phase head, and causes
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α to lose its phasehood status.10 Gallego (2010) proposes that in null subject lan-
guages T inherits phasehood from v if vmoves to T.11 For bothDenDikken andGal-
lego, phasehood is inherited upwards, which opens up the possibility that phase-
hood can be inherited downwards as well. The C to Focus head Phasehood Inher-
itance I am proposing here is one example of downward inheritance. Another one
is Chomsky’s (2015) account of the that-trace effect, which relies on T inheriting
phasehood from C when C is null. Deal (2016: 439) also discusses the possibility
of T inheriting a wh-feature from C, which is ‘tantamount to inheritance of phasal
status from C by T.’ This is what allows C to delete. Consequently, the subject in
[Spec, TP] is at the phase edge, since now TP is a phase. When that is present,
deletion of C is impossible, which means that CP remains a phase, so the subject
becomes inaccessible when the complement of C is spelled out.

The mechanism of Phasehood Inheritance I am suggesting here raises the
question of how to constrain it (i. e., how to determine whether Phasehood In-
heritance takes place or not, and how to determine which phase heads pass their
phasal status to their complements, and which ones do not).12 One way to think
about Phasehood Inheritance is to treat it as an extension of Feature Inheritance,
with Phasehood Inheritance being an extreme case of Feature Inheritance. If the
original phase head (C in the case under consideration) does not have any unin-
terpretable features left, there is simply no reason for it to remain a phase.13 If
inheriting phasehood amounts to inheriting all uninterpretable features in one
operation, inheriting phasehood is more economical than inheriting individual
uninterpretable features separately.

So far, we have seen evidence that the Focus head licenses sluicing. We have
not, however, seen any evidence yet that the same head triggers wh-movement.

10 Den Dikken’s (2007) characterization of Phase Extension is given in (i).

(i) Phase Extension
Syntactic movement of the head H of a phase α up to the head X of the node ß dominating
α extends the phase up from α to ß; α loses its phasehood in the process, and any con-
stituent on the edge of α ends up in the domain of the derived phase ß as a result of Phase
Extension.
(Den Dikken 2007: 1)

11 In Gallego’s system, v does not lose its phasehood status, and T also inherits φ-features from
C. This ‘double’ inheritance (both from C and T) is what captures the mixed A/A-bar status of
[Spec, TP] position in languages like Spanish or Catalan.
12 I thank the anonymous reviewers for raising these questions.
13 InGallego’s terms, being the locus of uninterpretable features is the definitional characteristic
of phase heads, so if a phase head loses its uninterpretable features, it loses its raison d’être.
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The evidence that it does comes from the following considerations. First, themov-
ing wh-phrase can be pronounced in [Spec, FocP], following the overt comple-
mentizer (Lasnik and Saito 1984;Wiland 2009, 2010;Willim 1989, among others):

(26) Maria
Maria

myśli,
thinks

że
that

coi
what

Janek
Janek

kupił
bought

ti?

‘What does Maria think that Janek bought?’
(Lasnik and Saito 1984: 238)

(27) a. Jan
Jan

myślał,
thought

że
that

jaki
what

samochódi
car

Paweł
Paweł

kupił
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

ti?

‘What car did Jan think Paweł bought his wife?’ COMPWH
b. *Jan

Jan
myślał,
thought

jaki
what

samochódi
car

że
that

Paweł
Paweł

kupił
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

ti?

‘What car did Jan think Paweł bought his wife?’ *WH COMP
(Wiland 2010: 338)

In multiple wh-questions, both wh-phrases follow the complementizer:14

(28) a. Jan
Jan

myślał,
thought

że
that

coi
what

komuj
whom

Paweł
Paweł

kupił
bought

tj ti?

‘What did Jan think Paweł bought for whom?’ COMPWHWH
b. *Jan

Jan
myślał,
thought

coi
what

że
that

komuj
whom

Paweł
Paweł

kupił
bought

tj ti?

‘What did Jan think Paweł bought for whom?’ *WH COMPWH
(Wiland 2010: 339)

Second, wh-words have to follow topics (Tajsner 2008; Wiland 2009):15

(29) a. Marka
Marek.acc

to
top

gdziei
where

Ania
Anna.nom

spotkała
met

ti?

‘As for Marc, where did Anna meet him?’ TopWH
b. *Gdziei

where
Marka
Marek.acc

to
top

Ania
Anna.nom

spotkała
met

ti?

‘As for Marc, where did Anna meet him?’ *WH Top
(Tajsner 2008: 359)

14 This does not mean that they cannot front to the clause initial position.
15 Wiland identifies the lower projection as ΣP.
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Third, wh-phrases can be split with the nominal stranded in [Spec, FocP], as
shown in (30a–b). This is an example of Left Branch Extraction, well-documented
in the literature since Ross 1967.16

(30) a. Jakii
what

chcesz,
want

żeby
comp
[ti samochód]j

car
Maria
Maria

kupiła
bought

tj?

‘What kind of a car do you want Maria to buy?’
b. Ilei

how.many
Jan
Jan

twierdzi,
claims

że
that

[ti artykułów]j
articles

Maria
Maria

napisała
wrote

tj?

‘How many articles does Jan know that Maria wrote?’

One of the reviewers raises the question of how the examples in (26)–(30) show
that the Focus Phrase is a phase. These examples show that the specifier of Focus
Phrase can be a landing site for moved wh-phrases in spite of the presence of an
overt complementizer. Themovement to [Spec, FocP] is driven by uninterpretable
features. If phase heads are the loci of uninterpretable features, it follows that the
Focus has to be a phase head.17

3.5 Sluicing in Polish relative clauses
The question I turn to now concerns the phasehood status of relative clauses in
Polish.We sawabove thatDeal accounted for the absence of the that-trace effect in
English relative clauses by treating relative TPs as phases. Polish, however, differs
from English in that it does not exhibit the that-trace effect in either questions or
relative clauses (Miechowicz-Mathiasen 2012; Szczegielniak 1999; Zabrocki 1984,
but see, for example, Witkoś 1993, for a different view):18,19

16 There is variation in judgements here.Wiland (2010)marks the following example as ungram-
matical; I do not have any explanation for this variation.

(i) *Jakii
what

powiedziałeś,
said

że
that

ti samochódi
car.acc

Paweł
Paweł

kupił
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

ti?

(Wiland 2010: 343)

17 The status of the examples in (26)–(30) is also compatible with the Focus head inheriting just
the relevant uninterpretable feature from C (see, Germain 2017, for example, for an explicit pro-
posal that uwh and EPP features driving wh-movement are inherited by the Focus head from C).
18 The lack of the that-trace effect in Polish has also been taken to mean that the Polish comple-
mentizers że and żeby are true complementizers, rather than a reflex of T raised to C (Citko and
Gračanin-Yuksek 2017; Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, contra Miechowicz-Mathiasen 2012).
19 One of the reviewers wonders if the wh-relativizer and the complementizer can co-occur in
(31b); the ungrammaticality of (i) shows that they cannot:
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(31) a. Ktoi
who

chcesz,
want

żeby
comp

ti studiował
studied

językoznawstwo?
linguistics

‘Who do you want to study linguistics?’
b. Studentki,

students
którei/co
who/comp

ti studiują
study

językoznawstwo
linguistics

są
are

mądre.
smart

‘The students who study linguistics are smart.’

The examples in (32a–d), obtained via Google search, provide further illustration
that Polish allows the that-trace effect violations.

(32) a. Ktoi
who

myślisz,
think

że
that

ti tu
here

stoi
stands

i
and

tego
this

naucza?
teaches

‘Who do you think stands here and teaches this?’
(https://www.przemianaumyslu.pl/badz-moja-walentynka,
accessed 25 September, 2019)

b. Ktoi
who

chcesz,
want

żeby
comp

ti został
became

prezydentem?
president

‘Who do you want to become president?’
(https://www.onet.pl/?utm_source=zapytaj_viasg&utm_medium=
nitro&utm_campaign=zapytaj_nitro, accessed 25 September, 2019)

c. Ktoi
who

wydaje
seems

ci
you

się,
refl

że
that

ti kocha
loves

cię
you

bardziej?
more

‘Who seems to you to love you more?’
(https://samequizy.pl/tata-czy-mama/, accessed 25September, 2019)

Perhaps related is the fact the complementizer is obligatory in both wh-questions
and relative clauses:

(33) a. Ktoi
who

myślisz,
think

*(że)
that

ti studiuje
studies

językoznawstwo?
linguistics

‘Who do you think studies linguistics?’
b. Te

these
studentki,
students

*(którei/co)
who/comp

zatrudnili
hired

ti
are

są
are

mądre.
smart

‘The students that they hired are smart.’

Given no differences between relative clauses and non-relative clauses with re-
spect to the that-trace effect in Polish, there is no reason to treat relative TPs differ-

(i) *Studentki,
students

którei
who

co
comp

ti studiują
study

językoznawstwo
linguistics

są
are

mądre.
smart

‘The students who study linguistics are smart.’
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ently from non-relative ones. I take this to indicate that neither relative nor non-
relative TPs are phases in Polish. Could, however, the opposite be the case? In
otherwords, could the lack of the that-trace effect in both relative andnon-relative
clauses mean that both relative and non-relative TPs are phases? This, I believe,
would be an unwelcome conclusion. For example, it would predict that sluicing
should be ungrammatical, as it would involve deletion of an entire phase.

The question I turn to now is whether TPs can be sluiced in Polish relative
clauses; given the conclusionwehave just reached that relative TPs are not phases
in Polish, it should be possible to sluice them, since we would not be sluicing an
entire phase. And, indeed, Lipták and Aboh (2013) and Lipták (2015) have noted
that sluicing is not universally banned in relative clauses, and that languages like
Gungbe and Hungarian allow it, as shown in (34a–b), respectively:

(34) a. Kòfí
Kòfí

ná
fut

yrɔ́
call

mɛ̀
person

ɖé
ind

àmɔ́n
but

má
1sg.neg

nyɔ́n
know

mɛ̀
person

ɖĕ
rel

wɛ̀.
foc

Lit. ‘Kofi will call someone, but I don’t know the person who.’
b. Ezért

this.for
tartunk
be.pres.3pl

ott,
there

ahol.
rel.where

Lit. ‘For this reason we are wherever we are.’
(Lipták and Aboh 2013: 105)

However, Polish is different in this respect in that it disallows sluicing in rela-
tive clauses in the absence of an independent Focus movement. This is shown in
(35a–b) for so-called light-headed relatives (in Citko’s (2004) terminology).

(35) a. *Wiem,
know

że
that

ktoś
someone

zna
knows

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

znam
know

tego,
dem

kto.
who

‘I know that someone knows syntax but I don’t know the one who
(does).’

b. Znam
know

kogoś,
someone

kto
who

zna
knows

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

znam
know

nikogo,
anyone

kto
who

fonologię.
phonology
‘I know someone who knows syntax but I don’t know anyone who
(studies) phonology.’

We cannot appeal to TP being a phase in order to exclude the relative sluic-
ing in (35a). There is, however, an alternative explanation, which is also phase-
theoretical, and which does not rely on TPs being phases. It relies on the assump-
tion, due to Rizzi (1997), that wh-pronouns in relative clauses occupy a higher
position than wh-pronouns in wh-questions, as shown in (36b). Rizzi takes this
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position to be [Spec, ForceP].20 If Focus Phrases are phases in Polish, the ungram-
maticality of (35a) could be due to the fact that the entire phase (FocP) is deleted,
as shown in (36b).21

(36) a. wh-questions

b. relative clauses

The upshot of the discussion in this section is that the same head, which I have
taken to be the Focus head, licenses sluicing in both relative clauses and embed-
ded questions. The differences thatwe see between relative andnon-relative sluic-
ing have an independent explanation (i. e., different landing sites for relative and
interrogative wh-pronouns).

Let me conclude this section by mentioning another difference between rela-
tive and non-relative sluicing, which also has an independent explanation. It in-
volves multiple sluicing: it is allowed in wh-questions but not in relative clauses,
as shown by the contrast between (37a) and (37b) (see Grebenyova 2007, 2009;
Marušič and Žaucer 2013; Szczegielniak 2008 on multiple sluicing in Slavic lan-
guages more generally):

20 As we saw above, others (such as Lobeck 1995 or Merchant 2001), attribute the ungrammati-
cality of sluicing in relative clauses to the featural make-up of the head licensing ellipsis.
21 One couldwonderwhat prevents TPdeletion in (36b). Thiswould be deletion of a complement
of a phase head. I take it to indicate that an empty Focus head with an empty specifier cannot
license sluicing.
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(37) a. Każdy
every

zaprosił
invited

kogoś
someone

do
to

tańca,
dance

ale
but

nie
not

pamiętam,
remember

kto
who

kogo.
whom

‘Everyone invited someone todancebut I don’t rememberwhowhom.’
(Grebenyova 2007: 54)

b. *Każdy
every

zaprosił
invited

kogoś
someone

do
to

tańca,
dance

ale
but

nie
not

znam
know

tego,
dem

kto
who

kogo.
whom

‘Everyone invited someone to dance but I don’t know the one that in-
vited whom.’

However, the ungrammaticality of (37b) has nothing to dowith ellipsis, as its non-
elliptical variant in (38) is equally degraded:22

(38) *Każdy
every

zaprosił
invited

kogoś
someone

do
to

tańca,
dance

ale
but

nie
not

znam
know

tego,
dem

kto
who

kogo
whom

zaprosił.
invited

Lit. ‘Everyone invited someone to dance but I don’t know the one who in-
vited whom.’

What looks like multiple sluicing in relative clauses is only possible if the second
remnant is not a wh-phrase, as shown in (39). This, however, is run-of-the-mill
example of Focus sluicing.

(39) Znam
know

kogoś,
someone

kto
who

studiuje
studies

składnię,
syntax

ale
but

nie
not

znam
know

nikogo,
anyone

kto
who

fonologię.
phonology
‘I knowsomeone that studies syntaxbut I don’t knowanyone that (studies)
phonology.’

3.6 Conclusion
To conclude briefly, I have addressed the following three phase-theoretical issues
in this paper: (i) the relationship between ellipsis and phasehood, (ii) crosslin-
guistic variation with respect to phasehood, and (iii) the mechanisms that affect
phasehood. The view I have taken in this paper is that only complements of phase
heads can be deleted. Furthermore, it is not always the case that the highest head

22 See Citko and Gračanin-Yuksek (2016) for an account of why relative clauses with multiple
wh-pronouns are ungrammatical. In short, they attribute it to a semanticmismatch. The nominal
head (which is of type <e, t>) cannot combine with a CP which has undergone two instances of
predicate abstraction, because such a CP is of type <e, <e,t>>.
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in the extended projection is the phase head. More specifically, I have suggested
that in so-called Focus sluicing languages, the Focus head inherits phasehood
from the C head. This means that the Focus head, rather than the C head, li-
censes sluicing and triggers wh-movement. Furthermore, I have shown that in
Focus sluicing languages like Polish, there is no reason to treat a relative TP as
a phase.
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Andrew Simpson and Saurov Syed
4 Parallels in the structure of phases in
clausal and nominal domains

Abstract: It is commonly assumed that clauses are bi-phasal, consisting in a CP
phase and a mid-level, internal phase vP/AspP. There is also a common view,
since Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1983, that clauses and nominal phrases are struc-
tured in similar ways. This chapter makes the claim that nominal phrases may be
bi-phasal like clauses and examines the consequences of such a conclusion for
recent general approaches to phases, in particular theories advocating the con-
textual determination of phases (e. g. Bošković 2014). The chapter presents argu-
ments relating to blocking effects in Bangla/Bengali that nominal constituents in
Bangla contain an internal QP phase aswell as projecting a higher DP-level phase,
motivated by patterns of extraction and argument ellipsis. Cross-linguistic varia-
tion with regard to the presence of mono- vs. bi-phasality are suggested to be due
to differences in the amount of functional structure that languages grammatical-
ize in clausal and nominal domains. The chapter also probes ellipsis as a diag-
nostic for phasehood within nominals, and notes that ellipsis patterns in English
and Hungarian (Ruda 2016) offer potential evidence for the presence of bi-phasal
nominals in both these languages.

4.1 Introduction
It has longbeen suggested that clauses andnominal phrases are structured in sim-
ilar ways (Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1983). One important property ascribed to CPs in
aMinimalist view of syntax is that they function as phases and also contain an in-
ternalphase–vP (Chomsky 2000). Given recent suggestions thatDPs also occur as
phases (Svenonius 2004, Bošković 2012, Hinzen 2012), it is natural to ask whether
such nominal constituents might additionally contain an internal phase, paral-
leling the occurrence of a lower phasal unit within clauses. Drawing on work in
Simpson and Syed (2016) and Syed and Simpson (2017), this paper presents argu-
ments from word order patterns and other syntactic phenomena in Bangla nom-
inal phrases which suggest that such constituents do indeed contain a mid-level
internal phase projected above NP, and that a higher DP level of structure also
projects as a phase. This results in the conclusion that the fully extended projec-
tion of noun phrases may contain two separate phases, in a way that resembles
the occurrence of two phasal levels within clauses. The paper suggests that such
proposals are not in conflict with the contextual approach to phases described in

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-004
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Bošković (2014),which actually assumes that nominals aremono-phasal, and can
in fact be shown to align with the premise in Bošković (2012, 2014) that languages
may grammaticalize functional structure in the nominal and clausal domains to
different degrees. The paper also presents novel ellipsis-related data from English
and reference to similar patterns in Polish andHungarian fromRuda (2016) which
support the view that nominals in other languages are potentially bi-phasal do-
mains.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 4.2 presents arguments given
in Simpson and Syed (2016) that nominal constituents in Bangla contain an inter-
nal phase projected below possessors and demonstratives: QP. Section 4.3 moti-
vates a DP analysis of nominal projections in Bangla, although the language lacks
definite determiners, and shows that DPs in Bangla pattern as phases, as in other
languages. Section 4.4 then considers the broader cross-linguistic consequences
of the conclusion that DPs may have a bi-phasal structure and shows how such a
conclusion can be reconciled with the influential approach to phases argued for
in Bošković (2014, 2016), and Harwood (2015). Section 4.5 asks why the presence
of nominal-internal phases may be harder to detect than clause-internal phases,
and explores ellipsis as a diagnostic for phasehood within nominals in other lan-
guages. Finally, section 4.6 summarizes the results of the paper.

4.2 QPs as nominal-internal phases in Bangla
(Simpson and Syed 2016)

In Bangla, the most neutral order of elements within nominal phrases is as seen
in (1): Possessor > Demonstrative > Numeral > Classifier > Adjective(s) > Noun
(Bhattacharya, 1999):

(1) Ram-er
Ram-GEN

ei
DEM

tin
3

Te
CLF

notun
new

tupi
hat

‘these three new hats of Ram’s’

Other orders of these elements may, however, occur for certain interpretative ef-
fects. First, the phrasal sequence of adjectives and noun/NP regularly raises left-
wards past the classifier and numerals to signal a definite interpretation (Bhat-
tacharya 1999, Dayal 2012, Chacón 2012, Syed 2017), as shown in (2a/b).
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(2) a. tin
3

Te
CLF

notun
new

tupi
hat

‘three new hats’

b. [notun
new

tupi]k
hat

tin
3

Te
CLF

tk

‘the three new hats’

If a demonstrative is present, the [Adj N] constituent raises to a landing-site lower
than the demonstrative but higher than the numeral, as shown in (3a/b):

(3) a. ei
DEM

tin
3

Te
CLF

notun
new

tupi
hat

b. ei
DEM

[notun
new

tupi]k
hat

tin
3

Te
CLF

tk

When adjectives are heavily focused, a second kind of nominal-internal move-
mentmay take place to a higher position between possessors and demonstratives,
which Syed (2017) identifies as a FocusPhrase/FocP.

(4) Ram-er
Ram-GEN

[notun]m
new

ei
DEM

tin
3

Te
CLF

[tm tupi]
hat

‘these three new hats of Ram’s’

What is significant to note is that both types of leftwards displacement – defi-
niteness-related NP movement and focus movement of AdjPs – may only take
place when a low numeral is present and both are blocked when higher numerals
occur, as shown in (5)–(8):

(5) [notun
new

tupi]k
hat

du
2

To/tin
CLF/3

Te/char
CLF/4

Te
CLF

tk

‘the 2/3/4 new hats’

(6) *[notun
new

tupi]k
hat

choy
6

Ta/sat
CLF/7

Ta/at
CLF/8

Ta/nau
CLF/9

Ta/doS
CLF/10

Ta
CLF

tk

(7) [notun]k
new

ei
DEM

du
2

To/tin
CLF/3

Te/char
CLF/4

Te
CLF

[tk tupi]
hat

‘these two/three/four new hats’

(8) *[notun]k
new

ei
DEM

choy
6

Ta/sat
CLF/7

Ta/at
CLF/8

Ta
CLF

[tk tupi]
hat

In Simpson andSyed (2016),wepropose a structural account of the blocking effect
of higher numerals which built on evidence that there is variation in theways that
numerals are merged into nominal projections. In a variety of works it has been
argued that numerals may sometimes occur as phrasal constituents in specifier
positions, and in other instances be merged as heads in the main projection line
of nominal constituents (Danon 2012, Borer 2005, Bailyn 2004, Shlonsky 2004,
Franks 1994, Pereltsvaig 2006). In Bangla, we suggest that the low numerals 1–4
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occur as heads in Q0, while higher numerals are projected as phrasal constituents
in SpecQP, noting that such a structural difference in the position of low and high
numerals allows for a straightforward account of the blocking patterns observed
if it is additionally assumed that definitneness-related NP-movement and focus
AdjP-movement must proceed successive-cyclically through SpecQP. Higher nu-
merals present in SpecQP will block this movement, while lower numerals in Q0

will allow for it to occur, as schematized in (9a/b).

(9) a.

b.

In such a perspective, SpecQP functions as an escape hatch for movement to
higher positions within nominal phrases, similar to other escape hatch phenom-
ena such as the need for wh-phrases to move through lower SpecCP positions in
order to exit a clause, and the requirement that elements within DPs pass through
SpecDP in any movement to higher positions (McCloskey 2000, Szabolcsi 1983),
as represented in (10).
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(10) [CP WHk . . . . . . . . . . . . [CP tk [ C. . . . . . . . . tk. . . . . . ]]

[ . . . . . .XPk . . . . . . [DP tk D. . . . . . tk . . . . . . ]]

In addition to high numerals, most quantifiers are found to block nominal-
internal NP and AdjP movement in Bangla, and so can be assumed to occur
in SpecQP. However, one quantifier kOyek ‘some/a few’ does allow for NP/AdjP
movement to take place if it occurs in a reduced enclitic form kO-, as seen in (11)
and (12). The full-form of this quantifier, kOyek, is therefore taken to be a phrasal
constituent projected in SpecQP, while the reduced enclitic form kO- patterns
like a head merged in Q0, permitting movement to occur through the unoccupied
SpecQP position.

(11) *[NP lal
red

boi]i
book

[QP kOyek
some

[ClP Ta
CLF

ti]]

(12) [NP lal
red

boi]i
book

[QP ti kO
some

[ClP Ta ti]]
CLF

‘the few red books.’

The key properties of AdjP- and NP-movement within Bangla nominal con-
stituents are consequently those listed in (13):

(13) i. AdjP-/NP-movement is caused by properties of focus and definite-
ness.

ii. AdjP-/NP-movement needs to pass through SpecQP.
iii. AdjP-/NP-movement through SpecQP only takes place when an

AdjP/NP constituent needs to reach a higher position, hence no rais-
ing of this type occurs in the absence of interpretations of focus or
definiteness.

iv. SpecQP functions as an escape hatch for lower phrasal elements at-
tracted by higher probes relating to focus and definiteness.

Focused AdjPs and NPs raising for definiteness-related reasons thus undergo
obligatory successive cyclic movement through a lower position (SpecQP) with
which there is no Agree relation involving focus/definiteness features solely in
order to reach a higher position which does involve such a relation. In Simpson
and Syed (2016), we argue that the only way such successive cyclic movement
to/through a lower escape hatch can be analyzed is that raising to this interme-
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diate position makes the moved element visible to a higher probe at the edge
of a lower phase, allowing the higher probe to agree with the moved goal and
attract it further. AdjP/NP-movement to SpecQP thus can be seen to occur as a
way to avoid a violation of the Phase Impenetrability Condition/PIC (Chomsky
2000) – an element which needs to enter into an Agreement relation with a probe
in a higher phase must first raise to the edge of a lower phase, and is otherwise
inaccessible to the higher probe (Legate 2003, Bošković 2005). Such movement
is technically facilitated via the presence of edge features on a phasal head and
does not reflect any other necessary Agreement relation existing between the
phasal head and the moved element. The conclusion which results from this is
that: “QP is in fact a nominal-internal phase, forcing successive cyclic movement
to occur through its specifier/edge when elements from within QP need to Agree
with functional heads in a higher part of the noun phrase, and that phases may
therefore be projected in embedded positions within nominal projections and
not simply occur as the highest (DP) projection of a nominal constituent, as has
often been assumed” (Simpson and Syed 2016:761).1 The Bangla patterns of focus
and definiteness-driven movement consequently provide novel evidence for the
assumption that nominal expressions as well as clauses may contain internal
phases, a fully natural expectation and prediction given other well-described
structural parallels between CP and DP structure (Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1983).2

1 The analysis presented here assumes that QPs in Bangla only have a single specifier position.
Simpson and Syed (2016:761) note that an alternative, multiple specifier analysis incorporating
ideas in Bošković (2016) can be argued to lead to the same conclusion that QP is a phase. Bošković
(2016) suggests that all phases permitmultiple specifiers, but only the highest specifier position is
visible to elements in ahigher phase, andonly elements in this position can therefore be extracted
from phases. In Bangla nominals, when a higher numeral is merged into SpecQP and movement
of an AdjP/NP subsequently occurs, this will result in the AdjP/NP coming to occupy a lower
specifier position if Tucking In (Richards 2001) is assumed as a constraint on the establishment of
multiple specifier positions, and in such a position it will not be visible to higher probes. Further
movement of AdjPs/NPs will therefore be blocked when higher numerals occur, even if multiple
specifier positions are in fact present with QP.
2 If the blocking effect caused by higher numerals in Bangla indicates the underlying presence of
a phase (QP), a natural question to ask is whether blocking and intervention effects can be used
as a general diagnostic for phases, and always be taken to signal the presence of a phase. Here,
we believe, the answer is ‘no’, because blocking/intervention effects may occur for (at least) two
different reasons, and blocking/intervention effects will typically only reveal phasehood in one
set of cases.
In patterns of ‘structural blocking’, an element X needs to move through a position W in order to
reach a higher position, attracted by a probe Z. If another element occupies position W, as in (i),
movement of X throughpositionW is blocked and thismakes extraction of X impossible.W serves
as an escape hatch for movement, which in minimalist terms shows the need for movement to
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A further, potential consequence of the conclusion that QP acts as a nominal-
internal phase in Bangla is that if nominal phrases in Bangla project a higher,
DP-level of structure, such constituents may be determined to be bi-phasal, with
both an internal QP phase and a ‘closing-off’ (highest projection) DP phase. What
needs to be investigated in this regard is therefore whether DPs are indeed pro-
jected in Bangla (a languagewithout overt determiners), andwhether there is also
evidence that such constituents pattern as phases.

4.3 Bangla as a DP language
Bošković (2008:101) entertains a strong claim about nominal structures across
languages, that languages without articles do not have DPs. This proposal builds
on insights gained from the comparison of a broad range of syntactic properties in

and through the edge of a phase, to avoid violations of the PIC. Structural blocking and the need
for successive cyclic movement functions as a useful diagnostic for phases.

(i) . . . Z. . . [phase W. . .X. . . ]. . .

However, other occurrences of intervention effects which involve ‘featural blocking’ cannot be
used in the same way as a diagnostic for the presence of phases. In instances of ‘featural block-
ing’, a probe Z cannot locate and agree with a potential goal X because another element W inter-
venes between Z and X, and features present on W cause the search by the probe to terminate at
W and not search further down to X. If X can be moved/scrambled over W as in (ii), or if W is not
present, as in (iii), this will allow for Z to Agree with X.

(ii) . . . Z. . .Xk. . . . . .W. . . . . . tk. . . .

(iii) . . . Z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .X. . . .

Featural blocking occurs in classic cases of intervention effects such as those caused by the in-
terference of focused phrases on wh-in-situ licensing in Korean, Japanese and Chinese, as well
as in patterns involving the Person Case Constraint.
Structural blocking and featural blocking are significantly different in nature. With structural
blocking, a goal needs to move through the structural position occupied by an intervener, and
it is the physical presence of the latter which blocks movement, not any features which it bears
– hence high numerals in Bangla do not carry features relating to definiteness which interfere
with the relation between the probe and the goal NPwhen there is nominal-internal definiteness-
related movement of NP constituents. In cases of featural blocking, by way of contrast, there is
no need for a goal tomove to the position occupied by an intervener, and the goal can be licensed
without movement in its base position if no intervener is present. This indicates that there is no
phasal boundary present between the goal and a higher probe, and when featural blocking does
occur, it does not (necessarily) signal the presence of an underlying phase.
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different languages, and results in the categorization of languages as being either
DP languages (projecting D and DP), or NP languages (lacking a DP level of struc-
ture). As Bangla is a language which lacks overt determiners,3 the strong claim
considered in Bošković (2008) should lead to its analysis as an NP language with-
out any DP level of structure. However, a closer consideration of other proper-
ties taken to characterize languages with articles shows that Bangla nominal syn-
tax regularly aligns it with archetypal DP languages, rather than NP languages,
and hence that Bangla nominals should be taken to project up to a DP level. Here
we will review three core patterns which have been presented in Bošković (2008,
2009), Bošković and Gajewski (2011), and Despić (2013) as potential diagnostics
that may be used for distinguishing DP from NP languages, all of which lead to
the conclusion that Bangla is a language of the former type. For discussion of ad-
ditional patterns that lead to the same conclusion, see Syed and Simpson (2017).

4.3.1 The majority reading of MOST

Bošković and Gajewski (2011) argue that only languages with articles allow a ma-
jority reading of MOST (words close to the meaning of English ‘most’), and that
NP languages only permit a relative reading of elements of MOST. English and
German, for example, are both DP languages with overt determiners, and allow
both a majority and a relative reading for MOST, as indicated in English (14):

(14) Most people going to pubs in Upton Snodsbury drink Bishop’s Tipple.
‘More people drink Bishops’ Tipple than any other beverage/beer in Upton
Snodsbury pubs’. (Relative reading)
‘More than half the people in Upton Snodsbury pubs drink Bishops’ Tip-
ple’. (Majority reading)

Bošković and Gajewski (2011) develop a syntactic analysis of the difference be-
tween DP and NP languages with regard toMOST and the interpretations it allows
which suggests that amajority reading ofMOST requires QR and adjunction to NP.
Such adjunction is argued not to be available as an option in languageswhereNPs
are arguments (NP languages), because adjunction to arguments is (taken to be)
banned, following Chomsky (1986).

3 Demonstratives are not assumed to be instances of the category D in Bangla, and occur lower
down in nominal constituents than they do in English, to the right of possessors (which may
co-occur with demonstratives) – see example (32) in section 4.3.3.
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WhenBangla is now considered, interestingly it patterns like a typical DP lan-
guage and permits majority readings of MOST, as illustrated in (15). This distin-
guishes Bangla from other typical NP languages and makes Bangla look like a
‘covert’ DP language.

(15) besirbhag
most

lok
people

kal
yesterday

parTi-te
party-LOC

beer
beer

khelo
drank

Available readings:
(i) ‘more people drank beer than any other beverage in the party yesterday’
(relative reading)
(ii) ‘more than half the people drank beer at the party’ (majority reading)

4.3.2 Neg(ative) raising

Neg-raising refers to a patterning in which the presence of negation in a higher
clause can be interpreted as negating the content of a lower clause, possible with
some verbs in some languages, but not with other verbs/languages, as described
in Fillmore (1963), Horn (1971), Bošković and Gajewski (2011), among others. In
English, for example, the co-occurrence of negationwith the embedding verb ‘be-
lieve’ allows for negation to be understood as applying to the subordinate clause,
as if ‘not’ had raised from an embedded position to thematrix, but this is not pos-
sible with the verb ‘claim’, as illustrated in (16) and (17):

(16) a. Mary did not believe that Fred was smart. can mean:
b. Mary believed that Fred was not smart.

(17) a. John did not claim that Mary was smart. cannot mean:
b. John claimed that Mary was not smart.

The presence of negation with neg-raising verbs also typically licenses lower
clause negative polarity items, as seen in (18), in contrast to similar structures
with non-neg-raising verbs, where embedded NPIs are not licensed (19):

(18) John didn’t believe [that Mary would leave until tomorrow].

(19) *John didn’t claim [that Mary would leave until tomorrow].

Bošković (2008) finds that neg-raising only occurs in the class of DP languages,
identified as such by the occurrence of articles:
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(20) “Languages without articles disallow neg-raising, and languages with ar-
ticles allow it.”
Bošković (2008:104)

Such a distribution leads to the conclusion that languages with neg-raising phe-
nomena should be classified as ‘DP languages’, even if no overt articles occur in
these languages, and this is the situation found in Bangla. Typical neg-raising pat-
terns occur in Bangla, showing again that it patterns like other DP languages, not
NP languages. NPIs are licensed in lower clauses embedded by equivalents to the
verb ‘believe’, but not other embedding verbs, as illustrated in (21) and (22).

(21) ami
I

biSSas
belief

kOri
do

na
NEG

je
that

ram
Ram

kal
yesterday

parTi-te
party-at

kono
any

khabar
food

kheyeche
ate

‘I don’t believe that Ram ate any food at the party yesterday’.

(22) *ami
I

dekhi-ni
see-NEG

je
that

ram
Ram

kal
yesterday

parTi-te
psrty-LOC

kono
any

khabar
food

kheyeche
ate

4.3.3 Binding and the position of possessors in nominal
projections

Despić (2013) explores certain asymmetries found in DP and NP languages with
regard to binding relations involvingpossessors in nominal projections. InDP lan-
guages such as English, possessors do not c-command out of the nominal pro-
jection, hence it is possible for a nominal possessor in a DP in subject position
to be co-referential with an R-expression or a pronoun in object-of-verb position,
as shown in (23) and (24). The lack of a Principle B or C violation is simply ex-
plained by the assumption that possessors are merged in DP-internal positions
which block c-command of any elements external to the DP.

(23) [DP Hisi father] considers Johni highly intelligent.

(24) [DP Johni’s father] considers himi highly intelligent.

In the NP language Serbo-Croatian, a different patterning is observed, and it is
not possible for the possessor of a nominal phrase in subject position to be co-
referential either with a pronoun or an R-expression in object position, as seen in
(25) and (26).

(25) *[Kusturicini
Kusturica’s

najnoviji
latest

film]
film

gai
him

je
is
zaista
really

razočarao.
disappointed

‘Kusturicai’s latest film really disappointed himi.’
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(26) *[Njegovi
his

najnoviji
latest

film]
film

je
is
zaista
really

razočarao
disappointed

Kusturicui.
Kusturica

‘Hisi latest film really disappointed Kusturicai.’

The analysis Despić presents to account for the unacceptability of (25) and (26)
suggests that possessors are adjoined to NPs in the NP language Serbo-Croatian
(and there is noDP layer dominatingNP), and that from such an adjoined position
possessors c-command outside the NP, adopting May’s (1985) proposal that an
element not dominated by all segments of a constituent will c-command out of
that constituent.

DP languages with possessors merged in internal specifier positions are con-
sequently predicted to regularly allow co-reference between possessors and other
DP-external pronouns and R-expressions in configurations such as (23) and (24),
while NP languages with possessors merged in NP-adjoined positions are ex-
pected to disallow all similar attempts at co-reference, if no additional structure
is projected above NP.

When parallel examples are constructed in Bangla, it is found that Bangla
patterns entirely like English and other DP languages, and allows the kind of co-
reference relations seen in (23) and (24), involving pronouns and R-expressions.
This is illustrated in (27) and (28):

(27) [ritupOrnoi-r
Rituporno-gen

SeS
last

sinema
film

Ta]
CLF

tai-ke
he-ACC

khub
very

hOtaS
disappoint

korlo.
did

‘Rituporno’s last film really disappointed him’

(28) [tai-r
he-gen

SeS
last

sinema
film

Ta]
CLF

ritupOrnoi-ke
Rituporno-ACC

khub
very

hOtaS
disappoint

korlo.
did

‘His last film really disappointed Rituporno’

Possessors in Bangla thus seem to be merged in a high specifier position which is
the leftmost position in nominal projections in Bangla, by assumption SpecDP.

In Serbo-Croatian, Bošković (2005) and Zlatić (1997) suggest that possessors
and demonstratives are both adjectival in nature, and because of this such el-
ements enjoy a greater freedom of ordering relative to adjectives than is found
in DP languages, where possessors and demonstratives occupy fixed positions
(SpecDP/D). Example (29) shows that possessors and demonstratives can either
precede or follow other adjectives, a distributionwhich is accounted for if all such
elements are NP adjuncts:

(29) a. Jovanova/ova
Jovan’s/this

bivsa
former

kuca
house
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b. bivsa
former

Jovanova/ova
Jovan’s/this

kuca
house

‘Jovan’s/this former house’

In Bangla, adjectives are merged in quite different positions from possessors and
demonstratives. The former regularly occur between classifiers and nouns, while
the latter can only be merged higher, to the left of numerals and classifiers.

(30) du
2

To
CLF

choto
small

sobuj
green

chine
Chinese

fuldani
vase

‘two small green Chinese vases’

(31) amar/ei
my/DEM

du
2

To
CLF

fuldani
vase

‘my/these two vases’

A demonstrative and a possessor can in fact both be present, but must always
follow a strict ordering, the possessor occurring to the left of the demonstrative,
as shown in (32):

(32) a. amar
my

oi
DEM

lal
red

boi
book

‘that red book of mine’

b. *oi
DEM

amar
my

lal
red

boi
book

This fixed positioning of possessors and demonstratives in the leftmost portion of
nominal phrases suggests these elements are merged into high functional projec-
tions, as in other DP languages, the highest of which can be taken to be DP, with
possessors occurring in SpecDP.

A whole range of evidence thus converges on the conclusion that Bangla is
a language in which nominals project up to a DP-level – when comparisons are
made with other DP and NP languages, Bangla consistently patterns like the set
of DP languages and not NP languages, despite not having any overt articles.4

Bangla thus seems to show that the strong claim entertained in Bošković (2008)
that only languages with articles project DPs cannot be fully maintained, and it

4 A reviewer of the paper reminds us that the typological patterns distinguishing DP and NP
languages catalogued in Bošković (2008) is based on a relatively small language sample of the
world’s languages, and so caution is necessary in utilizing such patterns to diagnose the presence
of DP in other languages that do not have overt articles. We accept this point, but note that there
is a very clear consistency in the way these patterns do indeed regularly point to Bangla being a
‘covert’ DP language. The conclusion that DPs are projected in Bangla therefore remains a strong,
ongoing hypothesis which allows for a systematic account of a broad range of phenomena.
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may also be possible for a DP level of structure to develop in languages which do
not have definite or indefinite determiners. Such a conclusion is compatible with
a weaker hypothesis considered in Bošković (2008) that some languages without
articles may not project DPs. It also raises the question of how a DP level of struc-
ture might develop in the absence of articles providing overt evidence for D and
DP. In Bangla, a plausible answer to this may be that the definiteness-related NP-
movement within nominal projections discussed in section 4.2 provides robust
overt evidence to speakers/learners that higher levels of structure exist in nom-
inal phrases. Such patterns of nominal-internal movement may serve a function
in signaling the presence of a level of structure above NP (including DP) which is
similar to the actual occurrence of overt articles, and that either the grammatical-
ization of articles or the development of high, nominal-internal movement may
give rise to the projection of DP within a language.5

Syed (2017) suggests that the patterns in Bangla support the assumption of a
three-way typology of NP and DP languages, as described in (33):

(33) Three-way typology of ‘NP’ and ‘DP’ languages (Syed 2017)
1. Languageswithout articles,whichdonotprojectDPs (Serbo-Croatian,

Polish)
2. Languages with articles, which project DPs (English, German, Hun-

garian)
3. Languages without articles, which project DPs (Bangla)

To this typology, a fourth type might also possibly be added, following a recent
claim in Börjars, Harries and Vincent (2016) that not all languages with articles
actually do project DPs and that DPs may only develop some time after languages
have fully grammaticalized determiners. Börjars et al. suggest that it is only when
determiners come to be associated with a fixed position in nominals that DP func-
tional structure comes into existence in languages which previously lacked DPs.
Some languages may appear to have articles, but these elements do not cause the
projection of a D position or a DP level of structure, due to their unfixed status. An

5 A reviewer of the paper asks whether, in general, a phrase can be projected if its head position
is not lexically filled with any element (feature set, morpheme etc), and is genuinely empty. With
regard to the D0 head of Bangla DPs, we assume that morphosyntactic features relating to defi-
niteness may be present here, and serve to attract elements to SpecDP, hence D0 is not fully void
of content and essentially has the same kind of status as English T0, which hosts tense-related
features. We believe that the potential introduction of definiteness-related and tense features in
D0 and T0 is made directly, without the need for any covert host morpheme, hence there is no
need to assume that a ‘covert article’ or a ‘covert auxiliary’ occurs as a morphological container
for such features.
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example of such a language given byBörjars et al. is OldNorse,which had evolved
a definiteness marker/definite determiner, but this element was: (a) optional, (b)
not in complementary distribution with demonstratives and possessors, (c) not
associated with a fixed position. Due to these properties, Börjars et al. claim that
no D position was established by definite determiners in Old Norse and such el-
ements were merged as optional adjuncts to NPs like other modifiers (see also
Lander and Haegeman 2013 for a similar view of Old Norse). If such an interpre-
tation of the patterns of Old Norse is indeed correct, the four-way typology of NP
and DP languages in (34) can be assumed, in which overt articles are neither al-
ways necessary for the projection of DP in a language, nor a necessary guarantee
that a DP level of structure does occur.

(34) A Four-way typology of ‘NP’ and ‘DP’ languages

Articles have developed DPs are projected Language

No No Serbo-Croatian
Yes Yes Modern English
No Yes Bangla
Yes No Old Norse

4.3.4 DPs as phases in Bangla

Returning to the central issue of the occurrence of nominal phases in Bangla, if
there is now reasonable evidence that DPs are indeed projected in Bangla, such
constituents might simply be assumed to instantiate phases as the highest pro-
jection in the nominal domain, as in other languages (Svenonius 2004, Bošković
2012, Hinzen 2012 among many others). In support of such an assumption, there
is also empirical evidence that DP constituents function as phases in Bangla, re-
lating to patterns of ellipsis and extraction.

‘Argument ellipsis’ is the termused to refer to the omission of overt arguments
which critically licenses interpretations of sloppy identity, as seen in Japanese
(35) (unlike the occurrence of null pronominal elements/pro in languages such as
Spanish and Italian, which do not permit sloppy identity readings – see Oku 1998,
Saito 2004, Takahashi 2008 among others).

(35) a. Taro-wa
Taro-TOP

[zibun-no
self-GEN

kodomo-ga
child-NOM

eigo-o
English-ACC

sitteiru
knows

ito
that

itta.
said

‘Lit. Taro said that self’s child knew English’.
b. Hanako-wa

Hsnsko-TOP
[_ furansugo-o
French-ACC

isitteiru
knows

to
that

itta.
said
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‘Lit. Hanako said that _ knew French.’ Şener and Takahashi (2009)
Strict: Hanako said that Taro’s child knew French.
Sloppy: Hanako said that her own child knew French.

In Bošković (2014), it is suggested that only phases or the complements of phase
heads may permit ellipsis, and that argument ellipsis can be made use of in the
nominal domain as a diagnosis for the presence of a phase. In Bangla, an investi-
gation into the interpretative properties of null arguments carried out in Simpson,
Choudhury andMenon (2013) shows that argument ellipsis regularly occurs in the
language, licensing typical interpretations of sloppy identity, as shown in (36):

(36) ram
Ram

[dp nije-r
self-GEN

du
2

To
CLF

receptionist-ke]
receptionist-ACC

boklo,
criticized

kintu
but

raj _
Raj

proshongsha
praise

korlo.
did

‘Ramk criticized hisk two receptionists, but Rajm praised (hism two recep-
tionists).’

Patterns of argument ellipsis consequently provide support for the assumption
that DPs occur as phases in Bangla.

A second patterning which also points towards the status of DPs as phases in
Bangla involves extraction from DP constituents. If DPs are phases in Bangla, the
PIC will require that any extraction from DPs must first reach and pass through
the edge of the DP phase, in order for the element to become visible to a higher
DP-external probe. If there is a single SpecDP position in the phasal edge and it is
filledwith an overt possessor, the expectation is that this should block extraction,
and such a prediction is borne out. Example (37) shows that an NP can freely ex-
tract from a containing DP, stranding nominal-internal elements higher than the
NP, such as numerals and classifiers. However, if the SpecDP position is occu-
pied by a possessor phrase, as in (38), extraction is no longer possible, indicating
that such movement has to pass through the SpecDP position. It should also be
noted that the base sequence in (38)Ram-er du To boi, without any NP-extraction,
allows for a non-specific indefinite partitive interpretation ‘two of Ram’s books’,
and so the extraction attempted in (38) is not ruled out by any constraint relating
to specificity and a bar on extracting out of specific DPs.

(37) [NP boi]k
book

ami
I

[DP tk [QP tk du
2

To tk]]
CLF

kinlam.
bought

‘I bought two books.’

(38) *[NP boi]k
book

ami
I

[DP ram-er
Ram-GEN

[QP tk du
2

To tk]]
CLF

kinlam.
bought
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Such patterns show that SpecDP is a necessary escape hatch for extraction from
DPs in Bangla, as in other languages (Szabolcsi 1983), forcing successive cyclic
movement to occur through the DP phasal edge so as to avoid a violation of the
PIC. This consequently provides further evidence that DP constituents in Bangla
constitute phases as in other languages.

Putting the above conclusions together with those made earlier in section 4.2
now significantly results in the insight that Bangla nominal projections are bi-
phasal constituents, containing both a mid-level phase QP and a higher level,
‘closing-off’ phase, DP. Nominal domains therefore potentially may consist in two
cyclic phases, paralleling the bi-phasal structuring of clauses, in which an inter-
nal mid-level phase and a higher, closing off phase are both commonly assumed
to occur. Such a basic parallelism between the phasal structuring of nominal and
clausal projections is whatmight be predicted and expected given other extensive
parallels in the structure of DPs and CPs that have regularly been highlighted in
the literature since Abney (1987). Despite such a natural expectation, the more
widespread view of phases assumed in the literature has been that there is actu-
ally an asymmetry between clauses andnominal projections,with only the former
having a bi-phasal structure. In section 4.4, we consider a recent influential ap-
proach to phases, Bošković (2014), which assumes the existence of such an asym-
metry and ask whether the conclusions of the current paper are compatible with
this approach or not. Following this, in section 4.5 we ask why in general there
may appear to be less abundant, clear evidence for the bi-phasal structure of nom-
inals across languages, and highlight the potential value of ellipsis constructions
as diagnoses for phasehood within nominal phrases.

4.4 Is there a real asymmetry in the phasal
structure of clauses and nominals?
Reconciling bi-phasality in Bangla nominals
with Bošković (2014)

Bošković (2014) develops an interesting, new approach to the identification of
phases, in which phases are not immutably fixed but contextually-determined by
the amount of structure that is projected in any particular instance in a language.
In the case of Serbo-Croatian nominal projections, it is argued that the frequent
inextractability of complements of nouns may be explained if it is assumed that
NPs serve as phases in Serbo-Croatian when no further layers of functional struc-
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ture are projected. In such instances, complements of N need to raise to SpecNP
to overcome the PIC and be visible to a higher probe triggering extraction from
NP, but this movement is ruled out by the principle of antilocality (Abels 2003,
Grohmann 2003). Consequently, attempts to extract the complements of nouns in
Serbo-Croatian are regularly ungrammatical, as shown in (39).

(39) ?*Ovog
this

studentak
student

sam
am

pronašla
found

[NP sliku tk]
picture

However, when numerals and other quantifiers are present, such elements are
taken to project additional functional structure, a QP layer above NP, and, inter-
estingly, this appears to allow for complements of N to be extracted out of nominal
phrases, as illustrated in (40).

(40) Ovog
this

studentak
student

sam
am

pronašla
found

[QP tk mnogo/deset
many/ten

sliku tk]
picture

‘Of this student, I found many/ten pictures.’

Bošković suggests thatQP is contextually determined as aphase in such cases, not
NP, as QP is the highest layer of structure projected in the object in (40). Comple-
ments of N may legitimately raise to SpecQP at the phasal edge as this movement
does not violate antilocality, and from SpecQP extraction can take place out of the
nominal projection (Bošković 2014:36). In English, by way of contrast, it is found
that the complements of nouns can be extracted:

(41) [Of which city]k did you witness [the destruction tk]?

Bošković suggests that DP is the single phase projected in nominals in English.
The complement of N can move from its base position to SpecDP, the edge of the
phase, and then be attracted further. It is claimed that NPs should be concluded
not to be phases in English, because if NP were to be a phase as well as DP, the
complement of N should not be able to extract out of NP (due to antilocality) and
then out of DP. The general claim made in Bošković (2014) is that it is only the
highest level of structure in nominal projections that serves as a phase, and this
may vary in its identity, depending on howmuch structure is projected in different
instances.

The conclusions relating to nominal-internal phases which have been drawn
fromBanglamight seem to be at oddswith this newperspective in Bošković (2014)
that phases are contextually determined and nominal projections are mono-
phasal constituents. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 have argued that QP serves as a phase in
Bangla, and this occurs even in the presence of higher functional structure, when
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demonstratives, possessors, focused and definite-raised elements all signal the
presence of higher nominal-internal functional projections. The addition of a DP
level of structure then instantiates a higher phasal boundary, leading to the claim
that Bangla nominals are regularly bi-phasal in their composition, which initially
seems unexpected for the perspective developed in Bošković (2014). However, we
believe that the Bangla patterns and the insights they provide are actually quite
compatible with the broad position presented in Bošković (2014), and may also
lead to a more generalized account of phasehood that does not distinguish nom-
inal from verbal domains in any significant way. In Bošković’s (2014) approach,
clauses are viewed as patterning differently from nominal projections, and taken
not to project just a single phase corresponding to the highest layer of structure,
but both a mid-level phase, identified as AspP as well as a higher level phase, CP.
Bošković suggests that AspP qualifies as a phase in virtue of being the highest
layer of structure in the verbal domain, when it is projected, and that CP may
be a phase ‘because it is the highest projection in general.’ It is added that ‘..the
reader should bear in mind that full integration of CP into the current system
is left for future research.’ (Bošković 2014: 59). The asymmetry assumed in the
phasal structure of clauses and nominals in Bošković (2014), with clauses being
bi-phasal and nominals being mono-phasal domains is essentially the result of
the patterns noted above in (39)–(41) – comparing Serbo-Croatian and English,
NPs are concluded not to be phases in English because extraction of the comple-
ment of N is possible, unlike in Serbo-Croatian when QP is not projected over NP.
Yet such a conclusion is no longer necessary if a slightly different view of the in-
ternal structure of English nominals is adopted. In Bošković (2014) it is assumed
that nominal phrases in English consist only in a DP and NP level of structure, as
represented in (42):

(42) English nominal structure (Bošković 2014): [DP. . . [NP. . . ]]

However, supposing that English nominals were instead to contain an additional
QP (or nP) projection between NP and DP, and this constituent were to be a phase,
as in Bangla, it would be predicted that extraction of the complement of N should
in fact be possible, as observed. The complement of N would be able to raise from
its base position to the edge of the QP/nP phase, and from there to the edge of the
DP phase, and then further out of DP, with no violations of the PIC or antilocality:

(43) Extraction of complement of N if English nominals contain an internal QP
phase:
[Of which city]k did you witness [DP tk the [QP tk [NP destruction tk]?
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The generalizations about extraction of complements of N constituents in Serbo-
Croatian and English are therefore consistent with (at least) two different possi-
bilities:6

(44) i. NP is a phase in Serbo-Croatian but not English
ii. QPs (and NPs) may be phases in both Serbo-Croatian and English.

QP is sometimes not projected in Serbo-Croatian (in which case NP
is determined to be a phase), but may always occur in English when
structure up to DP is created, even if no overt elements are present in
Q or SpecQP.7

As claims have frequently been made in the literature that QP (or an equivalent
projection such as #P) is regularly present in English nominal constituents (for
example, Borer 2005), we suggest that the second possibility in (44) is equally
as plausible as the first, and assuming (44ii) will not only allow for a fully con-
sistent account of both English and Serbo-Croatian but have the additional ad-
vantages of: (a) reconciling the findings from Bangla with those in English and
Serbo-Croatian, and (b) eliminating the odd asymmetry in assumptions about the
projection of phases in clauses and nominal phrases – both domains may be bi-
phasal in principle, as might naturally be expected, with cross-linguistic varia-
tion in the actual occurrence of phases being due to the diachronic development
and synchronic projection of different amounts of functional structure in different
languages – for example, a DP level of structure occurring in English, Bangla and
other DP languages, but not in NP languages such as Serbo-Croatian. The broad
hypothesis of phasehood in clauses and nominals which we believe is worth ex-
ploring and pursuing further is briefly as follows.

The highest projection present in any clause or nominal will always be (con-
textually) determined to be a phase. In the clausal domain, this will typically be
some layer of CP, but potentially also lower categories in reduced clauses which
exhibit evidence of successive cyclic movement through their edge (for example,
the stranding of material in such positions). In the nominal domain, DPwill regu-
larly function as a phase in languageswhichhave developedDPs, occurring as the
highest projection in the extended nominal structure, whereas in NP languages,

6 A reviewer of the paper notes that other alternative analyses have elsewhere been offered to
the way that Slavic extraction patterns are analyzed in Bošković (2014), for example Fanselow
and Féry (2013).
7 In reduced English nominals with no DP or QP level of structure (for example: ‘John became
[NP king of England] in 1199.’), it may be assumed that NP as the highest level of structure present
is determined as a phase, as in Serbo-Croatian.
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which do not project up to a DP level, the highest projection present in a nominal
phrase will function as a phase. In Serbo-Croatian, this will be QP if present, and
otherwise NP, as in Bošković (2014). Additionally, in languages which have de-
veloped a substantial functional structure above the lexical core in nominals and
clauses, an internal, mid-level phase will also be projected above this lower core,
breaking down the computation of complex nominal/clausal projections into two
phasal components, in line with Chomsky’s proposal that cyclic spell-out and the
chunkingof clauses intophases functions to reduceprocessing/memory load. The
patterns from Bangla indicate that the identity of this mid-level phase in nom-
inal constituents can be QP. A possibility to be examined further is whether nP
might also serve as an internal phase in DP languages when QP is not projected,
overtly or covertly – perhaps in languages where numerals and quantifiers are
merged as adjuncts to nP/NP rather than in dedicated functional projections. In
the clausal domain, we follow the conclusions in Bošković (2014) and Harwood
(2015) that AspP rather than vP may occur as the internal, mid-level phase, when
present, in languages which have indeed developed AspP as a functional projec-
tion. Clauses and nominal phrases are thus taken to be fully alike in having the
potential to project both an internal and a higher-level ‘closing’ phase, and there
is no important difference in the two domains in this regard. Where variation in
the projection of phasal constituents actually does occur, this will be due to the
amount of functional structure that has been grammaticalized differently in each
domain/language (the DP vs. NP language difference), and occurrences of vari-
ation in the actual use of functional structure in any instance where optionality
in its projection is permitted, for example optionality in the projection of a QP
layer in Serbo-Croatian nominals, as revealed by the extraction patterns in (39)
and (40).8

8 In both clauses and nominal constituents, both the mid- and higher-level phases can be taken
to be contextually determined as phases, in virtue of being the highest projection present in a
relevant domain in any particular instance. Bošković (2014) and Harwood (2015) argue that AspP
(or vP) is contextually determined as a phase in the sub-IP verbal domain, and CP is assumed
to be determined as a phase due to being the very highest projection present in a clause. In a
parallel way, QP (or NP) will be contextually determined as a phase in the sub-DP nominal do-
main, and DP will regularly be determined as a phase (in DP languages) due to being the very
highest projection present in nominal constituents. The contextual determination of phases can
thus be taken to applywithin clauses and nominals at two distinct points, when a certain amount
of structure has been created – at an internal/mid-level stage, when material up to AspP/QP has
been constructed, and again at a final, higher CP/DP level, when the construction of clausal and
nominal projections has been completed.
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4.5 Probing the cross-linguistic occurrence of
internal phases in nominal constituents

If the hypothesis of a basic parallelism (vs. asymmetry) in the projection of phases
in clausal andnominal domains is correct, or at least headed in the right direction,
it is expected that evidence for internal phases in the nominal domain should po-
tentially be available in all DP languages, and yet it is the clausal domain, not the
nominal domain, which has regularly furnished empirical support for the exis-
tence of domain-internal phases during the last decade. One might naturally ask
why this is so, andwhy itmight perhaps be harder to notice the effects of nominal-
internal phases than clause-internal phases. One possible reason for this is the
simple observation that nominal phrases are very frequently much smaller con-
stituents than clauses, hence movement-associated cyclicity effects indicative of
phasal boundaries may be less immediately obvious within DPs as opposed to
CPs. Quite generally, there is often less phrasal movement occurring within nomi-
nals, hence the potentially cyclic nature ofmovement and the effects of the PIC are
less open to inspection inside DPs. However, where clear instances of successive
cyclic movement within nominal constituents cannot be observed, ellipsis may
be available as a tool to investigate the presence and identity of phases within the
nominal domain, given suggestions in the literature that the possibility of elid-
ing material indicates the underlying presence of a phase, for example Bošković
(2014), Harwood (2015). Here we will now show how a brief examination of ellip-
sis within nominal phrases in English, and reference to recent work on Polish and
Hungarian in Ruda (2016) offers further support for the assumption that internal
phases may be projected in nominals as well as clauses.

First, considering English, one finds that ellipsis of the complement of phasal
head D is possible, as illustrated in (45)–(48), where we take the D position to be
instantiated by the determiner elements ‘these’ and ‘each’:

(45) John handed me two large boxes, and I put [each _] on a different table.

(46) I like mangoes a lot. I bought [these _] yesterday.

(47) I put those glasses in the cupboard. What shall I do with [these _]?

(48) Those two nails are bent, so I’m going to use [these _].

Interestingly, it is also possible to elideDP-internalmaterial which follows numer-
als, which we suggest are merged in the head of a QP/#P projection which is the
complement of D:
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(49) Where did you put the boxes?
Most of them are in the garage. [These two_], I’m going to put in the cellar.

Whereas numerals license ellipsis of their complements, adjectives generally do
not license ellipsis in English:

(50) Where did you put the boxes?
Most of them are in the garage. *[These two big _], I’m going to put in the
cellar.

However, two special cases of ellipsis with adjectives need to be acknowledged as
apparent exceptions to the generalization that material following adjectives can-
not be omitted. Thefirst of these is a set of conventionalizeduses of adjectiveswith
no following noun, for example in games and certain selling situations, where
color terms have become regular substitutes for nouns (and players may not even
know/ever use an overt noun for game pieces).

(51) Gimme [two blue_] and [three red _].

The second set of exceptions is situations where heavy contrast on an adjective
occurs, for example:

(52) Sue bought green apples and I bought [red _].

Such cases may perhaps involve focus-raising of an adjective to some higher po-
sition prior to ellipsis of a constituent that is not just an NP. If the attempt is made
to elide a noun following a contrastively focused adjective which remains in its
base position following an overt demonstrative, this is unacceptable, as shown
in (53), suggesting that cases of acceptable ellipsis such as (52) involve more than
just simple NP deletion:

(53) Joan bought these green apples and I bought those red *(ones).

In spontaneous, non-conventionalized, non-contrastive contexts, the broad ob-
servation is that numerals do license ellipsis of their complements, but adjectives
do not:

(54) Context: Looking for hidden Easter eggs:
a. Look! [Here are two _].
b. Look at [these two _]!
c. *Look! Here are [two big _].
d. *Look at [these two big _]!
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Such patterns are fully consistent with the possibility that English, like Bangla,
projects a nominal-internal phase QP/#P, instantiated by numerals, and the head
of this phasal constituent, Q/# licenses ellipsis of its complement. A simple inves-
tigation of ellipsis phenomena within English DPs thus offers potential evidence
that nominal constituents in English are also bi-phasal, as in Bangla, with DP
and QP/#P respectively serving as the closing-off and internal phases in nominal
phrases. It can also be noted that when an NP/nP is not overtly present in cases
such as those considered here, this results from genuine ellipsis of the comple-
ment of Q/# and is not the use of any null pronominal substitute for NP, because
readings of sloppy identity are possible when an NP is not expressed overtly, the
signature property of ellipsis, and not possible with null pronominals:

(55) John said he will sell [two of his cars] and Bill said he’ll donate [three _].
Possible sloppy interpretation: Billk said hek will donate three of hisk cars.

Finally, it can be observed that nominal-internal ellipsis phenomena which has
recently been examined in other languages has also independently reached the
conclusion that nominals inDP languagesmaybebi-phasal constituents,whereas
those in NP languages aremono-phasal. Ruda (2016) contrasts patterns of ellipsis
inHungarian, a DP language, with those occurring in Polish, anNP language, and
argues at length that differences in the morpho-syntactic realization of ellipsis in
the two languages support the view that DPs in Hungarian consist in two phasal
components, which Ruda actually identifies as DP and nP, whereas nominals in
Polish simply project a single phasal constituent which is suggested to be nP.

(56) Phases in Polish and Hungarian nominals (Ruda 2016):
Polish: nP (an ‘NP language’)
Hungarian: DP and nP (a ‘DP language’)

The investigation of ellipsis and its relation to the presence of phases in a lan-
guage may thus lead to significant new insights into the distribution and identity
of phaseswithin nominal and other domains, and is likely to be an important area
of study and debate in future work on the nature of phases in syntactic structure.

4.6 General conclusions and issues for further
investigation

This examination of the occurrence of phases in the nominal domain in Bangla,
and the extensions of the Bangla study in sections 4.4 and 4.5 have suggested a
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number of general conclusions relating to the cross-linguistic projection of phases
which provoke further questions and encourage additional research in certain ar-
eas. In closing the paper, we highlight the main claims of the paper, in brief, and
outline what we think the next steps should be in the ongoing minimalist study
of phases.

4.6.1 Parallels in the structure of phases in clausal and
nominal domains?

Aprinciple, general claim of the paper has been that clauses and nominal phrases
are alike in sharing the potential to project both an internal, mid-level phase and
a higher-level phase, and that there is no important difference in the two domains
in this regard. Whenever the necessary functional structure has been developed
and is projected within a language and a syntactic domain, this will support a
bi-phasal partition of CPs and DPs, and a broad parallelism in phasal structure
in the two types of constituent rather than an imbalanced asymmetry. In this re-
gard, the similar (potential) distribution of phases across nominal and clausal
constituents is a further example of parallels in syntactic structure that have long
been posited to be present in both domains (Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1983 andmuch
other work).

4.6.2 The identity of phases in clauses and nominals

Based on its comparison of Bangla with English and other work, the paper also
identifies which categories are likely to occur/be determined as phases in nomi-
nal and clausal domains. Following Bošković (2014), it is assumed that the high-
est projection present in a domain will be contextually determined as a ‘closing’
phase. This will often be CP in the clausal domain, DP in DP languages, and a
lower category in NP languages, either NP or QP if it is projected. Additionally,
both clauses and nominals may project a mid-level internal phase, where rele-
vant underlying syntactic structure is present. In CPs, this may be vP or AspP if
projected, whereas in DPs there is evidence that it can be QP, if projected, and
otherwise may be nP. Certainly more work needs to be carried out to substan-
tiate the limits of variation in nominal-internal phases, just as has been initi-
ated with investigations of clause-internal phases in Bošković (2014) and Har-
wood (2015).
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4.6.3 Consequences for/integration with other recent
approaches to phases

In section 4.5, we have attempted to show that the primary conclusions of the
paper are not at odds with the fundamentals of the contextual determination ap-
proach to phases defended in Bošković (2014) and the claim that nominal phrases
may contain a lower, internal phase in addition to a higher closing phase is ac-
tually quite compatible with this approach. The existence of two phasal levels
in clauses was left as an unexplained oddity in Bošković (2014), but is here as-
sumed to be a general structural feature of all phasal constituents of a certain
size (CPs, DPs).

4.6.4 Might other categories also be bi-phasal, for example
PPs?

In the hypothesis pursued here, if a lexical category projects complex, extended
functional structure above a lexical core, it may be expected to be bi-phasal.
Where such rigidly-ordered functional projections have not grammaticalized,
however, a constituent will remain mono-phasal. PPs and other phrasal types
might well have a bi-phasal structure in certain languages, but only if they have
developed sufficient functional superstructure.

4.6.5 The use of ellipsis as a diagnostic to probe for the
presence of phases

The potential use of ellipsis as a tool to reveal the occurrence of phases has been
touched on in brief in sections 4.4 and 4.5, but there is clearly muchmore work to
be done here, both with nominals and with clauses, extending cross-linguistic
coverage of relevant data, and how it may support correlations between ellip-
sis and phases. What these correlations might actually be is also not yet fully
agreed on and there are (at least) three different views of the ways that ellipsis
has been suggested to link to phasehood. Different works have proposed that if
a constituent can undergo ellipsis, it is (a) the complement of a phasal head, (b)
either the complement of a phasal head or a phase itself, (c) itself a phase (and
complements of phases cannot undergo ellipsis). At the present point in time, it is
not fully clear which of these positions is correct, though here we have assumed
and also provided evidence supporting (b), from Bošković (2014). In attempting
to probe potential connections between ellipsis and the underlying presence of
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phases, a further complication needs to be borne inmind and carefully controlled
for – when a constituent is phonetically null, this might either be the result of el-
lipsis, or the use of a null pronominal element (Hiraiwa 2016). Simply showing
that a phrase or sub-part of a phrase can be phonetically null does not establish
that this results from ellipsis and somehow signals the occurrence of a phase, and
strict/sloppy reading tests of the type noted in section 4.4 and 4.5 need to be in-
corporated to confirm that ellipsis is genuinely taking place, not substitution of
a constituent with a null pro-form (which may have no connection with the pres-
ence of phases).

4.6.6 Another potential diagnostic for phases: movement

Last of all, Chomsky (2005), Roberts (2010), and Fowlie (2013) have all put forward
the suggestion that only phases can undergo movement, consequently proposing
that if a constituent can undergo movement, this automatically identifies it as a
phase. Such a diagnostic for phasehood has not been made use of or assessed
here, but is a further potential mechanism to explore in tandem with ellipsis and
successive cyclic movement effects. An important question which arises here is
what level of convergence can one find in utilizing the different diagnostics to
identify phases?9 There is clearlymuch to investigate in the immediate future, but
the relevant questions and challenges are all very interesting, and will hopefully
lead on to a fuller understanding of the role of phases in syntactic computation.
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Coppe van Urk
5 How to detect a phase
Abstract: This paper investigates the question of how we determine whether a
particular phrase behaves like a phasal domain crosslinguistically. I present an
overview of the morphophonological, syntactic, and semantic effects that should
be associated with a phrase across languages if it hosts successive-cyclic move-
ment. For both the clause and the verb phrase, I argue that the full range of such
effects is attested, providing evidence for the parallelismof these domains (Chom-
sky 1986 et seq.). This overview then provides a set of predictions against which
any candidate for a phasal domain can be tested. I examine PPs and DPs from this
perspective and identify a number of missing effects.

Keywords: successive cyclicity, phases, movement, CP, vP, PP, DP

Introduction
Since Chomsky (1973), much evidence has accrued for the idea that long-distance
dependencies are successive-cyclic, and thus are decomposed into a series of
shorter dependencies. However, different researchers have come to different con-
clusions about which domains evidence successive cyclicity effects. In some ap-
proaches, all phrases on the path of movement are implicated, but, in other the-
ories, successive-cyclic dependencies are punctuated paths, because only some
phrases constitute phases (e. g. CP and vP). Even in the context of a punctuated
path approach, it has been questioned whether CP and vP have the same status
(e. g. Rackowski and Richards 2005; Den Dikken 2009, 2010; Keine 2016), as well
as whether PPs and DPs may also constitute phasal units. Finally, phase bound-
aries are routinely invoked in both morphological and syntactic analyses, to ex-
plain apparent domain restrictions (for instance, for heads such as n, a, or Appl).

This paper focuses on the issue of how to detect a phase, by asking the ques-
tion of what the set of reflexes of intermediate movement is that is expected to
be associated with a phase edge. I then investigate whether all such effects are
found in some of the most influential phasal domains across languages. Focus-
ing first on the clause and verb phrase, I demonstrate that the full range of mor-
phophonological, syntactic, and semantic effects that should be associated with
intermediate movement is indeed attested. The resulting picture provides clear
evidence for at least two phasal boundaries in the clausal domain, one associ-
ated with the clause edge and onewith the verbal domain (Chomsky 1986 et seq.).
These domains display symmetry, in that they show the same range of successive

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-005
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cyclicity effects (contra, for instance, Rackowski and Richards 2005, Den Dikken
2009, 2010, and Keine 2016). Finally, I review the question of whether similar ev-
idence can be found for the PP/DP domain, ultimately concluding that these too
are phasal domains, even though some key effects appear to be absent. I provide
independent explanations for the absence of multiple spell-out and semantic ef-
fects, but point out interactions with φ-agreement and stranding that should in
principle be attested.

5.1 Featural effects on intervening nodes
I will start this paper by examining the question ofwhat types of successive cyclic-
ity effects should be visible on the intermediate material itself, such as the phase
head. I adopt the assumption that an intermediate node that heads a locality do-
main hosts a feature relevant to extraction (1), responsible for triggering move-
ment.
(1) IntP

XP
[FEXT]

Int’

Int
[FEXT]

…

I identify three types of effects that we should expect if these features are present
in a domain: extraction marking, parasitic agreement, and lexical choice phe-
nomena. All three are evident at the edge of the clause and at the edge of the verb
phrase.

5.1.1 Morphological form
The simplest way in which the presence of a feature can affect an intermediate
head is through the morphological realization of an extraction feature, resulting
in extraction marking. Such effects are commonly found at the CP edge, and at vP
as well.

5.1.1.1 Extraction marking at the CP edge

Extractionmarking at the CP edge is perhaps one of themost commonly found re-
flexes of successive cyclicity. Irish complementizer alternations, for example, can
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be analyzed as reflecting the realization of extraction features (e. g. McCloskey
1979, 2001, 2002). In Irish, the declarative complementizer go alternates with ex-
traction complementizer aL, depending on whether Ā-movement targets the left
periphery (2a–b).1

(2) Two different complementizers in Irish:

a. Creidim
believe.1sg

[CP gu-r
c.dcl-past

inis
tell

sé
he

bréag].
lie

‘I believe that he told a lie.’
b. an

the
fhilíocht
poetry

[CP a
c.ext

chum
composed

sí
she

___]

‘the poetry that she composed’
(McCloskey 2002:185–186)

Importantly, all intervening complementizers on the path of long-distance move-
ment must be aL (3), as expected if all intervening clauses are locality domains.

(3) Extraction complementizer appears in intermediate clauses:

an
the

t-ainm
name

[CP a
c.ext

hinnseadh
was-told

dúinn
to-us

[CP a
c.ext

bhí
was

___ ar
on

an
the

áit]]
place

‘the name that we were told was on the place’
(McCloskey 2002:185)

Dinka also has an extraction marking pattern (Van Urk 2015). Dinka has a V2
effect at the clause edge that is found both in matrix and embedded clauses. In
addition to this, the verb/auxiliary in V2 position carries a prefix with a dedicated
extraction form found with Ā-movement. In long-distance dependencies, this ex-
traction prefix must appear both at final and intermediate V2 positions (4a–b).

(4) Extraction prefix in Dinka:

a. Yè
be

kÔOc-kói
people-which

⌀⌀⌀-yù
¨
u
¨
kù
¨ext.3-hab.1p

ké
3pl

tàak
think.nf

[CP kè
c̈
⌀⌀⌀-cí

¨
i

ext.3-prf.ov
Áyèn
Ayen.gen

(ké)
3pl

càm
eat.nf

kè
¨
nè
¨with
kêeki]?
3pl

‘Which people do we think Ayen has eaten with?’

1 There is also a complementizer aN that signals resumption. The terms aN and aL refer to the
mutation effect triggered on the following verb, where N = nasalization and L = lenition. See
McCloskey (2002) for detailed discussion of the distribution of these complementizers.
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b. Ye
be

kÔOc-kó
people.cs-which.pl

é
¨
-kè-yá
ext.pst-3p-hab.2sg

ké
3pl

tàak
think.nf

[CP

é
¨
-kè-cí

¨
i

ext.pst-3p-prf.ov
Áyèn
Ayen.gen

ké
3pl

gàam
give.nf

gàlàm]]?
pen

‘Which people did (s)he think that Ayen had given a pen to?’

In (4a), both thematrix and embedded auxiliary surface with a null prefix instead
of the expected prefix in present tense declaratives, à-. In (4b), both auxiliaries
appear with é

¨
- instead of the past tense variant áa-.

Other languages with extractionmarking patterns include at least Asante Twi
(Korsah and Murphy 2016), Chamorro (Chung 1982), Kîîtharaka (Abels and Muri-
ungi 2008), Seereer (Baier 2014), and Wolof (Torrence 2005).

5.1.1.2 Extraction marking at vP edge

Extraction marking is found at the vP edge as well. Bennett et al. (2012) describe
a vP-level extraction morpheme in Defaka (Ijoid). In Defaka, the morpheme -kè
appears on all verbs crossed by movement (5a–b).

(5) Defaka -kè appears on all intermediate verbs:
a. Bruce

Bruce
ndò
foc

Bòmá
Boma

jírí-kè
know-ext

[CP ___ á
her

ésé-mà]
see-nfut

‘It is Bruce that Boma knows saw her.’
b. áyá

new
jíkà
house

ndò
foc

Bòmá
Boma

ì
I
bíè-kè
ask-ext

[CP ì
I
ísò
iso

___ sónó-mà-kè]
buy-nfut-ext

‘It is a new house that Boma asked me if I’m going to buy.’

Bennett et al. argue that this extraction morpheme is in the verb phrase and
not in the left periphery, on the basis of the fact that extraction a local subject is
not accompaniedby extractionmarking (6a). Subjects are generatedat the vPedge
and so do not need to undergo intermediatemovement to escape this domain. The
-kèmorpheme is triggered by extraction of a local object or adjunct (6b–c).

(6) Defaka -kè appears with non-subject extraction:
a. ì

I
kò
foc.sbj

Bòmá
Boma

ésé-kà-rè
see-fut-neg

‘It is me that will not see Boma.’
b. tárì

who
ndo
foc

Àmànyà
Amaya

ómgbìnyà
shirt

sónò
buy

àmà-kè
give-ext

___ kí!á
market

!té?
p

‘Who did Amaya buy a shirt for at the market?’
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c. [PP ándù
canoe

kìkìà]
under

ndò
foc

à
the

èbèrè
dog

rì
re

bòi-mà-kè
hide-nfut-ext

‘It is under the canoe that the dog is hiding.’
(Defaka; Bennett et al. 2012:294,296)

In addition, long-distance movement of a subject does trigger the extraction mor-
pheme in the higher clause, since a subject must still cross the matrix vP edge (7).
This fact tells us that there is no independent restriction on using -kèwith subject
extraction.

(7) Defaka -kèwith long-distance subject movement:
Bruce
Bruce

ndò
foc

Bòmá
Boma

jírí-kè
know-ext

[CP ___ á
her

ésé-mà]
see-nfut

‘It is Bruce that Boma knows saw her.’
(Defaka; Bennett et al. 2012:294,296)

A similar pattern at the vP edge is voice marking in Malay/Indonesian lan-
guages (e. g. Saddy 1991, 1992; Cole and Hermon 1998; Sato 2012). In these lan-
guages, extraction across a verb triggers obligatory deletion of the transitivity pre-
fixmeN- (8a), which is otherwise an optional morpheme (8b).

(8) MeN- cannot appear on intermediate verbs:
a. siapa

who
Bill
Bill

(*mem)-beritahu
(*meN)-tell

ibunya
mother.his

[CP yang
that

___ (men)-yintai
(meN)-love

Fatimah]?
Fatimah
‘Who does Bill tell his mother that loves Fatimah?’

b. Ali
Ali

(mem)-beri
(meng)-give

Fatimah
Fatimah

hadiah
present

untuk
for

hari
day

lahirnya
birth

‘Ali gave Fatimah a present for her birthday.’
(Malay; Cole and Hermon 1998:231–232)

This prefix is usually analyzed as a vP-level voice or transitivity morpheme (Cole
et al. 2008; Sato 2012; cf. Rackowski and Richards 2005). As in Defaka, extraction
of a local subject does not trigger meN-deletion (9a), in contrast to an embedded
subject (8), providing additional evidence that this effect is at the vP edge. In con-
trast, local object movement also requiresmeN-deletion.
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(9) NoMeN- deletion with movement of subjects:
a. siapa

who
(mem)-beli
(meN)-bought

buku
book

itu?
that

‘Who bought that book?’
b. apa

what
Ali
Ali

(*mem)-beri
(*meN)-gave

pada
to

Fatimah?
Fatimah

‘What did Ali give to Fatimah?’
(Malay; Cole and Hermon 1998:231)

Similar vP-level effects may be found at least in Tagalog (Rackowski and
Richards 2005) and Asante Twi (Korsah and Murphy 2016).

5.1.2 Satisfaction of other features: φ-agreement and V2

Another way in which successive-cyclic movement might affect intermediate
heads is through the satisfaction of independent features on the intermediate
head. suppose an intermediate head Int carries other features in addition to the
extraction feature, such as F2 and F3 in (10).

(10) IntP

XP
[FEXT]
[F3]

Int’

Int
[FEXT]
[F2]
[F3]

…

Since themoving XP ends up in a local relationwith Int by virtue of the extraction
feature, we might expect it to be capable of satisfying some of these unrelated
features, if the XP happens to carry them as well, like F3 in (10).

In fact, much work on probe-goal relations has argued that features can be
satisfied parasitically in this fashion (e. g. Chomsky 2001; Bruening 2001; Kotek
2014; Deal 2014; Režać 2015; Van Urk 2015). Generalizing over this work, I will
refer to this idea as Parasitic Agree (11).

(11) Parasitic Agree:
If a Probe on a certain head H has found a goal G, other probes on H can
also enter into Agree/Attract relations with G.
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If Agree relations can be parasitic on other Agree relations in this fashion, we ex-
pect extraction features to be detectable by the ability of intermediate dependen-
cies to satisfy unrelated features, like φ-features. As I will show in this section,
such effects are found in both the CP and vP domain.

5.1.2.1 φ-agreement at the CP edge

In a number of languages, long-distance movement may result in φ-agreement
with the moving phrase at intermediate clause edges. Dinka provides one exam-
ple. In Dinka, movement of a plural DP is reflected at intervening clause bound-
aries by the presence of a plural agreement prefix (12a–b).2

(12) Intermediate movement triggers φ-agreement:
a. Yè

be
kÔOc-kó
people.cs1-which

[CP Op é
¨
-kè-yá
ext.pst-pl-hab.2sg

ké
3pl

tàak
think.nf

[CP è
c̈

___ é
¨
-kè-cí

¨
i

ext.pst-pl-prf.ov
Áyèn
Ayen.gen

ké
3pl

gâam
give.nf

gàlàm]]?
pen

‘Which people did (s)he think that Ayen had given a pen to?’
b. WÔOk

we
yí
¨
i

hab.ov
Bôl
Bol.gen

ké
3pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP è
c̈
___ é

¨
-kè-lÉEt
ext.pst-pl-insult.ov

Áyèn
Ayen.gen

ké].
3pl

‘Us, Bol says Ayen was insulting.’

Van Urk (2015) provides an analysis of these φ-agreement patterns in terms of the
notion of parasitic agreement. If themoving phrase already satisfies an extraction
feature at the clause edge, this same relation may allow the intervening head to
access φ-features.

Wolof also appears to have a pattern of φ-agreement at C (Torrence 2005,
2012). In particular, Torrence argues that Wolof has a complementizer that agrees
in noun classwith amovedwh-phrase. This agreeing complementizermay appear
in intervening clauses (13a–b).3

2 Themorpheme foundwith singulars is always null. As discussed in Van Urk (2015), this can be
attributed to theneutralization of person features as a result of anti-agreement. In non-movement
contexts, the default singular morpheme is null.
3 Torrence argues that such extractions involve silent wh-phrases, essentially null operators,
obligatory in this construction as the result of a Doubly-Filled Comp Effect. See Torrence (2012)
for detailed argumentation.
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(13) Agreeing complementizers in Wolof:
a. K-u

agr-c
Isaa
Isaa

foog
think

[CP k-u
agr-c

a
2sg

bëgg]?
love

‘Who does Isaa think you love?’
b. F-u

agr-c
Isaa
Isaa

wax
say

ne
frc

[CP f-u-ma
agr-c-1sg

jàng-e
read-loc

taalif
poem

y-a]?
def

‘Where did Isaa say that I read the poems?’
(Torrence 2012:22)

5.1.2.2 φ-agreement at the vP edge

Similar interactions between successive-cyclic movement and agreement have
been documented at the vP edge. Bruening (2001) observes that Ā-movement
in Passamaquoddy can be accompanied by φ-agreement on intervening heads.
Specifically, verbs on the path of movement may surface with agreeing participial
endings (14a–b).4

(14) Passamaquoddy verbs may agree with Ā-moving phrases:
a. Wen-ik

who-3pl
kisitahatom-on-ik
decide.io-2conj-part.3pl

[CP

keti-naci-wikuwamkom-oc-ik]?
ic.fut-go.do-visit.ao-2conj-part.3pl
‘Who all did you decide to go visit?’

b. Wot
this

nit
that

pahtoliyas
priest

[CP Mali
Mary

elitahasi-c-il
ic.think-3conj-part.obv

[CP eli
c

wen
someone

kisi-komutonom-ac-il]
perf-rob.ao-3conj-part.obv

‘This is the priest that Mary thinks someone robbed.’
(Passamaquoddy; Bruening 2006:34)

Just as suggested here, Bruening (p. 209) analyzes this as parasitic agreement as
a result of movement to vP, since the morphology is participial in nature. See also
Den Dikken 2010 for discussion of the interaction of object agreement and move-
ment in Hungarian.

As with extraction marking, the distribution of φ-agreement as a reflex of
successive-cyclic movement is symmetrical: we can find examples of this effect
both at the CP and vP edge.

4 The suffix -il realizes agreement with a 3rd person obviative.
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5.1.3 Lexical choice
Another way in which intermediate movement can affect the intermediate head is
by having an effect on lexical choice. If intermediate movement is feature-driven,
wemay expect that flavors of the intermediate head can vary inwhether they carry
a featural trigger, as schematized in (15) and (16).

(15) IntP

XP Int’

Int1
[FEXT]

…

(16) IntP

Int2 …

… XP

Such effects are distinct from extraction marking, because neither head neces-
sarily realizes extraction morphology. In this section, I show that such effects are
attested both at the CP and vP edge.

5.1.3.1 Lexical choice effects at the CP edge

It is well-known that the choice of complementizer may affect the availability of
long-distancemovement. In the simplest case, clauses headed by certain comple-
mentizers may block movement. For example, in Russian, movement is banned
out of indicative clauses, but possible out of subjunctives (17a–b).5

(17) Long-distance movement in Russian depends on complementizer:
a. *Kakuju

which
knigu
book

ty
you

dumaeš’
believe

[CP čto
that.ind

Petr
Petr

pročital
read

___]?

‘Which book do you believe that Petr read?’
b. Kakuju

which
knigu
book

ty
you

dumaeš’
believe

[CP čtoby
that.subj

Petr
Petr

pročital
read

___]?

‘Which book do you believe that Petr read?’
(Müller and Sternefeld 1993)

This is a lexical choice effect, and not extraction marking, because neither com-
plementizer realizes extraction morphology and there are other syntactic and se-
mantic differences between the heads involved.

5 On this analysis, the islandhood of finite CPs in some languages reflects the lack of an extrac-
tion feature on C. Another possibility is that some additional factors cause CPs to be islands in
these languages, as is likely the case for other islands.
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Another effect that can be analyzed as lexical choice is inversion. In a num-
ber of languages, the subject and auxiliary must invert if intermediate movement
targets the CP edge (e. g. Kayne and Pollock 1978; Torrego 1984; Henry 1995). I il-
lustrate with Belfast English (Henry 1995).

(18) Inversion in Belfast English:

a. Who did John hope [CP would he see ___]?
b. What did Mary claim [CP did they steal ___]?

(Belfast English; Henry 1995:109)

A standard analysis of this pattern is to say the null C that hosts a featural trigger
also happens to attract T.6 This type of approach is essentially a lexical choice
analysis, since inversion will only be obligatory if all other instances of C do not
have a feature triggering movement and so would be blocked in the context of
long-distance dependencies.

5.1.3.2 Lexical choice effects at the vP edge

There are again analogous effects in the vP domain. In Nupe, the choice of verb
phrase correlates with extraction, as documented by Kandybowicz (2008). Specif-
ically, extraction is blocked from verb phrases headed by perfect aspect (19a–b).

(19) Movement out of perfect vPs impossible in Nupe:

a. Ke
what

Musa
Musa

pa
pound

___ o?
o

‘What did Musa pound?’
b. Ke

what
Musa
Musa

à
fut

pa
pound

___ o?
o

‘What will Musa pound?’
c. *Ke

what
Musa
Musa

á
prf

pa
pound

___ o?
o

‘What has Musa pounded?’
(Nupe; Kandybowicz 2008:288)

6 It is worth noting that, in Romance languages, the auxiliary and verb invert together, so that
inversion in these languages is not obviously the result of T-to-C movement. I set aside this issue
here.
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Evidence that this is a vP-level restriction comes from the fact that local sub-
jects may freely extract, as well as high adverbs (20a–b). In contrast, like objects,
low adverbs may not be extracted out a perfect verb phrase.

(20) Subjects, high adverbs, not low adverbs may move in perfect:
a. Bagi

man
na
rel

___ á
prf

nakàn
meat

ba
cut

na
rel

‘the man that had cut the meat’
b. Panyi

before
lèé
past

___ Musa
Musa

á
prf

nakàn
meat

ba
cut

o.
o

‘A LONG TIME AGO, Musa had cut the meat.’
c. *Karayín

carefully
Musa
Musa

á
prf

nakàn
meat

ba
cut

___ o.
o

‘Musa had cut the meat CAREFULLY.’
(Nupe; Kandybowicz 2008:291)

As predicted, such structural asymmetries disappear in long-distance extraction.
If a higher vP is perfect, long-distance subject and object extraction are equally
degraded (21a–b).

(21) Long-distance movement across perfect vP banned:
a. *Nana

Nana
Musa
Musa

á
prf

gan
say

[CP gànán
comp

___ pa
pound

eci
yam

o.
o

‘Musa has said that NANA pounded the yam.’
b. *Eci

yam
Musa
Musa

á
prf

gan
say

[CP gànán
comp

Nana
Nana

pa
pound

___ o.
o

‘Musa has said that Nana pounded THE YAM.’
(Nupe; Kandybowicz 2008:295)

We can also find inversion effects at the vP edge, as pointed out by Cog-
nola (2013) in work on the Germanic dialect Mòcheno, spoken in northern Italy.
Mòcheno allows both OV and VO orders in the verb phrase:

(22) Mòcheno allows VO and OV order:
a. Gester

yesterday
hone
have-1sg

[vP a
a
puach
book

kaft].
bought

‘Yesterday, I bought a book.’
b. Gester

yesterday
hone
have-1sg

[vP kaft
bought

a
a
puach].
book

‘Yesterday, I bought a book.’
(Mòcheno; Cognola 2008:81)
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However, in the context of extraction, only VO syntax is possible (23a–b).7

(23) Inversion in the vP withwh-movement in Mòcheno:
a. En

to
bem
whom

hòt-se
has-she

[vP kaft
bought

de
the

zaitung]
newspaper

‘Who has she bought a newspaper?’
b. *En

to
bem
whom

hòt-se
has-she

[vP de
the

zaitung
newspaper

kaft]
bought

‘Who has she bought a newspaper?’
(Mòcheno; Cognola 2013:7)

This effect then is analogous to inversion in the CP domain and we can analyze it
as a lexical choice effect. Suppose Mòcheno has two variants of v, one for OV and
one for VO. If only the head that triggers VO is endowed with a featural trigger, we
expect that OV verb phrases are islands, as shown in (23b).

In this section, I demonstrated that we can find at least three different types
of reflexes of successive cyclicity that can be linked to the presence of features
associated with extraction on intermediate heads: extraction marking, parasitic
agreement, and lexical choice effects. These effects are equally distributed across
the CP/vP domain, providing evidence that these are both phasal domains (e. g.
Chomsky 1986 et seq.).

5.2 On the presence of intermediate copies

I now turn to evidence for the presence of intermediate copies, which should be
detectable both at PF and LF. I start by examining the question of which PF effects
should be attested and identify at least four types: intermediate copy realization,
multiple spell-out, stranding and V2 satisfaction. As with featural effects, we can
find instances of most reflexes at both the CP and vP edge.

5.2.1 Intermediate copy realization

The first way in which we expect the presence of intermediate copies of a moving
phrase to be recoverable is if an intermediate copy can be realized. For example, if

7 The inversion effect is also found with subject extraction. See Cognola (2008, 2013) for discus-
sion.
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there are independent constraints blocking the pronunciation of the highest copy,
wemight see a dislocated phrase surface in an intermediate position instead (24).

(24) Intermediate copy realization:
[ Copy … [IntP Copy … Copy … ]]

Thefirst typeof construction that seems to instantiate this is partialwh-movement,
in which a wh-phrase surfaces in an intermediate position, although it behaves
as if it has undergo movement to the scopal position. Fanselow (2006) and Abels
(2012:sec. 3.3–3.4) point out that intermediate copy realization could also arise as
the result of the interaction of intermediatemovementwith pied-piping. If a local-
ity domain can be pied-piped by the final step of movement, the moving phrase
should be realized in an intermediate position, since it can still undergo inter-
mediate movement inside the locality domain a phasal domain. This situation is
schematized in (25).

(25) Wh-trapping:
[ [IntP Copy … Copy … ] … [IntP Copy … Copy … ]]

I refer to such constructions as wh-trapping, and there are instances of this effect
at the CP and vP edge.

5.2.1.1 Intermediate copy realization at the CP edge

Partial movement has been documented in a few languages, particularly for wh-
phrases. Cole andHermon (2000) describe a pattern along these lines forMalay. In
Malay, wh-dependencies can be expressed with full wh-movement, partial move-
ment, and wh- in situ (26a–c).

(26) Wh-in situ and full and partialwh-movement in Malay:
a. Siapa

who
Bill
Bill

harap
hopes

[CP ___ akan
will

membeli
buy

baju
clothes

untuknya]?
for.him

‘Who does Bill hope will buy clothes for him?’
b. Ali

Ali
memberitahu
told

kamu
you

tadi
just.now

[CP apa
what

Fatimah
Fatimah

baca
read

___]?

‘What did Ali tell you just now that Fatimah was reading?’
c. Ali

Ali
memberitahu
told

kamu
you

tadi
just.now

[CP Fatimah
Fatimah

baca
read

apa]?
what
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‘What did Ali tell you just now that Fatimah was reading?’
(Cole and Hermon 1998:224–225)

It is important to establish that such partial movement configurations reflect in-
termediate copy realization and not independent focus movement of an in situ
wh-phrase inside the embedded clause (see, for instance, Zentz 2016). As Cole
and Hermon point out, evidence for the intermediate copy analysis comes from
the fact that this construction is sensitive both to islands above and below the
pronunciation site, as evident in (27a–b).

(27) Partialwh-movement is sensitive to higher and lower islands:
a. *Ali

Ali
memberitahu
told

kamu
you

[CP apa
what

Mary
Mary

fikir
think

[CP dia
he

suka
likes

[DP

perempuan
woman

yang
that

beli
buy

___]]]?

‘What did Ali tell you that Mary thinks that he likes a woman who
bought?’

b. *Kamu
you

sayang
love

[DP perempuan
woman

yang
that

Ali
Ali

fikir
thinks

[CP apa
what

telah
already

makan
eat

___]]?

‘Who do you love the woman who Ali thinks ate what?’
(Cole and Hermon 2000:91–92)

These island effects follow froma fullmovement analysis,with intermediate spell-
out. If this analysis is correct, partial wh-movement reveals intermediate move-
ment in the embedded CP. See Fanselow (2006) for an overviewof other languages
that may allow similar partial wh-movement constructions.

Intermediate copy realization is also evident in languages that allow clausal
pied-piping,which give rise to thewh-trapping configuration identified above. Im-
babura Quechua and Basque are examples of languages with clausal pied-piping
(e. g. Hermon 1985; Ortiz de Urbina 1989; Arregi 2003). In both (28a–b), the wh-
phrase that triggers pied-piping must reside in a left-peripheral position inside
the moved CP.

(28) Clausal pied-piping in Quechua and Basque:
a. [CP Ima-ta

what-acc
wawa
child.nom

___ miku-chun-taj]
eat-subj-q

Maria
Maria

muna-n?
want-pr.3

‘What does Maria want that the child eat?’
(Imbabura Quechua; Hermon 1985:151)
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b. [CP Se
what

idatzi
written

rabela
has

Jonek]
Jon.erg

pentzate su?
you-think

‘What do you think Jon wrote?’
(Basque; Arregi 2003:118)

Such facts seem to demonstrate that thewh-phrase undergoes intermediatemove-
ment inside the CP. See also Heck (2008: sec. 2.3) for arguments that movement
of infinitives in German relatives involves a similar configuration of clausal pied-
piping.8

5.2.1.2 Intermediate copy realization at the vP edge

Let us now turn to the question of whether there are intermediate copy realization
constructions at the vP edge. Manetta (2010) presents an analysis of Kashmiri and
Hindi wh-dependencies which makes use of partial wh-movement to the edge of
the verb phrase, analogous to the account of Malay discussed above. However,
Dayal (2017) provides some critical discussion of this pattern. Forwh-trapping, we
can find counterparts at the vP edge. This may be surprising, because a crosslin-
guistic generalization that seems to govern pied-piping is that vPs cannot be pied-
piped (Cable 2007, 2010; Heck 2008, 2009). However,wh-trapping effects do seem
to emerge when wh-movement co-occurs with an independent instance of VP-
fronting, as shown by Cozier (2006) and Buell (2012). In such environments, we
find evidence for intermediate movement to the vP edge.

Cozier (2006) describes an interaction between intermediate movement and
predicate clefting in Trinidadian English that operates along these lines. Trinida-
dian English does not allow pied-piping of verbs in isolation. However, Trinida-
dian English possesses an independent operation of long-distance predicate cleft-
ing, as in the examples in (29a–b).

(29) Predicate clefting in Trinidadian English:
a. Iswalk [that Tim didwalk].

‘Tim really walked.’
b. Is talk [he tell me [that she talk about Ricky]].

(Trinidadian English; Cozier 2006:660,663)

8 An interesting observation is that clausal pied-piping is typically restricted to nominalized or
infinitival clauses, which may suggest that neither full CPs or vPs can be pied-piped in isolation.
This does not diminish the point, however, that we can see the effects of intermediate movement
when pied-piping of a clause is possible.
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Cozier argues that predicate clefting is phrasal movement, based on the observa-
tion that vP-internal adverbs to the left of the verb can be moved along (30a–b).9

(30) Predicate cleft pied-pipes material to the left:
a. Is briefly touch [he did touch upon that matter].

‘He briefly touched upon that matter (as opposed to doing something
else with that matter).’

b. Is cleverly avoid [he avoid the question].
‘He cleverly AVOIDED the question (as opposed to cleverly doing
something else with the question, like answering it).’
(Trinidadian English; Cozier 2006:666)

On this basis, Cozier proposes an analysis of predicate clefting as remnant vP-
movement,with all otherVP-internalmaterial undergoing evacuatingmovements
of the VP. As a result, only material at the vP edge, like a left-adjoined adverb, will
surface in the fronted phrase.10

Importantly, wh-words that have undergone intermediate movement to the
edge of the verb phrase can be pied-piped as well, as in (31a–c).

(31) Predicate cleft may pied-pipewh-words:
a. Iswhat fix [he did fix ___ yesterday]?
b. *Iswho talk [___ talking about she]?

(Trinidadian English; Cozier 2006:670,679)

Strikingly, this is possible even when the wh-phrase is undergoing long-distance
movement from a lower clause and does not directly modify the clefted verb (32).

(32) Predicate cleft can pied-pipewh-word from lower clause:
Iswho tell [Tim tell you [that he give the car to ___]]?
(Trinidadian English; Cozier 2006:681)

This is the same effect as the clausal pied-piping example discussed above. The
wh-phrase undergoes intermediate movement to a position at the vP edge and
pied-pipes the vP from this position. In this way, predicate clefting in Trinidadian
English reveals the presence of a copy in an intermediate vP position.

9 Note that these adverbs must originate in the lower verb phrase, because a reading in which
they modify the cleft clause is semantically implausible.
10 An alternative might be to adopt a distributed deletion analysis, but nothing hinges on the
choice for our purposes.
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A similar interaction of vP-fronting and pied-piping is found in Ewe (Buell
2012). Buell observes that a focus-fronted vP may be in a pied-piping configura-
tion, as long as the wh-phrase is generated inside the vP.

(33) Objects but not subjects and high adjuncts can be pied-piped:
a. [vP Núkà

what
ãù-ḿ]
eat-prog

nè-lè?
2sg-be.at

‘What are you eating?’
b. *[vP Àmékà

who
dzó]
leave

gé
prosp

lè?
be.at

‘Who is about to leave?’
c. *[vP Núkàtà

why
dzó-ḿ]
leave-prog

nè-lè?
2sg-be.at

‘Why are you leaving?’
(Ewe; Buell 2012:4,7)

As in Trinidadian English, even wh-phrases that have undergone long-distance
movement fromwithin an embedded clause can pied-pipe the vP.11 In (34), it is the
matrix verb that undergoes vP-fronting, but the wh-phrase originates in a lower
clause.

(34) Movement of intermediate vP can pied-pipewh-phrase:
[vP Núkà

what
dí-ḿ]
want-prog

nè-lè
2sg-be.at

[CP bé
that

má-ãà
1sg.fut-prepare

___]?

‘What do you want me to make?’
(Ewe; Buell 2012:19)

Note that, as in Trinidadian English, this pattern of vP fronting involves at least
one step of extraposition as well, in this case of the complement clause.

In this way, the Trinidadian English and Ewe patterns seem to provide evi-
dence for the presence of intermediate copies at the verb phrase edge.

5.2.2 Multiple copy spell-out

Another effect that reveals the presence of a copy is multiple copy spell-out, or
constructions in which intermediate copies are overtly realized alongside the
highest copy. One example of this is wh-copying. In a number of languages, wh-
movement can be accompanied by wh-copying, so that a copy of the wh-phrase

11 Low adverbs do not seem to be included in the fronted vP in Ewe.
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appears in all Spec-CP positions on the path of movement. Such constructions
are found in German, Frisian, and Passamaquoddy, for example (35a–c).

(35) Examples ofwh-copying:

a. Wen
who

glaubst
believe

du
you

[CP wen
who

sie
she

getroffen
met

hat]?
has

‘Who do you believe she has met?’
(German; Felser 2004)

b. Wêr
where

tinke
think

jo
you

[CP wêr’t
where-c

Jan
Jan

wennet]?
lives

‘Where do you think that Jan lives?’
(Frisian; Hiemstra 1986:99)

c. Tayuwe
when

kt-itom-ups
2-say-dub

[CP tayuwe
when

apc
again

k-tol-i
2-there-go

malsanikuwam-ok]?
store-loc
‘When did you say you’re going to go to the store?’
(Passamaquoddy; Bruening 2006:26)

SeeFelser (2004) andBruening (2006) for arguments that such constructions arise
from movement.

Wh-copying is usually limited to wh-movement and relative clauses (see, for
example, Pankau 2013), but not always. Baier (2014) describes a pattern of multi-
ple copy spell-out with all Ā-dependencies in Seereer. As evident in (36a–b), in-
termediate copies at the clause edge in Seereer are spelled out as pronouns.

(36) Pronoun copying in Seereer:

a. Xar
what

foog-o
think-2sg.ext

[CP yee
c

ten
3sg

Yande
Yande

a-lay-u
3-say-ext

[CP yee
c

ten
3sg

Jegaan
Jegaan

a-ga’-u]]?
3-see-ext
‘What do you think Yande said Jegaan saw?’

b. Aniin
who.pl

foog-o
think-2sg.ext

[CP yee
c

den
3pl

Yande
Yande

a-lay-u
3-say-ext

[CP yee
c

den
3pl

Jegaan
Jegaan

a-ga’-u]]?
3-see-ext

‘Who all do you think Yande said Jegaan saw?’
(Seereer; Baier 2014)
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A similar effect happens at the vP in Dinka. In Dinka, copies left at the vP
edge by Ā-movement are spelled out as pronouns, in the same position as the V2
effect (37a–b).12

(37) Movement in Dinka triggers pronoun copying at vP edge:
a. Bòl

Bol
à-cé

¨3s-prf
rò
¨
o
¨
o
¨
r

men
[CP cè

p̈rf.3sg
[vP kêek

3pl
lâat]]
insult.nf

tî
¨
iN.

see.nf
‘Bol has seen the men he has insulted.’

b. Yè
be

kÔOc-kó
people.cs1-which

[CP yí
¨
i

hab.ov
Bôl
Bol.gen

[vP ké
3pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP è
c̈
cí
¨
i

prf.ov
Áyèn
Ayen.gen

[vP ké
3pl

tî
¨
iN]]]?

see.nf
‘Which people does Bol say Ayen has seen?’

See Baier (2014) and VanUrk (2018) for extensive arguments that this reflectsmul-
tiple copy spell-out.

Although perhaps lesswidely attested in the verb phrase,multiple copy spell-
out is then found at both domain edges. Again, there is no reason then to suppose
a qualitative difference between CP and vP in how they interact with successive-
cyclic movement.13

5.2.3 Stranding
A third reflex of successive-cyclic movement that reveals the presence of a copy in
an intermediate position is stranding (e. g. McCloskey 2000; Barbiers 2002; Henry
2012), found in Spec-CP and Spec-vP.

Perhaps themost well-known case of stranding is all-stranding inWest Ulster
English, as first described by McCloskey (2000). McCloskey observes that com-
plexwh-phrases such aswhat allmay strand all at Spec-CP inWest Ulster English
(38a–c).

(38) All-stranding in West Ulster English:
a. What all did he say [CP he wanted ___]?

12 Note that copying is limited to plurals, as extensively discussed in Van Urk (2018).
13 I do not know of languages in which there is a multiple spell-out effect at the CP and vP edge
at the same time. A common approach to multiple spell-out is to assume that there are special
constraints on the edges that require realization, which prevent copy deletion (see Landau 2006,
Van Urk 2018). In such a theory, it is not in principle surprising that the CP and vP edge might
behave differently in the same language. See also Van Urk (2018) for discussion of this question
in Dinka.
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b. What did he say [CP he wanted all]?
c. What did he say [CP all he wanted ___]? (West Ulster English; Mc-

Closkey 2000:61)

McCloskey argues that intermediate stranding in (38c) occurs in the intermediate
Spec-CP, because the stranded allmust followmaterial in the matrix verb phrase.
This is demonstrated by the examples in (39a–c).14

(39) Stranded allmust followmatrix vP-material:
a. What all did he say to him that he wanted to buy ___]?
b. ?What did he say to him [CP all that he wanted to buy ___]?
c. *What did he say all to him [CP that he wanted to buy ___]?

(West Ulster English; McCloskey 2000:63)

AsMcCloskey points out, these facts offer an argument for successive-cyclicmove-
ment through Spec-CP, under the assumption that what allmoves as a unit to an
intermediate position, followed by subextraction of what.

Similar stranding effects are found at the vP edge. Even in West Ulster va-
rieties, Henry (2012) shows that there are grammars that allow stranding at the
edge of vP as well. In South Derry English in fact, only vP-stranding is tolerated
(40a–c).15

(40) All-stranding only at vP in South Derry English:
a. What did he [vP all do ___ on holiday]?
b. What did he [vP all say [CP that he did ___ on holiday]]?
c. *What did he [vP say [CP all that he did ___ on holiday]]?

(Henry 2012:28)

Speakers of East Derry English allow stranding everywhere, both at the vP and CP
edge (41a–c).

14 That all is not stranded in a position in the verb phrase is evident in the contrast between all-
stranding in the base position, which may precede a PP object (ia), and intermediate stranding,
which cannot (ib). This contrast is unexpected if all-stranding takes place in an intermediate verb
phrase position, but expected if intermediate all forms a constituent with the embedded CP.

(i) a. ?Who was talking all to the kids last night?
b. *What did he say all to his friends [CP that he wanted to buy]?

(West Ulster English; McCloskey 2000:63,74)

15 Henry (2012) describes the different stranding varieties in geographical terms. Henry (2017)
qualifies this and suggests that the different grammars described here may simply reflect varia-
tion within the same population.
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(41) All-stranding at vP and CP in East Derry English:

a. What did he [vP all do ___ in Derry]?
b. What did he say [CP all that he did ___ in Derry]?
c. What did he [vP all say [CP that he did ___ in Derry]]?

(Henry 2012:31)

There are also instances of all-stranding at the vP edge in other languages.16

As pointed out by Barbiers (2002) and Koopman (2010), a similar pattern is found
in Dutch, with stranding of the quantifier allemaal (42a). In Dutch, this stranding
must target an intermediate vP, as evident by the relative positioning of a higher
verb and the complementizer (42b–c).

(42) Stranded allemaal in Dutch occurs at intermediate vP:

a. Wat
what

heeft
has

hij
he

gezegd
said

[CP dat
that

hij
he

allemaal
all

wil
wants

hebben]?
have.nf

‘What all has he said that he wants to have?’
b. Wat

what
heeft
has

hij
he

[vP allemaal
all

gezegd
said

[CP dat
that

hij
he

___ wil
wants

hebben]]?
have.nf

‘What all has he said that he wants to have?’
c. *Wat

what
heeft
has

hij
he

gezegd
said

[CP allemaal
all

dat
that

hij
he

___ wil
wants

hebben]?
have.nf

‘What all has he said that he wants to have?’
(Dutch; adapted from Koopman 2010:268)

In fact, Dutch allows stranding of other material in the same position, as Barbiers
(2002) demonstrates. R-pronouns can strand a preposition at the vP edge as well,
in any intermediate vP on the path of movement (43a–c).

(43) Preposition stranding at intermediate vP in Dutch:

a. Waarmee
where.with

had
had

jij
you

dan
then

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

je
you

de
the

vis
fish

___ zou
would

moeten
have.to.nf

snijden]?
cut.nf

‘Withwhat had you then thought that youwould have to cut the fish?’

16 As with multiple spell-out, the question arises why all stranding languages do not behave
like East Derry English, with stranding at both the CP and vP edge. An open question here is
what mechanism could restrict stranding to specific edges.
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b. Waar
where

had
had

jij
you

dan
then

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

je
you

de
the

vis
fish

mee
with

zou
would

moeten
have.to.nf

snijden]?
cut.nf

‘Withwhat had you then thought that youwould have to cut the fish?’
c. Waar

where
had
had

jij
you

dan
then

[vP mee
with

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

je
you

de
the

vis
fish

___ zou
would

moeten
have.to.nf

snijden]]?
cut.nf

‘Withwhat had you then thought that youwould have to cut the fish?’
(Dutch; adapted from Barbiers 2002:49)

The same facts obtain in the wat-voor split. The remnant DP can be pied-piped
(44a), stranded in the base position (44b), or stranded at an intermediate vP edge
(44c).

(44) Stranding inwat-voor split:

a. Wat
what

voor
for

bal
ball

had
had

jij
you

dan
then

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

Ed
Ed

___ zou
would

kopen]?
buy.nf

‘What kind of ball had you then thought that Ed would buy?’
b. Wat

what
had
had

jij
you

dan
then

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

Ed
Ed

voor
for

bal
ball

zou
would

kopen]?
buy.nf

‘What kind of ball had you then thought that Ed would buy?’
c. ?Wat

what
had
had

jij
you

dan
then

[vP voor
for

bal
ball

gedacht
thought

[CP dat
that

Ed
Ed

___ zou
would

kopen]]?
buy.nf
‘What kind of ball had you then thought that Ed would buy?’
(Dutch; adapted from Barbiers 2002:49)

A third pattern of stranding that shows symmetry between the CP and vP edge
comes from Left Branch Extraction in Polish. Wiland (2010) points out that Left-
Branch Extraction in Polish allows for the NP out of which extraction takes place
to be stranded in intermediate positions, including the edge of vP and the edge of
CP (45a–c).

(45) Polish LBEmay strand NP in intermediate positions:

a. Jaki
what

Pawel
Pawel

[vP samochód
car

kupil
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

___]?

‘What car did Pawel buy his wife?’
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b. ?Jaki
what

myślisz
thought.2sg

[CP samochód
car

Pawel
Pawel

kupil
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

___]?

‘What car did you think Pawel bought his wife?’
c. %Jaki

what
Maria
Maria

[vP samochód
car

myślala
thought

[CP że
that

Pawel
Pawel

kupil
bought

swojej
his

żonie
wife

___]]?

‘What car did Mary think Pawel bought his wife?’
(Polish; Wiland 2010)

The distribution of stranding phenomena then provides additional support
for the notion of successive-cyclic movement and shows that there is symmetry
between CP and vP in the possibility of stranding under intermediate movement.

5.2.4 V2 satisfaction

The final effect that I attribute to the presence of intermediate copies is V2 satis-
faction in intermediate positions. If V2 effects are interpreted as requirement that
an XP overtly occupies the specifier of a functional head, then an intermediate
movement account predicts that the presence of an intermediate copy, despite
undergoing deletion, may be diagnosable through its effect on V2. In an approach
to V2 in which V2 is only about featural requirements, these facts may instead be
attributed to the roles of features in intermediate movement. In any case, such
effects should be attested.

Thiersch (1978) observes that extraction from embedded V2 clauses in Ger-
man must satisfy the V2 requirement, resulting in overt V1 order (46a–b).

(46) Extraction satisfies V2 in German:
a. Wen

who.acc
sagt
says

Johan
Johan

[CP ___ sehe
see.sbj

er
he

___]?

‘Who does Johan say that he is seeing?’
b. *Wen

who.acc
sagt
says

Johan
Johan

[CP er
he

sehe
see.sbj

___]?

‘Who does Johan say that he is seeing?’
(German; Thiersch 1978:135)

We can show that this is linked to intermediate movement, because movement in
the matrix clause still requires V2 in the complement. The pairs in (47a–b) and
(47c–d) demonstrate. In (47a–b), movement of a PP from an embedded clause
requires V1. The pattern of grammaticality reverses with movement of the same
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PP within the matrix clause: embedded V2 is now required and embedded V1 is
impossible (47c–d).

(47) V1 order due to extraction:
a. In

to
welche
which

Schule
school

sagte
said

Leo
Leo

[CP ___ sei
is.sbj

er
he

gegangen]?
went

‘To which school did Leo say he went?’
b. *In

to
welche
which

Schule
school

sagte
said

Leo
Leo

[CP er
he

sei
is.sbj

gegangen]?
went

‘To which school did Leo say he went?’
c. *In

in
welcher
which

Sprache
language

sagte
said

Leo
Leo

[CP ___ sei
is.sbj

er
he

gegangen]?
went

‘In which language did say he went?’
d. In

in
welcher
which

Sprache
language

sagte
said

Leo
Leo

[CP er
he

sei
is.sbj

gegangen]?
went

‘In which language did say he went?’
(German; Susi Wurmbrand, p. c.)

These facts provides evidence for a step of intermediate movement, with the copy
satisfying V2.

VanUrk and Richards (2015) describe a similar pattern in the Nilotic language
Dinka. Dinka requires V2 in embedded clauses. Intermediate movement must sat-
isfy the V2 property of any clause it passes through, resulting in overt V1 order
(48a–d).17

(48) Long-distance movement and V2:
a. Yè

be
Nà
who

yù
¨
u
¨
kù
¨hab.1pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP ___ cé
p̈rf

cuî
¨
in

food
câam]?
eat.nf

‘Who do we say [CP ___ has eaten food]?’
b. *Yè

be
Nà
who

yù
¨
u
¨
kù
¨hab.1pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP cuî
¨
in

food
à-cí

¨
i

3sg-prf.ov
câam]?
eat.nf

‘Who do we say [CP has eaten food]?’
c. Yè

be
Nó
ẅhat

yù
¨
u
¨
kù
¨hab.1pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP ___ cí
¨
i

prf.ov
Bôl
Bol.gen

câam]?
eat.nf

‘What do we say [CP Bol has eaten ___]?’

17 In Dinka, we can also tell that an intermediate copy satisfies V2 in the embedded clause, be-
cause the moving phrase can trigger agreement on the highest verb/auxiliary in any clause it
passes through, as discussed in section 5.1.2.1. This extraction marking effect is also evident in
the alternation between cé

¨
, the unmarked form of the auxiliary, and cí

¨
i, which surfaces in the

context of non-subject extraction.
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d. *Yè
be

Nó
ẅhat

yù
¨
u
¨
kù
¨hab.1pl

luêeel
say.nf

[CP Bòl
Bol

à-cé
¨3sg-prf

câam]?
eat.nf

‘What do we say [CP Bol has eaten ___]?’

Van Urk and Richards (2015; see also Van Urk 2015) show that an analogous
V2 effect is found in the Dinka verb phrase. The Dinka verb phrase also has a V2
effect, so that the highest object must always appear initially, preceding the base
position of the main verb, as with the ditransitive in (49a–d):

(49) Dinka vP has V2 effect:

a. Yî
¨
in

you
cé
p̈rf.sv

[vP Àyén
Ayen

gàam
give.nf

cáa].
milk

‘You have given Ayen milk.’
b. Yî

¨
in

you
cé
p̈rf.sv

[vP cáa
milk

gàam
give.nf

Àyén].
Ayen

‘You have given milk to Ayen.’
c. *Yî

¨
in

you
cé
p̈rf.sv

[vP ___ gàam
give.nf

cáa
milk

Àyén].
Ayen

‘You have given Ayen milk.’

When an object is extracted from inside the verb phrase, however, the same effect
as at the CP edge is observed. Intermediate movement satisfies vP V2, as demon-
strated in (50a–d).

(50) Object extraction satisfies V2:

a. Yè
be

Nó
ẅhat

[CP cí
¨
i

prf.ov
môc
man.gen

[vP ___ yiĚ
¨

E
¨
n

give.nf
Bòl]]?
Bol

‘What has the man given Bol?’
b. *Yè

be
Nó
ẅhat

[CP cí
¨
i

prf.ov
môc
man.gen

[vP Bòl
Bol

yiĚ
¨

E
¨
n]]?

give.nf
‘What has the man given Ayen?’

c. Yè
be

Nà
who

[CP cí
¨
i

prf.ov
môc
man.gen

[vP ___ yiĚ
¨

E
¨
n

give.nf
kítàap]]?
book

‘Who has the man given the book to?’
d. *Yè

be
Nà
who

[CP cí
¨
i

prf.ov
môc
man.gen

[vP kítàap
book

yiĚ
¨

E
¨
n]]?

give.nf
‘Who has the man given the book to?’

V2 effects are then also equally distributed across the CP and vP edge, offering
additional evidence that these domains are parallel.
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5.3 On the LF presence of intermediate copies
A movement approach to successive cyclicity also predicts that intermediate
copies should influence LF representations. In this section, I show that the pres-
ence of intermediate copies can be detected in the consequences for the binding
of pronouns and anaphors (Fox 1999), the availability of intermediate scope (e. g.
Rullmann 1993; Fox 1999), and licensing of parasitic gaps (Nissenbaum 2000). As
above, I demonstrate that these effects are symmetrically distributed across CP
and vP edges.

5.3.1 Binding of pronouns and anaphors

One LF effect that intermediate copies should have is that they shouldmake avail-
able additional positions for binding relations. For example, long-distance move-
ment allows an anaphor contained in the moving phrase to be bound by an an-
tecedent on the path of movement (51a–b), even though this antecedent would
not be able to bind the anaphor in its base position.

(51) Anaphors can be bound in intermediate positions:
a. Which picture of herselfi/j did Sami say [Kimj likes ___]?
b. Which picture of herselfi/j did you tell Sami [Kimj likes ___]?

An example like (51a) can be accommodated both by assuming an intermediate
copy in Spec-CP or Spec-vP, but (51b) provides evidence specifically for a CP edge
position, since the intermediate position must at least be below the indirect ob-
ject.

Fox (1999) constructs examples that specifically require an intermediate vP
position through the interaction of anaphor binding and Condition C. As observed
by Lebeaux (1998), not all material in a moved phrase needs to be interpreted in
the base position. In an example like (52), the relative clause does not need to be
interpreted in the lowest copy, as evidenced by the lack of a Condition C violation.

(52) Relative clause does not need to be interpreted in base position:
[DP Which argument that Johni made] did hei believe?

Fox demonstrates that we can use this property of relative clauses to provide ev-
idence for intermediate copies, by constructing examples in which the require-
ments of Condition C compete with the requirements of variable binding (53a–b).
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(53) Relative clause must be interpreted in intermediate position:
a. *[DP Which of the papers that hei gave toMs. Brownk] did shek hope that

every studenti will revise ___?
b. [DP Which of the papers that hei gave to Ms. Brownk] did every studenti

hope that shek will revise ___?
(Fox 1999:173)

The grammaticality of (53b) demonstrates that there is an intermediate copy of
the moved phrase in which the relative clause can be interpreted, because both
the overt position of the wh-phrase and the base position should yield a binding
violation. The quantifier every student binds a pronoun in the relative clause, so
that there must be a copy of the moved phrase below the quantifier. At the same
time, the relative clause cannot be interpreted in the scope of the pronoun she,
because a Condition C violation should result. Such cases then indicate that there
must be an intermediate copy that can be interpreted, in between the position of
the quantifier and the pronoun.

Fox (1999) uses such effects to argue for an intermediate landing site at the vP
edge. He points out to contrasts such as (54a–b).

(54) Relative clause interpreted at vP edge:
a. [DP Which of the papers that hei asked Ms. Brownk for] did every

studenti [vP get herk to grade ___]?
b. *[DP Which of the papers that hei asked Ms. Brownk for] did shek [vP get

every studenti to grade ___]?
(Fox 1999:174)

In the grammatical (54a), the only intermediate position that can satisfy both vari-
able binding and Principle C is in between the subject quantifier and the object,
thus providing evidence for a landing site for long-distance movement at the vP
edge.

We can manipulate these examples to argue for an intermediate Spec-CP po-
sition. Consider the pair in (55a–b), where the only difference is in the matrix in-
direct object and the embedded subject.

(55) Relative clause interpreted at CP edge:
a. [DPWhich of the papers that hei askedMs. Brownk for] did you tell every

studenti [CP shek liked ___]?
b. *[DP Which of the papers that hei askedMs. Brownk for] did you tell herk

[CP every studenti liked ___]?
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The admissibility of (55a) suggests that there is an intermediate position between
indirect objects and embedded subjects also, which I propose is Spec-CP.

The same picture as above then emerges from an examination of binding ef-
fects: Spec-CP and Spec-vP are implicated to the same degree as intermediate
landing sites.18

5.3.2 Intermediate scope

Another semantic effect that should be associated with the presence of a copy is
the availability of additional scope positions. Intermediate positions should cre-
ate the possibility of intermediate scope relations.

How many-phrases have been shown to give rise to scope ambiguities (Kroch
1989; Rullmann 1993; Cresti 1995). For example, the how many-phrase in (56) can
be interpreted above and belowwant, as indicated by the paraphrases in (56a–b).

(56) Scope ambiguities with howmany-phrases:
How many books does Chris want to buy ___?
a. What is the number n such that there are n books that Chris wants to

buy?
b. What is the number n such that Chris wants to buy n books?

(Rullmann 1993:1)

Rullmann (1993) argues that how many-phrases may also take scope in an inter-
mediate position, as demonstrated by the example in (57). In addition towide and
narrow scope, the intermediate reading paraphrased in (57c) is available as well
(see also Fox 1999).

(57) Intermediate reading of howmany-phrase:
How many books did Mary say [John needs ___]?
a. What is the number n such that there are n books which Mary says

John needs?
b. What is the number n such that Mary says John needs n books?
c. What is thenumbern such thatMary says that there arenbookswhich

John needs?
(Rullmann 1993:11)

18 One question is whether we can find configurations similar to the grammatical examples in
(54a) and (55a) which are inadmissible because of the absence of an intermediate position in
between the relevantDPs. This iswhatwe expect if long-distancemovement follows apunctuated
path, as Abels (2012) points out.
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Following Rullmann, I propose that this intermediate reading is the result of in-
terpreting the how many-phrase in the intermediate Spec-CP position.

We can construct similar examples that appear to demonstrate intermediate
scope positions at a verb phrase edge. Consider an example like (58), with amodal
above require. In addition to the wide and narrow scope readings, the intermedi-
ate reading in (58c) is available, in which the how many-phrase is interpreted in
between the modal and require.

(58) Intermediate reading of howmany-phrase at vP edge:
How many students could Kim be required to pass?
a. What is the number n such that there are n students that it is possible

Kim is required to pass?
b. What is the number n such that it is possible that Kim is required to

pass n students?
c. What is the number n such that it is possible that there are n students

Kim is required to pass?

5.3.3 Parasitic gaps

Another LF effect is the distribution of parasitic gaps, a phenomenon that has
beenused to argue for intermediate copies at the vPedge, building onNissenbaum
(2000). Nissenbaum presents a theory of parasitic gap licensing that requires in-
termediate movement to the vP edge. Both intermediate successive-cyclic move-
ment to vP and operator movement in a vP adjunct may create derived predicates,
which can be conjoined:

(59) Parasitic gap configuration in Nissenbaum (2000):
vP

DPi v’

v’

… ti

Adjunct

OPk … tk

On the assumption that both intermediate movement and null operator move-
ment result in λ-abstraction and so form open predicates, the vP and adjunct in
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(59) can be combined to yield a conjoined predicate.19 This conjoined predicate
composes with the DP copy at the vP edge, leading to the appearance of a par-
asitic gap. If correct, parasitic gaps like (60) provide evidence for intermediate
movement to the vP edge, assuming that the rationale clause is a vP adjunct.

(60) Parasitic gap at vP edge:
What did he buy ___ [in order to read through ___]?

There are also CP adjuncts that license parasitic gaps. As Engdahl (1983)
notes, if-clauses permit parasitic gaps for some speakers (61a). These are possible
even with extraction of the subject, providing evidence that these parasitic gaps
are licensed outside the vP.

(61) Parasitic gaps in if-clauses:
a. This is the professor that Kim says that you must not say hello to ___ if

you run into ___.
b. This is the professor that Kim says that, if you run into ___, ___ won’t

say hello to you.
(modified from Engdahl 1983:11)

The semantic effects of copies can then be detected at the CP and vP edge.
These facts provide evidence that the full rangeof effects thatwe expect to be asso-
ciatedwith successive-cyclicmovement are attested. In addition, a key conclusion
that emerges from this discussion is that there are no empirical reasons to posit
a qualitative asymmetry between CP and vP, since all the effects discussed can
be detected in both domains (contra Rackowski and Richards 2005; Den Dikken
2009, 2010; Keine 2016).

5.4 Successive cyclicity in other domains

In this section, I examine how this taxonomy of successive cyclicity effects ex-
tends to other proposed phasal domains. I will look in particular at PP and DP. A
key lesson that emerges from the overview given above is that, to a remarkable
degree, the morphophonological, syntactic, and semantic effects that we expect

19 It is important that the adjunct can be inserted in between the point of abstraction and the
DP. In addition to this, more needs to be said about how such predicates can be conjoined. See
Nissenbaum (2000) for details.
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to be associated with successive cyclicity are attested. As a result, positing addi-
tional phase boundaries should be undertaken with care, because the full suite
of these effects should in principle be associated with this boundary across lan-
guages.

In this section, I use this reasoning to scrutinize the phasal status of PP and
DP domain. We will see that a more nuanced picture emerges. Some familiar ef-
fects in DPs and PPs are attested, such as extraction marking and lexical choice
effects. In addition, there is some evidence for intermediate copy realization, in
the interaction of PPs and DPs with pied-piping. However, a number of the other
effects described are missing or difficult to detect. I provide independent expla-
nations for the absence of LF effects as well as multiple spell-out, but identify at
least interactions with φ-agreement and stranding as phenomena that should in
principle be found.

5.4.1 Extraction marking in DPs and PPs

There appear to be extraction marking effects in the PP domain. In Jamaican Cre-
ole (Durrleman 2008), for example, the preposition fi/fa is sensitive to extraction.
When the preposition is followed by an in-situ complement, it is realized as fi
(62a). But when the complement has been extracted, the preposition must be re-
alized as fa (62b).

(62) Extraction marking on preposition in Jamaican Creole:
a. Im

3sg
bring
bring

aki
ackee

[PP fi/*fa
for/for.ext

piknidem]
children

‘(S)he brought the ackee for the children.’
b. A

a
huu
who

im
3sg

bring
bring

dat
that

[PP *fi/fa
for/for.ext

___]?

‘Who did (s)he bring that for?’
(Jamaican Creole; Durrleman 2008)

A similar alternation is foundwith theprepositionnú/ná in Fongbe (DaCruz 1997).

(63) Extraction marking on preposition in Fongbe:
a. KÒkú

Koku
sà
sell

mǑtò
car

Ó
det

[PP nú/*ná
to/to.ext

Àsíbá].
Asiba

‘Koku sold the car to Asiba.’
b. Àsíbá

Asiba
wÈ
foc

KÒkú
Koku

sà
sell

mǑtò
car

Ó
det

[PP *nú/ná
to/to.ext

___].
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‘Asiba, Koku sold the car to.’
(Fongbe; Da Cruz 1997)

A worry about these facts is that it is possible to analyze this alternations as
allomorphy (sensitive to whether an overt DP follows), since the gap site is nec-
essarily immediately adjacent to the preposition. In addition, we could treat this
pattern as lexical choice effect, in which these prepositions are instantiations of
non-phasal and phasal variants of the same head (see also Abels 2003).

I do not know of extractionmarking effects in the DP domain, such as a deter-
miner that only appears in the context of extraction. There are a number of lexical
choice phenomena, however. Jeoung (2018) describes a pattern along these lines
in Indonesian-type languages. In Indonesian, the noun is optionally markedwith
the determiner suffix -nya before possessors (64a–b). In contexts of extraction,
however, the determiner suffix is obligatory (64c).

(64) Optional determiner suffix with possessors in Indonesian:
a. Buku(-nya)

book-def
dia
3sg

biru,
blue

kalau
but

buku(-nya)
book-def

Desy
Desy

kuning.
yellow

‘His book is blue, but Desy’s book is yellow.’
b. Uang(-nya)

money-def
orang
person

kaya
rich

cepat
quick

di-keluar-kan.
pass-exit-appl

‘Rich people’s money is quickly spent.’
c. Siapa

who
yang
rel

adik
younger.sibling

baca
read

buku-nya?
book-det

‘Who is it that little brother is reading (her/his) book?’
(Jeoung 2018:1,16)

Similarly, Uriagereka (1996) points out that Galician determiners have a clitic
alternant that must be used in instances of extraction (65a–b).

(65) Determiner clitic in Galician is used with extraction:
a. (?)De

of
quén
whom

liche-los
read.2sg-the

[DP mellores
best

poemas
poems

de
of

amigo
friend

___]?

‘Who did you read the best poems of friendship by?’
b. *De

of
quén
whom

liches
read.2sg

[DP os
the

mellores
best

poemas
poems

de
of

amigo
friend

___]?

‘Who did you read the best poems of friendship by?’
(Uriagereka 1996:270–271)
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In addition, there is a well-known correlation between the permissibility of Left-
Branch Extraction and the presence of a D layer (Uriagereka 1988; Bošković
2005).20

(66) LBE permitted in languages without overt determiners:
a. Krasnuju

red
ja
I
kupil
bought

[NP ___ mašinu].
car

‘It is a red car that I bought.’
b. *Red, I bought [DP a ___ car].

5.4.2 Leftness effects

There is a class of effects that emerges with extraction out of PPs andDPs, leftness
effects, that is reminiscent of V2 satisfaction. Specifically, in some languages, only
items that may appear leftmost in PP/DP can undergo movement.

Van Riemsdijk (1978) points out, for example, that only elements that appear
to the left of prepositions can extract out of PPs in Dutch. In Dutch, R-pronouns,
a series of locative pronouns used to refer to inanimates, appear to the left of a
preposition (67a), but not other DPs (67b).

(67) R-pronouns appear on the left:
a. Je

you
kan
can

[PP daar-op]
there-on

rekenen.
count

‘You can count on it.’
b. Je

you
kan
can

[PP op
on

hem]
him

rekenen.
count

‘You can count on him.’

In addition, only R-pronouns can undergo movement out of a PP (68a–b):

(68) Only R-pronouns can move out of PPs:
a. *Wie

who
kan
can

je
you

[PP op
on

___] rekenen?
count

20 The Specificity Effect might also be seen as a lexical choice effect (ia–b) (Fiengo and Higgin-
botham 1981).

(i) Specific DPs are more resistant to extraction:
a. Who did you see [DP a picture of ___]?
b. ??Who did you see [DP that picture of ___]?
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‘Who can you count on?’
b. Waar

where
kan
can

je
you

[PP ___ op]
on

rekenen?
count

‘What can you count on?’

Bošković (2016) notes a similar effect in Left Branch Extraction in Serbo-
Croatian. Although Left Branch Extraction of adjectives is generally permitted, it
is blocked when a demonstrative is present, as in (69a–b).

(69) LBE of adjectives is blocked with demonstrative:

a. Ponosnog
proud

sam
am

vidio
seen

[NP ___ oca].
father

‘It is a proud father I saw.’
b. *Ponosnog

proud
sam
am

vidio
seen

[NP tog
that

___ oca].
father

‘It is that proud father that I saw.’
(Serbo-Croatian; Bošković 2016:3)

Bošković analyzes the ungrammaticality of (69b) as a leftness effect. Demonstra-
tives are different from other DP-internal elements, like possessors, in that they
must precede adjectives:

(70) Demonstratives precede adjectives:

a. ova
this

skupa
expensive

slika
picture

‘this expensive picture’
b. ?*skupa

expensive
ova
this

slika
picture

‘this expensive picture’
(Serbo-Croatian; Bošković 2016)

We can then explainwhy (69b) is bad. Adjectives can only undergo LBEwhen they
are leftmost in the DP.

These facts provide evidence that PPs and DPs are phasal domains, in which
only the edge is accessible. Leftness effects are reminiscent of V2 satisfaction in
Dinka and German, in which the moving phrase also must be leftmost in the in-
termediate domain. A puzzle about leftness effects, however, is why elements that
are not leftmost initially cannot undergo intermediatemovement, as in CP and vP.
One type of explanation that has often been pursued for this difference is to make
use of a notion of anti-locality (e. g. Abels 2003).
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5.4.3 Evidence for intermediate copies in DPs and PPs

Let me turn now to effects that imply the presence of intermediate copies, starting
with overt evidence at DP and PP edges. There are no stranding or multiple spell-
out effects in the DP or PP that I know of. However, when Ā-movement pied-pipes
a DP or a PP, some languages show evidence of intermediate movement internal
to the pied-piped phrase.

In Ch’ol, as demonstrated by Coon (2009), wh-possessors move internal to
the DP. In ordinary DPs, possessors are strictly postnominal (71). A similar effect
is found in a number of other Mayan languages.

(71) Ch’ol has postnominal possessors:
Tyi
prf

yajl-i
fall-intr

[DP i-plato
3s-plate

aj-Maria]
cl-Maria

‘Maria’s plate fell.’
(Ch’ol; Coon 2009:166)

But when a possessor pied-pipes a DP, the wh-possessor must appear prenomi-
nally (72a–b).

(72) Wh-possessor moves inside pied-piped DP:
a. [DP Maxki

who
i-plato]
3s-plate

tyi
prf

yajl-i?
fall-intr

‘Whose plate fell?’
b. *[DP I-plato

3s-plate
maxki]
who

tyi
prf

yajl-i?
fall-intr

‘Whose plate fell?’
(Ch’ol; Coon 2009:166)

These facts provide evidence for DP-internal intermediate movement.
We can find similar effects in the PP. In her work on Finnish, Huhmarniemi

(2012) provides evidence for intermediatemovement in a rangeof pied-piping con-
figurations, including PPs. Finnish allows DPs to appear before and after preposi-
tions (73a). However, a wh-phrase must appear leftmost when it pied-pipes a PP,
as in (73b–c).

(73) Wh-phrase moves inside pied-piped PP:
a. Pekka

Pekka
käveli
walked

[PP kohti
towards

puistoa].
park.par

‘Pekka walked towards the park.’
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b. [PP Mitä
what

kohti]
towards

Pekka
Pekka

käveli?
walked

‘What did Pekka walk towards?’
c. [PP Mitä

what
yli]
over

Pekka
Pekka

käveli?
walked

‘What did Pekka walk over?’
(Huhmarniemi 2012:105,115)

These phenomena seem to offer evidence for intermediate movement within the
DP and PP.

As for semantic effects associated with intermediate copies at the DP and PP
edge, it is difficult to construct examples that test for the LF presence of copies
in the DP and PP domain for independent reasons. Testing for the interaction of
competing binding effects is difficult, because DPs and PPs out of which extrac-
tion takes place usually cannot contain other referential DPs. In addition, it is
not clear that there are adjuncts that host parasitic gaps that attach directly to DP
and PP. Similarly, scope reconstruction requires a node of the appropriate type for
scope reconstruction and DP and PP may simply not provide such an attachment
site.

We are left with the absence of parasitic agreement, multiple spell-out, and
stranding. The absence of multiple spell-out is probably not surprising. Multiple
spell-out has been linked to the presence of an EPP position or V2 effect (e. g. Lan-
dau 2006; Van Urk 2018), and it is not clear that such effects are found in the
DP and PP domain.21 In the vP domain, the only pattern of multiple spell-out, in
Dinka, involves V2.

Parasitic agreement and stranding effects should in principle be attested,
however. Although rare, some languages do allow agreement on prepositions,
and so we might expect systems in which prepositional agreement is obligatory
only in the context of extraction. In the DP domain, the same pattern could obtain
with possessor agreement.22 There should also be instances of stranding at DP
and PP edges. Given the variation described for all-stranding in section 5.2.3, we
would hope to find patterns of stranding at the PP edge at least.23

21 I am not aware of V2-like patterns in DPs and PPs in any case. The question of whether there
are EPP positions in DPs and PPs is harder to answer, because it is certainly possible to analyze
some movements for basic word order as motivated by an EPP-like effect. But, as far as I know,
such movements do not interact with extraction.
22 It is possible that the Indonesian pattern described by Jeong (2018) could be analyzed in these
terms.
23 Stranding a DP-modifier at the DP edge may give rise to problems of ambiguity.
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I leave the question of whether there are ultimately convincing explanations
for the effects missing from DPs and PPs for future research. What I hope to
have established, however, is that there is a suite of effects reliably associated
with phasal domains, which should be investigated before positing an additional
phase boundary. Invoking a novel phase boundary in a syntactic analysis is by no
means a harmless move and makes predictions about the crosslinguistic profile
of successive cyclicity that can and should be tested.

Conclusion

This paper has investigated the question of how to detect a phase. The full range
of effects that I have argued should at a minimum be associated with a phasal
domain is summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Reflexes of successive cyclicity at CP and vP.

CP vP

Effect on intermediate head
1. Extraction marking Irish, Dinka, … Defaka, Malay, …
2. φ-agreement Dinka, Wolof Passamaquoddy
3. Lexical choice/inversion Russian, Belfast English,

Spanish, …
Nupe, Mòcheno

PF presence of copy
4. Intermediate copy realization Malay, Basque, Quechua Trinidadian English, Ewe
5. Multiple copy spell-out German, Frisian,

Seereer, …
Dinka

6. Stranding West Ulster English,
Polish

West Ulster English,
Dutch, Polish

7. V2 German, Dinka Dinka

LF presence of copy
8. Binding English, … English, …
9. Scope English, … English, …
10. Parasitic gaps English, … English, …

As I have demonstrated, the set of attested reflexes of successive cyclicity ap-
pears to match well crosslinguistically with the effects that should be associated
with intermediate successive-cyclic movement. In addition to this, I have demon-
strated that there is symmetry between the CP and vP in phasehood (contra, for
instance, Rackowski and Richards 2005, DenDikken 2009, 2010, and Keine 2016).
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A more complicated picture emerges when this same taxonomy is investigated in
the DP/PP domain. The larger lesson that emerges from this work is that positing
a new phase boundary is not an innocuous exercise and should ideally be eval-
uated against the crosslinguistic expectations that come out of the overview in
Table 5.1.
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Željko Bošković
6 On the Coordinate Structure Constraint,
across-the-board-movement, phases, and
labeling

Abstract: The paper deduces a modified version of the ban on extraction out of
conjuncts (CSC) based on the claim that conjuncts are phases which also captures
the across-the-board-movement (ATB) exception and a number of other cases
where extraction from conjuncts is shown to be possible in violation of the CSC
(left-branch extraction in Serbo-Croatian, r-pronouns in Dutch, V-2 movement
in German, clitic doubling in Dutch and Romance, quantifier-float in Japanese,
article-incorporation in Galician, and object shift in English). Based on these
cases, the paper shows that the CSC holds only for successive-cyclic movement
out of conjuncts, as in *Whoi did you see [ti friends of ti] and Sue: elements that
are base-generated at the edge of a conjunct or move there independently of
successive-cyclic movement can extract. It is also shown that ATB can license an
additional extraction from a conjunct in violation of the CSC. The discussion in
the paper also leads to establishment of a new type of ATB,wheremovementmust
take place out of each conjunct though it is not the same element that is extracted
from the conjuncts but different elements. Additionally, the paper shows that
unlabeled elements do not count as interveners, a rather natural generalization
given the nature of intervention effects, where features of the intervener matter
(projecting features requires projecting a label). The discussion also sheds light
on the ban on local wh-movement from SpecTP to SpecCP which is argued to
require a return to split IP: it is shown that subjects undergoing wh-movement
cannot move to the highest projection in the split IP even when the next step of
movement is not SpecCP.

6.1 Introduction

Islandhood has been in the center of theorizing in generative grammar ever since
Ross (1967). In spite of numerous works on islands, one island in particular has
resisted a satisfactory account, which holds for both the GB tradition and theMin-

Acknowledgement: For helpful comments and suggestions, I thank the audiences at WCCFL 36,
FASL 27 (Stanford), Generative Perspectives on the Syntax and Acquisition of Japanese 2 (Tokyo),
Current Issues in Comparative Syntax (National University of Singapore), the participants of my
2017 UConn seminar, two anonymous reviewers, Jairo Nunes, and Sandra Stjepanović.
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imalist Program, namely the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC). The CSC was
traditionally assumed to have twoparts, one banning extraction of conjuncts, and
the other extraction out of conjuncts. It has, however, been shown that the two
should be divorced (Grosu 1973, Postal 1998, Oda 2017, Bošković to appear b), the
main argument being that there are languageswhich are sensitive to only one part
of the CSC (see especially Oda 2017). I will also separate the two parts of the CSC,
focusing on the ban on extraction from conjuncts, given in (1) (I will refer to it as
the CSC) and illustrated by (2)–(3).

(1) Extraction out of conjuncts is disallowed.

(2) *Whoi did you see [enemies of ti] and John?

(3) *Whoi do you think [Mary likes ti] and [Jane hates Peter]?

TheCSC is inextricably connected to the across-the-board-movement (ATB) excep-
tion: Extraction from a conjunct is possible if it takes place from each conjunct.

(4) Whoi did you see [friends of ti] and [enemies of ti]?

ATB is what makes accounting for the CSC particularly difficult. CSC was a rare
island that was not accounted for in Chomsky (1986). It appears that capturing
it within the Barriers system would have been easy. All that was needed was to
assume that conjuncts are barriers (which they are) and that adjunction to con-
juncts is prohibited. However, (4) would then raise a massive problem. Given the
cumulative nature of crossing barriers, if (2) is unacceptable because it involves
movement that crosses a barrier, (4) should be even worse since it involves two
such movements. I suspect this is the reason why Chomsky didn’t attempt to an-
alyze the CSC within Barriers. In fact, it appears that the ATB exception is bound
to raise its head in any attempt to extend existing accounts of islands to the CSC.1

1 A rare exception that analyzes both the CSC and ATB is Takahashi (1994), which can be con-
sidered a predecessor of this work. (I refer here to the spirit of Takahashi’s analysis, since its
implementation is quite different; note also that under Takahashi’s [but not the current] analy-
sis the CSC holds only for A’-movement). The same holds for Sag et al’s (1985) account, which,
though implemented in a different framework, is even closer to the analysis given below in its
spirit. However, we will see that the current analysis predicts extraction from conjuncts to be
possible in a number of contexts, none of which are allowed under Sag et al (1985).
Still, Sag et al (1985) and Takahashi (1994) are important predecessors of the current work in
that, like the account given below, they invoke Coordination-of-Likes in the account of the CSC.
However, as will become obvious below, the current work significantly differs from these works
both theoretically (in terms of implementation and theoretical consequences) and empirically (in
terms of the empirical predictions the accounts make and the resulting empirical coverage).
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The goal of this paper is to provide an account of the CSC thatwill also capture
the ATB exception. Importantly, the account will leave room for extraction from
conjuncts to take place even in the absence of ATB inwell-defined contexts, which
will be shown to indeed be possible with a variety of constructions, namely left-
branch extraction in Serbo-Croatian, r-pronouns in Dutch, V-2 movement in Ger-
man, clitic doubling in Dutch and Romance, quantifier-float in Japanese, article-
incorporation in Galician, and object shift in English. The proposed analysis will
also be shown to account for an exception to the CSC from Postal (1998). The pre-
dictions of the analysis will also reveal new cases of ATB where movement must
take place out of each conjunct though it is not the same element that is extracted
out of the conjuncts, as in traditional ATB, but different elements.

The account also has a number of theoretical consequences. It crucially ap-
peals to phases and Chomsky’s (2013) labeling approach, which allows unlabeled
elements during the derivation. To the extent that it is successful, it thus pro-
vides evidence for these theoretical mechanisms. It also provides an argument
for Nunes’s (2004) sideward-movement approach to ATB (a locality condition on
sideward movement is also established) and a particular contextual approach to
phases (based on the claim that conjuncts are phases). Perhaps the most impor-
tant theoretical consequence of the proposed analysis concerns the notion of in-
terveners. It iswell-known that traces donot count as interveners (Chomsky 1995):
turning an intervener into a trace voids intervention effects. This paper shows that
it is not just traces that do not count as interveners, but also elements that have a
trace at their edge: turning the edge of an intervener into a trace also voids inter-
vention effects. The paper shows that this otherwise puzzling effect can be cap-
tured naturally in the labeling system, which in turn provides evidence for it. The
effect in question, to be established below, is given in (5).

(5) Unlabeled elements do not count as interveners.

The labeling system does not merely allow for an easy statement of this effect, but
also captures it in a natural way. The notion of intervention is picky, it depends on
the nature of the intervener.2 For Rizzi (1990), this involved the A/A’ distinction;
recent works state it in terms of featural properties of the interveners. Labeling
plays a crucial role here. Consider a case where X and Y merge, and the resulting
object ? functions as an intervener. For an intervention effect to occur, either X
or Y must have the relevant feature that is involved in the intervention and pass
this feature to ? by labeling it. In other words, if X has the relevant feature, then X

2 I am putting aside occasional exceptions, like wh-movement fromRomance DPs, which is sub-
ject to the poss-agent-theme hierarchy (Torrego 1987, Ticio 2003, among others).
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must project and label ?. What this boils down to is that labeling is necessary for
? to function as an intervener, which means that unlabeled elements should not
function as interveners. In otherwords, since intervention is feature-sensitive, the
intervener must have the relevant feature. This is trivially not possible with unla-
beled elements (due to the lack of projection the relevant feature is not projected
either).

The proposed analysis of the CSC will also be shown to shed light on the ban
on local wh-movement from SpecTP to SpecCP, attested in many languages, by
enabling us to pinpoint the culprit for this ban.

The gist of the analysis is the following: Conjuncts are phases. As a result,
any movement out of a conjunct must proceed via its edge. In Chomsky (2013),
successive-cyclic movement via a conjunct edge delabels the conjunct, i. e. it
changes its category. The intuition is then that if movement takes place only out
of one conjunct, a violation of the Coordination-of-Likes requirement ensues,
the violation being remedied if movement takes place out of each conjunct, as
with ATB. While the basic idea is quite straightforward, we will see that it has
important theoretical and empirical consequences for a number of phenomena.
Significantly, we will see that it predicts that in a number of (non-ATB) environ-
ments extraction out of conjuncts should be possible, which will be shown to be
borne out.

Section 6.2 will give the relevant background. The account of the CSC, as
well as ATB and a number of previously unnoticed exceptions, is given in sec-
tions 6.3-6.4. Sections 6.5-6.6 discuss the phasehood of conjuncts and an inter-
vening factor regarding subject questions, which concerns the ban on SpecTP-to-
SpecCPmovement. Section 6.7 discusses intervention effects with extraction from
conjuncts which will also involve establishing the generalization that unlabeled
elements do not count as interveners and examining cases of ATB that involve
movement of different elements from the conjuncts. Another new case where the
CSC is violated is also noted. Section 6.8 examines a CSC exception from Postal
(1998).

6.2 Phases, labels, and Coordination-of-Likes

The first ingredient of the account proposed below is the phase theory, the crucial
mechanism being the Phase-Impenetrability Condition (PIC), which forces move-
ment to proceed via phasal edges.

The second ingredient is the well-known Coordination-of-Likes requirement
(CL), which requires conjuncts to be parallel in their categorial status. (CL goes
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back to Chomsky 1957; see also Schachter 1977,Williams 1978, Sag et al 1985, Bow-
ers 1993, Beavers & Sag 2004, Chaves 2006, among others.)3

The last ingredient is Chomsky’s (2013) labeling system, where labeling is not
forced as part of Merge. Chomsky proposes a labeling algorithm where when a
head and a phrase merge, the head projects (providing the label for the resulting
object). When two phrases merge, there are two ways to implement projection/la-
beling: through feature-sharing or traces, traces being ignored for labeling.4 (6) il-
lustrates the former: whenwhich book merges with interrogative CP, both the wh-
phrase and the CP have the Q-feature; what is projected (determining the label
of the resulting object) is the Q-feature. (This is reminiscent of Spec-Head agree-
ment.)

(6) I wonder [CP which booki [C’ C [John bought ti]]].

As for non-feature-sharing phrase-phrase merger, Chomsky (2013) crucially as-
sumes that successive-cyclic movement does not involve feature-sharing (which
essentially follows Bošković 1997a, 2002, 2007, 2008). Successive-cyclic move-
ment cases like (7) are then relevant. There is no feature-sharing between that and
the wh-phrase which passes through its edge. Since labeling via feature-sharing
is not an option, the embedded clause cannot be labeled when what moves to its
edge (indicated by ? in [8]). When v is merged, what moves. The element merged
with that-CP being a trace, it is ignored for labeling (see fn 4), hence ? is labeled
as CP after what moves.

(7) Whati do you think [CP t’i [C’ that [John bought ti]]]?

(8) v [VP think [? what [CP that [John bought ti]]]]

This is the general treatment of successive-cyclicmovement in the labeling frame-
work.

3 The references also explain away a number of reported counterexamples to CL. A comprehen-
sive discussion of CL is beyond the scope of this paper. I simply adopt CL and the phase theory
here. To the extent that the proposed account is successful it can in fact be interpreted as provid-
ing evidence for these mechanisms.
4 A trace is taken to be invisible to the labeling algorithm since it is part of a discontinuous
element (a chain), where the element to be labeled does not dominate every occurrence of the
moving element (Chomsky 2013 argues that traces do not function as interveners for the same
reason).
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6.3 Deducing the CSC

The above mechanisms rather straightforwardly deduce the CSC. Consider (9).

(9) *Whoi did you see [enemies of ti] and John?

Movement from the conjunctmust proceed successive-cyclically through its edge.
As shown in (10), this movement, which involves merger of who and the con-
junct DP, yields an unlabeled object, as is always the case with successive-cyclic
movement. Importantly, as a result of this movement, the conjuncts differ in
their categorial status: the second conjunct is a DP while the first conjunct is ?
(it is unlabeled). This configuration is ruled out by CL, which requires that con-
juncts be parallel in their categorial status. (I assume that CL is checked at the
point when ConjP is formed, hence it is not affected by later movement outside of
ConjP.)

(10) [ConjP [? whoi [DP enemies of ti]] and [DP John]]

The crucial ingredient of the account is that successive-cyclic movement changes
the category of the element it targets in the labeling framework, which induces a
CL violation.

I will argue below that conjuncts are phases, which follows from a contextual
approach to phases. As a result, the phasal/labeling account of (2) extends to
other cases that have motivated positing (1), like (3). In other words, it deduces
the CSC.

Not only does the account deduce the CSC, it also captures the ATB exception.
Consider (11).

(11) Whoi did you see [friends of ti] and [enemies of ti]?

Here, successive-cyclic movement takes place to the edge of both conjuncts, de-
labeling them. Since both conjuncts are ? (i. e. unlabeled), CL is not violated.
([12] shows the stage of the derivation when CL applies, which is when ConjP is
formed).

(12) [ConjP [? whoi [DP friends of ti]] and [? whoi [DP enemies of ti]]]

The phasal/labeling system thus provides a rather straightforward deduction of
the CSC, which also captures the ATB exception. In fact, no additional assump-
tions were needed. Movement from a conjunct must proceed via the conjunct
edge. This delabels the conjunct, yielding a CL violation unless movement also
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takes place from the other conjunct. Both conjuncts are then delabeled, so that
there is no CL violation.5

I emphasize here an important feature of the above account. As noted above,
in typical accounts of islands, like Chomsky (1986), island violations are cumula-
tive: the more islands are crossed the worse the sentence gets. Treating conjuncts
as islands (as barriers which cannot be adjoined to in Chomsky 1986) then has
the effect that ATB example (11) should be even worse than CSC violations like (9)
since (9) involves one extraction from a conjunct island and (11) involves two such
extractions. The phasal/labeling account, on the other hand, easily captures the
ATB improvement.

6.4 Non-ATB exceptions

Deductions of principles often have the effect that they don’t fully overlap with
the deduced principles in that they allow “violations” of the relevant principles
in well-defined configurations. In such cases, their success should be evaluated
with respect to whether such “violations” are indeed attested.

The current deduction of the CSC in fact predicts that the CSC can be violated
in well-defined configurations. Since the deduction is based on movement out of
a conjunct delabeling the conjunct, it predicts such movement to be possible if
the relevant element is base-generated at the conjunct edge, and can otherwise
stay there, which indicates that it undergoes feature-sharing at the conjunct edge.
Such movement in violation of the CSC is indeed possible. One relevant case in-
volves possessor-extraction in Serbo-Croatian (SC), which I turn to next.

6.4.1 CSC-violating extraction of base-generated Specs

SC possessors have been argued to be base-generated at the edge of the traditional
NP (TNP) based on the fact that they extract and bind out of their TNP, as (13)
shows for the latter (see Bošković 2012, 2013a, Despić 2011, 2013, among others).
They also undergo agreement in Φ-features and case.6

5 The moving element does not actually delabel the element it merges with. Movement creates
another structural layer on top of it—it is this new structural layer that lacks a label (I will be using
the term delabeling for this situation for ease of exposition).
6 The precise identity of the projection where the possessor is located is not important. I use the
neutral term TNP, which stands for whatever is the highest projection in the nominal domain (see
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(13) [Kusturicinj
Kusturica’s.nom.masc.sg

najnoviji
latest

film]
movie.nom.masc.sg

gai/*j
him

je
is
zaista
really

razočarao.
disappointed
‘Kusturica’s latest movie really disappointed him.’
(Despić 2013)

SC normally disallows extraction from conjuncts, as in (14), where the genitive
complement of N is extracted. Crucially, as (15) shows, such extraction is allowed
with possessors.

(14) *Fizikei
physics.gen

je
is
on
he

[studenta
student.acc

ti] i
and

[Ivanovu
Ivan’s.acc

sestru]
sister.acc

vidio.
seen

‘He saw a student of physics and Ivan’s sister.’

(15) ?Markovogi
Marko’s.acc.masc.sg

je
is
on
he

[ti prijatelja]
friend.acc.masc.sg

i
and

[Ivanovu
Ivan’s.acc.fem.sg

sestru]
sister.acc.fem.sg

vidio.
seen

‘He saw Marko’s friend and Ivan’s sister.’

In (15), the possessor is base-generated at the conjunct edge, undergoing feature-
sharing, so that the conjunct is labeled (I assume that labeling occurs as soon as it
is possible, see Bošković 2015, Shlonsky 2015, Rizzi 2016, Saito 2016).7 In contrast,
in (14) the moving element needs to undergo successive-cyclic movement to the
conjunct edge, which delabels the conjunct, yielding a CL violation.

What is important here is that (15) is a counterexample to the CSC since it
involves extraction from a conjunct but its grammaticality is captured under the
proposed account of the CSC.

6.4.2 CSC-violating head-movement

Under the above account, a base-generated phasal edge is expected to be ex-
tractable from conjuncts, in violation of the traditional CSC. This holds not only
for the Spec of a phase, but also its head, given that both are located at the phasal
edge. One relevant case of this kind is provided by article-to-V incorporation in

Bošković 2012, Despić 2011 for the structure of constructions like [13] in SC, as well as languages
like English that do not show the binding effect in question).
7 Nothing would change if labeling occurs at the phasal level, as in Chomsky (2013), given that
the projection where the possessor is located, which is the highest projection in the nominal do-
main, is a phase (see Bošković 2014).
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Galician, illustrated by (16).

(16) Vimo=loj
(we)saw=the

[DP[D’ tj [NP Kremlin]]]
Kremlin

(Uriagereka 1988)

Importantly, article-incorporation is possible out of a conjunct.

(17) Vistede=loj
(you)saw=the

[DP tj [NP amigo
friend

de
of

Xan]]
Xan

e-mais
and

[a Diego]
Diego

onte.
yesterday

Movement from the conjunct does not create a labeling problem for CL here: the
conjunct from which article-incorporation takes place is labeled as DP before the
incorporation, given that when a head and a phrasemerge the head projects. Con-
sequently, there is no CL violation in (17), hence its grammaticality is captured.

(17) appears to differ regarding the possibility of a CSC violation with head-
movement from (18), which involves T-to-C movement from a conjunct.

(18) *Should John buy a car and Peter might sell a house?

Under the proposed analysis, locality can always be satisfied with traditional CSC
violations; however, satisfying it induces a CL violation. We have seen that there
is no CL violation with head-movement from the conjunct in (17), and the same
reasoning should extend to (18). I therefore suggest that (18) is ruled out by inde-
pendent factors.

This is indeed the case under Chomsky’s (2008) C-T association analysis,
where C and T share features. As Bošković (2016a) notes, this means that when
there is a Q-feature in C, there is also a Q-feature in T. We then have both Cq and
Tq in (18). Now, English has a requirement that in matrix clauses Tq moves to Cq:
the association requires actual movement here. The problem is that the Tq of the
second conjunct did not undergo this movement. The difference between (17) and
(18) is then that the CSC-violating head-movement in (17) is in principle optional,
which enables us to leave the relevant head in place in one conjunct, moving it
only in the other, while in (18) it is obligatory: this independently prohibits failing
to do it in one conjunct. The point here is that the CSC test for head-movement is
conductable only with head-movement that is in principle optional.

6.4.3 CSC-violating extraction of Specs created by movement

The above account, which allows extraction from conjuncts under well-defined
conditions, enables us to explain a number of additional CSC violations. No-
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tice first that the account extends to Specs created by movement, but crucially
only when the relevant element can stay in the Spec, i. e. if it moves there inde-
pendently of successive-cyclic movement, which indicates it undergoes feature-
sharing. In otherwords, the account only blocks successive-cyclicmovement from
a conjunct, since such movement delabels the conjunct (see Bošković 2018 for a
labeling account of the ban on movement from moved elements, which allows
such movement in the same contexts as the current account does for the CSC).

This enables us to explain some otherwise puzzling CSC violations in Ger-
man, in a way which also sheds light on the nature of the SOV order in German.
Consider (19).

(19) Die
the

Suppei
soup

wird
will

der
the

Hans
Hans

[ti essen]
eat

und
and

[sich
self

hinlegen].
down.lie

‘The soup, Hans will eat and lie down.’
(Johnson 2002)

(20) gives the structure of (19) before movement from ConjP. Assumingmovement
of the object to SpecvP in German to be obligatory due to its SOV nature (Kayne
1994, Zwart 1993), the object does not move to the edge of the vP phase in (20)
for reasons of successive-cyclicity. We are dealing here with regular movement
where the moving element can stay in the position in question, whichmeans that
it involves feature-sharing, which enables labeling. Consequently, this movement
does not create the labeling problem that successive-cyclic movement creates:
while successive-cyclic movement through the edge of a conjunct delabels it, the
movement under consideration does not do that, allowing further movement out
of the conjunct.8

(20) wird
will

der
the

Hans
Hans

[ConjP[vP Die
the

Suppei
soup

essen
eat

[VP ti]] und
and

[vP sich
self

hinlegen]]]
down.lie

Note also that the analysis provides evidence for the movement account of the
SOV order in German.

Another relevant case concerns r-pronouns in Dutch. They are exceptional in
that they must precede a preposition (21), although Dutch adpositions are other-
wise always prepositional (22).

(21) a. daar
there

op/van
on/of

b. *op daar/*van daar

8 Since German allows subjects to remain in-situ the second conjunct is also labeled as vP at the
point when ConjP is formed, before subject movement.
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(22) a. op/van
on/of

deze
this

tafel
table

b. *deze tafel op/van

This is analyzed as involving r-pronoun movement to SpecPP (or a higher posi-
tion in extended PP). The fact that daar must move to SpecPP (21) and can stay
in SpecPP (23) provides evidence that its movement to SpecPP does not occur for
reasons of successive-cyclicity–it is independent of it.

(23) a. [PP Daar
there

op]i
on

heb
have

ik
I
boeken
books

ti gelegd.
put

b. Ik heb boeken [PP daar op] gelegd.

We then seem to have another testing case here. There is, however, an interfering
factor. There are strong restrictions on P-stranding in Dutch and German which
in fact make it impossible to test the CSC here in German. Den Besten & Webel-
huth (1990) note that P-stranding in German is possible only if the P is adjacent to
the verb/its trace (see [24]; von ‘of’ is adjacent to the verb or its trace in [24a,b,d]
but not [24c]). Since, as shown in section 6.7, for independent reasons only ex-
traction from the first conjunct is in principle allowed under the current analysis,
this makes it impossible to test r-pronoun extraction from coordinated PPs in Ger-
man.

(24) a. Er
he

hat
has

dai
it

noch
yet

nicht
not

[das
the

Vorwort
foreword

[ti von
of

ti]] gelesen.
read

b. Er hat dai [das Vorwort tj]k noch nicht [ti von ti]j tk gelesen.
c. *Dai hat er [ti von] noch nicht das Vorwort gelesen.
d. [VP tk tj gelesen]m hat er dai [das Vorwort]k noch nicht [PP ti von]j tm

(den Besten & Webelhuth 1990)

However, at least for some speakers P-stranding in Dutch is less restrictive, allow-
ing us to test the CSC.

(25) gives the initial paradigm. (25a) involves a regular PP, with a P-DP order,
and (25b) a PP with an r-pronoun, which moves out of it.

(25) a. Ik
I
heb
have

boeken
book

[op
on

deze
this

tafel]
table

gelegd.
put

b. Ik
I
heb
have

daar
there

boeken
books

op
on

gelegd.
put
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I now turn to coordinated PPs. Importantly, r-pronounmovement is possible from
coordinated PPs.9

(26) a. Ik
I
heb
have

daari
there

boeken
books

[PP ti op
on

ti] en
and

[PP op
on

deze
this

tafel]
table

gelegd.
put

b. ?Daar heb ik boeken [PP ti op ti] en [PP op deze tafel] gelegd.
(Paula Fenger, p. c.)

The current approach readily captures these CSC violations. Before extraction
from the coordinated PPs, the r-pronoun undergoes regular obligatory movement
to SpecPP. Its extraction from the coordination then does not create the problem
successive-cyclic movement creates: while successive-cyclic movement through
the conjunct edge delabels the conjunct, r-pronoun movement does not do it.

Clitic doubling provides additional evidence. Van Craenenbroeck and van
Koppen (2008) note that Wambeek Dutch allows clitic doubling of a conjunct, in
violation of the CSC (27). This is not a quirk of Wambeek Dutch: Spanish (28) and
Brazilian Portuguese ([29], Minas Gerais dialect, which allows clitic doubling)
also allow it.

(27) Ik
I
paus
think

da
that

se
they.cl

[zaailn
they.strong

en
and

waailn]
we.strong

dui
there

suimen
together

wel
prt

oitgeruiken.
out.come
‘I think that they and we will solve that together.’
(Van Craenenbroeck and van Koppen 2008:208)

9 Such cases require particular prosody. In (26a), there needs to be an intonational break after
first op or daar should be stressed; (26b) requires an intonational break after op. I assume this is
necessary due to non-V-adjacency of the stranded P. It is actually possible that the correct gen-
eralization regarding P-stranding in Dutch/German is that stranded Ps must be either adjacent
to a verb or followed by an intonational-phrase boundary, which is reflected in the presence of
a pause ([24d], where the P is not V-adjacent, fits this generalization). Any differences between
Dutch and German regarding P-stranding may then be due to differences in intonational phras-
ing/the requirement in question (in work in preparation I argue for a prosody-based account,
where these Dutch/German data are analyzed within a broader crosslinguistic context regarding
the possibility of dropping the host of phonologically weak elements). At any rate, what is par-
ticularly interesting here is that extraction is unacceptable from the second conjunct, as in (i),
although in that case the stranded P is V-adjacent. As discussed below, this is exactly what the
current analysis predicts.

(i) *Ik
I
heb
have

daar
there

boeken
books

op
on

deze
this

tafel
table

en
and

op
on

gelegd.
put
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(28) Yo
I

la
her.cl

vi
saw

a María
María

y
and

a Juan.
Juan

‘I saw Mary and Juan.’
(Gabriel Martínez Vera, p. c.)

(29) Que
that

Deus
God

te
2sg.acc

ilumine
illuminate

você
you

e
and

sua
your

família.
family

‘May God illuminate you and your family.’
(Machado-Rocha 2016:88)

Manyhave argued for the big-DPaccount,where the clitic and thedouble are base-
generated together, with the clitic moving away (e. g. Uriagereka 1995, Cecchetto
2000, Kayne 2002, Boeckx 2003, Belletti 2005). Runić (2014) provides strong ev-
idence for it. She shows the big-DP is preserved in some languages, where the
clitic and the double cannot be split (30). These languages then minimally dif-
fer from those in (27)–(29) in that the clitic doesn’t move out of the big-DP; more
importantly, they provide evidence that the clitic and the double indeed form a
constituent at one point in the derivation.

(30) a. *Je
aux

l’
q
me
me.cl.acc

čekaš
wait.2sg

mene?
me.acc

b. Je l’ me mene čekaš?
‘Are you waiting for me?’
(Prizren-Timok Serbian)

From this perspective, (27)–(29) are not surprising: since the clitic and the dou-
bled conjunct are generated as a single DP, conjunct clitic doubling can be easily
captured under the current account. The account can actually help us determine
more precisely the structure of the big-DP, which is otherwise not easy to do since
we are dealing with a pre-movement structure. To be able to extract, the clitic
must be located at the edge of the big-DP, either as its Spec (in which case [27]–
[29] parallel CSC violationswith SC possessors [15]) or its head (inwhich case they
parallel CSC violations with Galician article-incorporation [17]).

Clitic doubling thus provides another case of extraction that violates the CSC
which is captured under the current deduction of the CSC.

Consider also Japanese numeral constructions:

(31) a. John-wa
John-top

[hon-o
book-acc

san
3

satsu]
cl

katta.
bought

‘John bought three books.’
b. Hon-o John-wa san-satsu katta.
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Following Watanabe (2006), I assume that hon-omoves to the edge of the brack-
eted TNP (I will refer to it as ClasP). The NP canmove outside of ClasP, as in (31b).
Importantly, the movement is also possible from coordinations:

(32) Ringo-oi
apple-acc

Taro-wa
Taro-top

[ti san
3

ko]
cl

to
and

[banana-o
banana-acc

ni
2
hon]
cl

tabeta.
ate

‘Taro ate three apples and two bananas.’
(Satoshi Oku, p. c.)

(32) represents another case of movement from conjuncts that is captured under
the proposed analysis.

Consider now extraction from conjuncts with English ECM.

(33) ?I’ve believed Johni for a long time now [ti to be a liar] and [Peter to be trust-
worthy].

(33) is somewhat degraded though clearly better than typical CSC violations like
(2)–(3). I interpret this as indicating the CSC is not violated in (33), putting aside
the reason for its residual awkwardness (itmay have to dowith the presence of the
adverbial in only one conjunct, but see Bošković [to appear b] for an alternative
account where the CSC effect is only partially voided in [33]). Lasnik (1999) argues
object shift is optional in English. The first conjunct subject in (33) must have un-
dergone object shift since it precedes amatrix adverbial. This is then another case
of movement from a conjunct.10

As noted above, Lasnik (1999) argues that object shift is optional here. This
means that the infinitival subject can remain in the Spec of the infinitive, which
means that movement to the Spec of ECM infinitives is independent of successive-
cyclicity. In other words, it results in labeling. Both infinitival conjuncts are then
labeled, enabling extraction of the infinitival subject in violation of the CSC.

(15), (17), (19), (26), (27)–(29), (32), and (33) all involve acceptable extrac-
tions from a conjunct, in violation of the traditional CSC ban in (1). They are,
however, captured under the proposed account of (1), which also captures ATB
exceptions like (11). The account then does not actually deduce the CSC ban
in (1), but a modified version of it which allows extraction from conjuncts un-
der well-defined conditions. In particular, the account confines the CSC effect
to successive-cyclic movement from conjuncts. The labeling framework enables
us to make a principled distinction between successive-cyclic movement on one

10 I assume we are dealing here with coordination of two infinitives (but see Bošković 1997a).
Johnson (2002) also notes the CSC can be violated under ECM movement based on I made Sallyi
out [[ti to be honest] and [Mark to be trustworthy]].
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hand, and obligatorymovement (i. e. movement that can be the final landing site)
and base-generation on the other hand, since they have a different effect on label-
ing. What we have seen above is that we find exactly this cut with extraction from
conjuncts, which enables the labeling system to account for the ban on extraction
from conjuncts in a way that also captures the exceptions to this ban.11

6.5 Conjuncts as phases
Conjuncts are traditionally assumed to be islands. In the phasal system, it is nat-
ural to assume that they are phases, given that phases have a potential for in-
ducing locality violations.12 The islandhood-phasehood connection has an inter-
esting consequence: since each conjunct is an island even if the relevant phrase
is otherwise not an island, this means that each conjunct should be a phase even
when the relevant phrase otherwisewouldnot be a phase. The assumption,which
I show below follows from a contextual approach to phases, is motivated by ex-
amples like (34). (34) appears to involve coordination of IPs, which is not a phase
in Chomsky (2000). In the current system, wh-movement needs to proceed via the
conjunct edge here, which means the conjunct needs to be a phase. Successive-
cyclic movement to the edge of the conjunct delabels it, inducing a CL violation.13

(34) *I wonder whati Betsy purchased ti and Sally advertised it.

In the current approach, if phrases that are not phases when they are not coordi-
nated are also not phaseswhen coordinated itwould in principle be possible to ex-
tract from such non-phasal conjuncts. However, it turns out that under Bošković’s

11 Johnson (2009) gives an account of gapping involving ATB VP-fronting with movement of the
subject out of only one conjunct. If subjects in their base-position can be involved in labeling
in English (a possibility in Chomsky 2015, though not Chomsky 2013, see also fn 18), Johnson’s
analysis can be accommodated in the current system and would represent another case of an
acceptable CSC “violation”.
12 I do notmean to suggest that phases in general are islands, just that phases have the potential
to induce locality violations, which can then capture islandhood.
13 Under the natural assumption that A’-Specs are higher than A-Specs when a phrase has both
(see Abels 2007, Bošković 2018), wh-movement will proceed via the outmost conjunct edge in
(34). There is actually no need to assume this. Under Bošković’s (2016b) approach to the PIC,
where only the outmost Spec of a phase is accessible from the outside,who is anyway inaccessible
outside of the conjunct phase unless it moves through the outmost Spec (above Betsy). (There is
no issue regarding the possibility of multiple Specs for the relevant IP in (34) given the standard
assumption that phase heads in general can have multiple Specs [see Bošković 2007] if this IP is
a phase by virtue of being a conjunct, as argued here).
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(2014) approach to phases, the coordinated IPs in (34) are anyway phases (even
though the embedded IP is not a phase in I wonder what Betsy purchased); there is
no need to stipulate that conjuncts are always phases, independently of whether
the coordinated phrases are phases on their own.

While Chomsky (2000) assumes that a particular phrase is a phase or not re-
gardless of its syntactic context (CP is always a phase and IP is never a phase),
many have argued for various contextual approaches where the phasal status of
α depends on the syntactic context where it occurs (as Bošković 2014 notes, this
follows the spirit of Barriers, where we cannot determine whether CP is a barrier
or notwithout knowing its syntactic context—CP is sometimes a barrier and some-
times not, depending on its structural position). Focusing on IP, Bošković (2014,
2015, 2016a) and Wurmbrand (2013) argue that the highest clausal projection is a
phase, which makes IP a phase when not dominated by CP. However, it appears
that the relevant IP would still not be a phase in (34), since it is dominated by CP.
This is actually not the case in Bošković (2014).

Bošković (2014) argues that the highest projection in the extended domain
of a lexical head and the highest clausal projection function as phases (i. e. the
highest phrase in aphasal domain functions as aphase, phasal domains being the
domains of lexical heads and the clause14). This makes vP (the highest projection
in the V-domain) and CP (the highest projection in the clausal domain) phases in
(35), as in Chomsky (2000). However, in contrast to Chomsky (2000), if V takes
an IP complement in (35) this IP will be a phase as the highest projection in the
clausal domain.

(35) [vP [VP [CP [IP

Consider how this system applies to coordinations, i. e. how the presence of ConjP
affects it. The issue here is that ConjP disrupts domain projection for the clausal
phasal domain. In contrast to (35), CP does not immediately dominate IP in (36).
ConjP separates CP and IP into separate domains, making IP the highest phrase
in its phasal domain, just like when V takes an IP complement. (More generally,
merger of [a projection of] the Conj head with a conjunct closes the extended do-
main of the conjunct in Bošković’s 2014 system, making the highest projection of
the conjunct a phase; see also Oda 2019.)

(36) [vP [VP [CP [ConjP [IP

14 See Bošković (2014:74–75) regarding how this is implemented without look-ahead.
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The presence of ConjP then affects the phasal status of IP in Bošković (2014), mak-
ing it a phase (this actually holds for all conjuncts). In other words, coordination
makes coordinated IPs phases, which is exactly the effect we saw at work in (34).
The gist of the discussion here is that IP is a phase if it is not immediately domi-
nated by CP, as argued independently in Wurmbrand (2013) and Bošković (2014,
2015, 2016a). Though the cases discussed in these works do not involve coordina-
tion, ConjP has the same effect in that the relevant IP is not immediately domi-
nated by CP, which makes it a phase.

We may also be in a position to capture the claim from Oda (2017) and
Bošković (to appear b) that both conjuncts and ConjP are islands,15 which means
phases given the above discussion. In Bošković (2014), the clausal domain and
the domains of lexical heads are phasal domains, the highest phrase in these
domains being a phase. ConjP does not naturally belong to either of these do-
mains. Now, Epstein and Seely (2002) argue that each phrase is a phase (see also
Boeckx 2007, Müller 2010). Suppose we combine that view and Bošković (2014) in
a way that each phrase has the potential to be a phase; however, the phasehood
is voided if the phrase belongs to a phasal domain and is not the highest pro-
jection within the domain. Under this view, ConjP, which, as noted above, does
not belong to Bošković’s (2014) phasal domains, would then be a phase (since
its potential phasehood would not be voided by virtue of not being the highest
phrase in a phasal domain). Both ConjP and the conjuncts are then phases. Since
this paper focuses on extraction from conjuncts I will put the phasehood of ConjP
aside below.16

6.6 Subject questions

This section discusses an interfering factor which arises with subject wh-extrac-
tion in IP&IP coordinations (I use the term IP neutrally, similar to TNP). Consider
(37) (which differs from [33], where the subject John undergoes object shift).

(37) *I wonder whoi [ti left] and [Mary disappeared].

15 Their motivation is attempting to capture both parts of the traditional CSC.
16 Phasehood does not necessarily equate with islandhood. However, Bošković (2016c) argues
that a double-phase configuration, where a phase dominates a phase, creates islandhood. Given
that both ConjP and conjuncts are phases, coordination would then always bring in islandhood,
resulting in a locality effect (unless the effect is voided in one of the ways discussed here and
Bošković 2016c, to appear b).
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It appears that on the IP&IP derivation (where what is coordinated is the embed-
ded clause IPs, the wh-CP being outside of the coordination), (37) involves extrac-
tion of a conjunct edge that is created by obligatory movement (to SpecIP), which
should not cause a labeling problem. Why is then (37) unacceptable?

This brings us to the puzzle of who left, where apparently there is no move-
ment to SpecIP although English otherwise requires it (see Bošković 2016a, Mes-
sick 2020). There are a number of accounts ofwho left. There are strong arguments
against accounts where who stays in SpecIP. E. g., (38)–(39) indicate that wh-the-
hell phrases are only possible with wh-movement. (40) then shows that the wh-
phrase is not located in SpecIP.

(38) What the hell did John buy?

(39) *Who bought what the hell?

(40) Who the hell arrested Mary?

Further, in contrast to (42), (41) is unambiguous. Since (42) shows that an object
quantifier can scope over a quantifier in SpecIP, as Mizuguchi (2014) notes, who
in (41) should not be located in SpecIP.

(41) Who loves everyone? (who>everyone;*everyone>who)

(42) Someone loves everyone. (someone >everyone;everyone>someone)

Particularly important are West Ulster English (WUE) (43)–(44), which show not
only that subject questions involve movement to SpecCP but also that the move-
ment does not proceed via SpecIP.

(43) Whoi was arrested all ti in Duke Street?

(44) *Theyi were arrested all ti last night.
(McCloskey 2000)

In contrast to standard English, WUE allows Quantifier(Q)-float under wh-move-
ment. Still, in spite of allowing (43), like standard English WUE disallows (44).
McCloskey (2000) observes that given that Q-float is disallowed from SpecIP in
(44), all cannot be floated under movement to SpecIP in (43). He then concludes
that whomoves here directly to SpecCP, without moving via SpecIP.

This is an issue that has been discussed for many languages, e. g. Italian,
Kaqchikel, Kinande. There are well-known arguments from these languages that
subject movement to SpecIP cannot feed movement to SpecCP, as assumed un-
der the previously standard treatment of who left (what makes who left puzzling
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is that movement to SpecIP is otherwise obligatory in English, which means the
EPP requirement is voided here).17

This is exactly the problem with (37). Movement of who to SpecIP is needed
due to the coordination structure independently of whatever is going on in who
left. Given that conjuncts are phases, thismovement is required by the PIC. Conse-
quently, even if the way of voiding the EPP requirement (whatever it is) inwho left
is also available in (37), movement of who to SpecIP is independently needed in
(37) because of the coordination structure (i. e. the PIC). Whatever is responsible
for the impossibility of subject SpecIP-to-SpecCPmovement (see below) will then
block (37). (Another issue is that, as discussed above, the I of the second conjunct
in (37) is Iq, due to C-I association; what we have in (37) is then awh-question (not
a yes-no question) where there is no wh-phrase/wh-trace in the IPq of the second
conjunct, whichmay cause a problem—the issue here beingwhether IPwh-qmust
contain a wh-phrase/wh-trace.)18

17 See Messick (2020) and Bošković (2016a) for different labeling accounts within Chomsky’s
(2013) and Chomsky’s (2015) approach respectively.
18 Consider also (i), which involves ATB subject movement from both conjuncts (which is not
shown) and wh-movement from the first conjunct.

(i) *Whoi did John hire ti and fire Mary?

There are several ways of analyzing (i) due to uncertainty regarding how several relevant issues
should be treated (the open questions are the level of coordinaton, whether such examples in-
volve object shift before wh-movement and whether this movement lands in a position higher
than the subject base-position, whether the base-merger of the subject results in labeling. . . ) I
give here onewayof analyzing (i) involving aparticular set of assumptions regarding these issues.
Suppose that objects undergoing wh-movement undergo object shift on the way up, and that the
object-shift position is higher than the subject base-position, as argued in Bošković (1997b) (and
as was the case in the system that assumed that object shift targets AgroP; with the elimination
of AgroP, this means that object shift targets a SpecvP above the subject base-position [the sub-
ject SpecvP can be created via tucking-in after the object SpecvP is created; see also Abels 2007]).
Assuming that (i) involves vP-level coordination and that subjects in their base-position cannot
undergo labeling, as in Chomsky (2013), the first conjunct in (i) is labeled, as shown in (ii) (since
object shift results in labeling, likemovement to SpecIP), while the second conjunct is not (before
subject movement to SpecIP, which is what matters hence I ignore labeling that occurs after the
relevant movements. Note also that, as discussed in Lasnik 1999, object shift is not limited to DP
arguments in English.).

(ii) *Whoi did Johnj [vP ti tj hire ti] and [? tj fire Mary]?

There is an alternative account, where movement of a wh-phrase via the edge of vP is always
considered true successive-cyclic movement, hence it would not involve labeling. Under this as-
sumption, we would need to assume that the subject can undergo feature-sharing with its sister
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Also relevant is (45):

(45) Who can leave and must work harder?

There are many arguments that the traditional IP domain contains more than just
TP–there is additional structure between vP and the phrase whose Spec the sub-
ject occupies (see Belletti 1990, Cinque 1999, Bošković 2001 regarding intermedi-
ate V-movement, Bobaljik & Jonas 1996 regarding multiple subject positions, and
Bošković 2004 regarding Q-float). In fact, sentential adverbs can intervene even
between the subject and modals/auxiliaries in English, which also indicates that
the subject is located in the Spec of a projection that is higher than the projec-
tion where modals/auxiliaries are located. Within Pollock-style split IP, Bošković
(1997a) andWatanabe (1993) place the subject in (46) in SpecAgrsP and themodal
in T (Kayne 1989 also proposes such an analysis).19

(46) John probably can play the guitar.

Given that bar-level coordination is disallowed, constructions like (47), where the
subject is outside of the coordination but the modal is not, also provide evidence
that the subject and the modal are not located in the same projection, the modal
being lower than the phrase whose Spec the subject occupies.

(47) John [travels to Rome tomorrow] and [will fly for Paris on Sunday].

Assuming the Bošković/Watanabe analysis (the exact labels of the relevant pro-
jections do not really matter), (45) can then be analyzed as involving TP coordi-
nation (see [48] below), with the subject moving from SpecTP directly to SpecCP
(after forming an ATB dependency), the ban on local subject wh-movement be-
ing implemented as a ban on movement from SpecAgrsP to SpecCP (see also the
discussion below), which does not occur in (45)/(48). (I will refer to the subject
not passing through SpecAgrsP, which otherwise has to be filled, when moving

vP in the base-position, which means that the second conjunct in (i) would be labeled. Since the
first conjunct is not, due to its “hosting” successive-cyclic movement, (i) then still violates CL.
19 (46) and (ia) are unacceptable in French but so is (ib) (see Belletti 1990, Bošković 2000; [ib] is
acceptable in English), which indicates that there is more to the difference between English and
French here than just V-movement.

(i) a. *Jean
Jean

probablement
probably

vendra
will.sell

ces
these

livres.
books

b. *Probablement, Jean vendra ces livres.
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to SpecCP as the who left effect).20 The ban in question is then tied to agreement,
i. e. the agreeing SpecAgrsP subject position where lexical subjects are located.
SpecAgrsP is where the subject is located in the second conjunct of (37), which
must then involve AgrsP-level coordination (given CL), (37) being ruled out as dis-
cussed above (due to the PIC/who left effect). Note also that in (45), which involves
TP coordination, the subject will move to the edge of the conjunct because the
conjunct is a phase although otherwise such movement is not necessary, the tra-
ditional EPP requirement, which is anyway voided in subject questions, holding
for the highest position in split IP (AgrsP). (48) gives the structure for (45) and (49)
for (37) (coordinated phrases are given in bold).

(48) [CP Whoi [AgrsP [TP ti can leave] and [TP ti must work harder]]]?

(49) *I wonder [CP whoi [AgrsP ti [TP left]] and [AgrsP Mary [TP disappeared]]].

Under the proposed analysis, (37) is ruled out independently of the CSC (due to
the PIC/who left effect). Consequently, we would expect that it would not become
acceptable with ATB, as long as the second conjunct has an overt subject so that
it is forced to be an AgrsP. The expectation is borne out. Consider (50), wherewho
undergoes ATB movement from both conjuncts.

(50) *I wonder whoi [ti left] and [Mary kissed ti].

The second conjunct must be an AgrsP due to the presence of a lexical subject,
which then forces the first conjunct to be an AgrsP too. However, if the first con-
junct is an AgrsP,movement ofwho to the conjunct edge, which is necessary since
the conjunct is a phase, results in a violation, as discussed above (for two reasons
actually: due to the who left effect and because of CL, given that the first conjunct
is then labeled while the second conjunct, whose outmost edge is targetted by
successive-cyclic movement [not shown above], is not).

Consider also (51).

(51) *I wonder whoi [John saw ti] and [ti kissed Mary].

It is not clear whether the who left effect would arise here. The coordination here
has to be on the AgrsP-level due to the presence of a lexical subject in the first
conjunct. Below I will adopt Nunes’s (2004) sideward-movement analysis of ATB.

20 In fact, under the approaches to antilocality in Bošković (2016a) and Erlewine (2016), in [CP
[AgrsP [TP]]] antilocality bans movement to SpecCP from SpecAgrsP but not from SpecTP. Fur-
thermore, the presence of ConjP in AgrsP&AgrsP cooordinations doesn’t change anything under
Bošković’s (2016a) approach (see also [52] below).
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Under that analysis, who moves to SpecAgrsP of the second conjunct and then
gets remerged into the object position of the first conjunct. While I have assumed
above thatwhat is behind thewho left effect is a banonmovement fromSpecAgrsP
to SpecCP, if what is responsible for the who left effect is actually that a subject
undergoing wh-movement cannot move to SpecAgrsP, movement of who to the
SpecAgrsP of the second conjunct will still be blocked in (51). On the other hand,
if what is responsible for the who left effect is indeed movement from SpecAgrsP
to SpecCP, the issue will not arise (due to sideward movement of who into the
first conjunct, there is no SpecAgrsP-to-SpecCP movement in [51]).21 Anyway, (51)
is still ruled by CL: the first conjunct is targeted by successive-cyclic movement,
which is not the case with the second conjunct. This yields a CL violation due to
a labeling conflict.22

An interesting contrast in (52)–(53), noted by Qilin Tian, can help us pinpoint
the culprit for the who left effect. This contrast also indicates that infinitives have
split IP (AgrsP+TP), with the presence of Peter in the second conjunct forcing this
conjunct to be an AgrsP—the first conjunct then also must be an AgrsP.

(52) *Whoi did you believe for a long time now [ti to be a liar] and [Peter to be
trustworthy]?

(53) ?I’ve believed Johni for a long time now [ti to be a liar] and [Peter to be trust-
worthy].

As discussed above (cf. [33]), John in (53) undergoes feature-sharing movement
to the Spec of the infinitive (SpecAgrsP), which results in labeling. It then moves
to the matrix SpecvP (the adverb modifies the matrix clause), which violates the
CSC but conforms with its deduction proposed above. If movement of subject wh-
phrases quite generally cannot proceed through AgrsP, that derivation is not an

21 Note that if what is responsible for the who left effect is SpecAgrsP-to-SpecCP movement, the
unacceptability of *Whoi did he say [CP[AgrsP ti left] and [AgrsP she arrived]] shows that the ban
should not be limited tomovement to +wh-SpecCP but SpecCP in general (the first conjunct must
be anAgrsP given that the second conjunct is anAgrsP due to the presence of a lexical subject and
movement to SpecAgrsP of the first conjunct is forced independently of the EPP by the PIC, con-
juncts being phases, an issue that would not arise in whoi did he say ti left, where wh-movement
via SpecAgrsP is not forced for reasons discussed above).
22 Note also the improvement of (51) in (i).

(i) I wonder whoi [John saw ti] and [Peter thinks ti kissed Mary]

Here the outmost edge of both conjuncts is targeted by successive-cyclic movement so that no
problem regarding CL arises.
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option in (52); (52) can then be accounted for in the sameway as (37)/(49) (the dis-
allowed movement to SpecAgrsP is required by the PIC, conjuncts being phases).
Since, in contrast towho in (37)/(49), after moving to SpecAgrsP (of the infinitive)
who in (52) does not move directly to SpecCP, the unacceptability of (52) then in-
dicates that what is responsible for the who left effect is that subjects undergoing
wh-movement cannot move to SpecAgrsP; i. e., the culprit is the movement of the
wh-moving subject to SpecAgrsP, not its movement from SpecAgrsP to SpecCP.

Extraction from coordinated clauses thus enables us to pinpoint the culprit
for the who left effect, also providing evidence for split IP.

6.7 Intervention effects

6.7.1 Intervention effects and ATB-movement

We have seen that movement from a conjunct in violation of the CSC is possible
exactly where expected under the current account. E. g. SC possessors, which are
base-generated at the TNP-edge, can extract.

(54) ?Markovogi
Marko’s.acc.masc.sg

je
is
on
he

[ti prijatelja]
friend.acc.masc.sg

i
and

[Ivanovu
Ivan’s.acc.fem.sg

sestru]
sister.acc.fem.sg

vidio.
seen

‘He saw Marko’s friend and Ivan’s sister.’

However, suchmovement is possible only from the first conjunct, as shown by the
unacceptability of (55), involving possessor-extraction from the second conjunct.
In fact, the CSC-violating movements discussed above are all possible only from
the first conjunct.23

23 See fn 9 regarding r-pronouns. (i)–(ii) show this for clitic doubling and Japanese Q-float.

(i) *Que
that

Deus
God

te
2sg.acc

ilumine
illuminate

ele
he

e
and

você.
you

‘May God illuminate him and you.’
(BP, Machado-Rocha, p. c.)

(ii) *Banana-o
banana-acc

Taro-wa
Taro-top

[ringo-o
apple-acc

san
3

ko]
cl

to
and

[ti ni
2
hon]
cl

tabeta.
ate

‘Taro ate three apples and two bananas.’
(Satoshi Oku, p. c.)
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(55) *Ivanovui
Ivan’s.acc.masc.sg

je
is
on
he

[Markovog
Marko’s.acc

prijatelja]
friend.acc

i
and

[ti

sestru]
sister.acc.fem.sg

vidio.
seen

There should benoCSC violationhere; if the CSCwere to banpossessor-extraction
from conjuncts in SC it would also rule out (54). Given the well-established fact
that the first conjunct is higher than the second conjunct, following Johnson
(2002) I sugggest that (55) involves an intervention effect. The first conjunct causes
an intervention effect, blocking movement from the second conjunct.24

There is independent evidence for this. It is well-known that traces void in-
tervention effects (56). Thus, A-movement across an experiencer is disallowed in
Italian (57), an intervention effect involving A-movement across an A-Spec. The
effect is voided if the intervener is a trace (58).

(56) Traces do not count as interveners.
(Chomsky 1995, Bošković 2011, among others)

(57) *Giannii
Gianni

sembra
seems

a
to
Maria
Maria

[ti essere
to.be

stanco].
ill

(58) A Mariaj, Giannii sembra tj [ti essere stanco].

Traces also void islandhood. Thus, Bošković (2013b) argues for (59), observing
that turning the head of an island into a trace voids islandhood. Galician (60)–(61)
illustrate this. (60) is ruled out because it involves extraction from an adjunct. The
effect is voided by article-incorporation in (61), given (59).

(59) Traces do not head islands.

(60) *de
of

que
which

semanaj
week

traballastedes
worked

[DP o
the

[Luns
Monday

tj]]?

‘Of which week did you guys work the Monday?’

24 Wemay not actually be dealing here with a relativized-minimality but a PIC effect. If ConjP is
a phase, extraction from ConjP must proceed via SpecConjP. Assuming Richards’ (2001) tucking-
in, a phrase moving from the second conjunct must move to a lower SpecConjP, tucking in under
the first conjunct. If only the outmost edge of a phase with multiple edges is accessible from the
outside due to the PIC, as Bošković (2016b) argues, the element in the lower SpecConjP then
cannot move out of ConjP due to the PIC. Nevertheless, for ease of exposition I will simply use
the term intervention effect for the configuration in question. (At any rate, the way the effect is
treated belowwhen it comes to exceptions to it would not change regardless of whether it is seen
as a PIC or a relativized-minimality effect [note that Rackowski & Richards 2005 treat it in terms
of classical intervention].)
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(61) de
of

que
which

semanaj
week

traballastede=loi
worked=the

[DP [D’ [ti [Luns
Monday

tj]]]?

Returning to (55), evidence that (55) indeed involves an intervention effect is pro-
vided by the fact that it becomes acceptable if the first conjunct is a trace.

SC allows extraction of conjuncts (see e. g. Stjepanović 2014).

(62) ?Knjigei
books

je
is
Marko
Marko

[ti i
and

filmove]
movies

kupio.
bought

‘Marko bought books and movies.’

Crucially, Stjepanović (to appear) notes that if the first conjunct is a trace, ex-
traction from the second conjunct is possible. Compare her examples (63)/(64).
In (64), the first conjunct stays in situ, blocking extraction from the lower con-
junct. In (63), the first conjunct is a trace (it undergoesmovement), which enables
extraction from the second conjunct (see below for what happens with the con-
junction).

(63) Koja
which

serijai
series

se
self

i
and

čijij
whose

tebi
you.dat

[ConjP ti [tj film]]
movie

dopadaju?
please

‘Which series and whose movie are pleasing to you?’

(64) *I
and

čijij
whose

se
self

tebi
you.dat

[ConjP koja
which

serija
series

[tj film]]
movie

dopadaju?
please

‘Which series and whose movie are pleasing to you?’

These facts parallel (57): turning an intervener into a trace voids intervention. The
presence of a typical intervention-voiding effect provides evidence that the impos-
sibility of extraction from the second conjunct in (55) indeed involves an interven-
tion effect.

The readermay have noticed that extraction from the second conjunct carries
the conjunction with it in (63). The reason is that, as Stjepanović (2014) shows,
the conjunction is a proclitic which proclicitizes to the element following it, so
that any movement of that element carries it along. Oda (2017) and Stjepanović
(2014) in fact argue that conjunction-cliticization is a prerequisite for conjunct ex-
traction. Thus, conjunct extraction is also possible in Japanese, where the con-
junction is an enclitic, and is in fact carried along under movement of the first
conjunct.

(65) ?Kyoodaii=to
Kyoto.University=and

kanojo-wa
she-top

[ti Toodai]-ni
Tokyo.University-dat

akogareteiru.
admire

‘She admires Kyoto University and Tokyo University.’
(Oda 2017)
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Oda (2017) and Stjepanović (2014) analyze this in terms of (59): ConjP is an island
but its islandhood is voided in SC/Japanese because the head of ConjP is a trace,
due to movement of the conjunction head.25

I then conclude that the reason why possessor-extraction is normally disal-
lowed from the second conjunct (i. e. the reason for the contrast in [54]–[55]) is an
intervention effect: The first conjunct intervenes for extraction from the second
conjunct; the effect is voided if the intervener is a trace.

A question now arises. Given that the first conjunct induces an intervention
effect for extraction from the second conjunct, why doesn’t the effect arise in ATB-
constructions,where it appears that there ismovement fromeach conjunct,which
means movement from the second conjunct crosses the first conjunct. Since the
goal of this paper is to account not only for the CSC but also ATB, the question can-
not be put aside.What is then the difference between (55), where the first conjunct
induces an intervention effect, and ATB example in (11), where this is apparently
not the case?

Note first that in (63), where extraction from the second conjunct is possible,
the intervener is a trace. This is not the case in ATB (11): there is a trace in (11) (see
[67]) but the trace is the edge of the conjunct, the conjunct itself is not a trace. We
will see below that this may actually be relevant. Pending that discussion, I focus
on another difference between (11) and (63), which is the fact that it is the same
element that is extracted from the conjuncts in (11), the defining property of ATB.
There is an approach to ATB which easily resolves the intervention issue, namely
Nunes (2004).

Nunes proposes a unified account of parasitic gaps (PG) and ATB involving
sideward movement, where XP participating in a PG/ATB construction is merged
within the adjunct/second conjunct, then re-merged in a non-c-commanding po-
sition that corresponds to the other gap of PG/ATB constructions. (66) shows this
for the former.What is merged in the adjunct object position, then in the matrix
object position, undergoing movement from there. Two chains are then formed,

25 Stjepanović provides evidence that the second conjunct in (62)–(63) moves to lower Spec-
ConjP, with the conjunction procliticizing to it. She unifies (63) with SC (i), which Bošković (2005,
2013b) and Talić (2019) analyze as involvingAP-movement to SpecPP, followed by procliticization
of the P to the adjective. Further movement of the adjective then carries the P along (the PP is an
island, but its islandhood is voided through [59]).

(i) [U
in

veliku]i
big

je
is
on
on

ušao
entered

[ti sobu].
room

‘He entered a big room.’
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both of which are headed by moved what, with the lower copy of each chain
deleted in PF.

(66) Whati did [John file whati] [without reading whati]?

The analysis straightforwardly extends to ATB (11)/(67). Who is merged in its
θ-position in the second conjunct, moving to the edge of the conjunct (which
is a phase).26 It is then re-merged in its θ-position in the first conjunct, moving
to its edge. Movement to the edge of the conjuncts delabels them, so that CL is
obeyed.27 Crucially, there has never been movement from the second conjunct
that crosses the first conjunct. The intervention problem with such movement
that arises in (55) then does not arise here. The sideward-movement analysis thus
straightforwardly resolves the intervention issue, which can be interpreted as an
argument for it.

(67) Whoi did you see [ti friends of ti] and [ti enemies of ti]?

6.7.2 ATB cover up

Under the above analysis, we may expect the possibility of interaction between
ATB and an independentmovement that violates the CSCwhere the CSC violation
would be covered up by a separate ATB dependency on top of it, i. e. where an
ATB dependency formed with extraction from two conjuncts would sneak in a
separate extraction in violation of the CSC. Abstractly, we would have (68), where
ATB extraction and non-ATB extraction are mixed and the relevant elements are
at conjunct edges, getting there as a result of successive-cyclic movement (which
means that they undergo further movement that is not shown below).

(68) [ConjP [ATBi non-ATBj…ti tj] and [ATBi…ti]]

Both conjuncts are then unlabeled, and there is no crossing of the first conjunct
due to ATB involving sideward movement. Although both elements are extracted
from ConjP, no CSC violation should arise under the current analysis, in contrast

26 There are islandhood effects within the second conjunct, which indicate that there must be
movement to the edge of this conjunct, before remerger/sideward movement. The current anal-
ysis may actually explain why this movement, which delabels the second conjunct, takes place:
without it, a CL violation would occur.
27 Note that the copy of who at the edge of the second conjunct does not count as a trace (hence
is not ignored for labeling) at this point of the derivation since there is no higher copy ofwho that
c-commands it (the relevant chain is formed only later, after movement out of ConjP).
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to the traditional CSC approach, where non-ATB extraction in (68) would violate
the CSC. Since both elements are extracted from ConjP an independent locality
violation is bound to arise in English, but not in SC, where it is possible to have
bothwh-phrasesmove to the same clause, as in (69)–(70), SC being amultiplewh-
fronting language.What is important here is that (70),which involves a traditional
CSC violation (with extraction of “which car”) combined with ATB (of “who”), is
better than (69), where the CSC violation (with extraction of “which car”) is not
combinedwith ATB. Under the traditional CSC approach, both examples involve a
CSC violation (we will see below that [70] involves an additional violation, which
thenmeans that [70] should actually be worse than [69] under the traditional CSC
analysis). This is not the case under the current analysis, where the CSC is not
violated in both of these examples. In particular, although (70) violates the tradi-
tional CSC, it does not violate the CSC under its deduction proposed here, since
the CSC-“violating” extraction is covered up by an ATB dependency, as discussed
above regarding (68) (which is the structure of [70] beforemovement from ConjP).
(69), on the other hand, does violate the CSC even under the current approach.
While the judgments are obviously subtle due to the complexity of the examples,
(70) is indeed better than (69).

(69) *Koja
which

kolai
car

je
is
[ubijedio
persuaded

Petra
Petar

da
that

kupi
buys

ti] i
and

[umalo
almost

nagovorio
convinced

Ivana
Ivan

da
that

proda
sells

kuću]?
house

‘Which car did he persuade Petar to buy and almost convinced Ivan to sell
the house?’

(70) ??Kogaj
who

je
is
koja
which

kolai
car

[ubijedio
persuaded

tj da
that

kupi
buys

ti] i
and

[umalo
almost

nagovorio
convinced

tj

da
that

proda
sells

kuću]?
house

‘Who did he persuade to buy which car and almost convinced to sell the
house?’

These examples then show that an ATB dependency can sneak in a violation of
the traditional CSC: the fact that (70) is better than (69), which violates the CSC,
indicates that (70) does not violate the CSC (the reason why [70] is still degraded
is discussed below regarding [89]).

The same contrast is found in English, although it is weaker sincewh-phrases
must move to different +wh-SpecCPs in English, which results in a wh-island vio-
lation. The relevant examples are given below.
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(71) ???Whichmanuscriptj do youwonderwhoi [John talked to ei about reviewing ej]
and [Peter talked to ei about publishing it]?

(72) *Which manuscriptj do you wonder whether [John talked to Mary about re-
viewing ej] and [Peter talked to Bill about publishing it]?

The examples are rather long with a number of movement/sideward-movement
dependencies and involve extraction from an island, so they are all expected to be
degraded. (We will see below [cf. [89]] that [71] involves an additional violation.)
Still, (71) is judged as better than (72), on a par with the contrast in (69)–(70) (the
contrast being weaker in [71]–[72] due to the factor noted above).

We thus have here another case where the CSC can be violated, namely, by
piggybacking on ATB, which can be accounted for under the proposed approach
to the CSC/ATB.

6.7.3 Non-ATB ATB

Under the current analysis it is actually in principle not necessary that the same
element moves from each conjunct to void the CSC effect. In principle, a different
element canmove from each conjunct: thiswould suffice to delabel the conjuncts,
voiding the CSC effect. However, the problemwith such extraction is the interven-
tion effect: the first conjunct intervenes for extraction from the second conjunct.
The effect is voided with ATB under Nunes’s account of ATB. The account, how-
ever, does not extend to non-ATB constructions. It thus appears that the interven-
tion effect forces ATB: the reason why it must be the same element that moves
from each conjunct is the intervention effect.

Nevertheless, let us try to take advantageof the fact that possessor/left-branch
extraction (LBE) is possible from conjuncts in SC and see what happens withmul-
tiple LBE that extracts different left-branches from different conjuncts. An issue
that would arise if multiple LBE were to be performed in the SC counterpart of
Mary likes whose house and which car (as the input to LBE) is that the remnants
of the extraction would participate in a coordination but there would be no coor-
dinator there, since, as discussed above, the coordinator would be carried along
under the movement of the wh-phrase in the second conjunct, which may raise a
problem. Interestingly, this kind of multiple extraction is possible if the coordina-
tor is repeated (as noted by S. Stjepanović, p. c.), as shown below with multiple
AP LBE (see [84] for evidence that we are indeed dealing with movement here).28

28 SC quite generally allows AP LBE; for relevant discussion see e. g. Bošković (2012, 2013a),
Corver (1992), Stjepanović (2010), Talić (2019).
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(73) ?Crvenai
red

i
and

bijelij
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

ti suknja
dress

i
and

tj kaput
coat

dopali.
pleased

‘The red dress and the white coat pleased me.’
(74) ?Crvenai,

red
bijelij
white

i
and

šarenik
colorful

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

ti suknja,
dress

tj kaput
coat

i
and

tk šešir
hat

dopali.
pleased

It seems plausible that we are dealing here with pronunciation of a lower copy
of the coordinator, which is needed to indicate coordination. In Bošković (2019)
I argue that more is actually going on here: (73) involves formation of coordi-
nation after movement (i.e coordination-formation in the moved position of the
APs).29 Cases where structures that are typically formed by external merge are
formed via internal merge have been noted before. One such case involves van
Riemsdijk’s (1989) regeneration in Germanic, where in a D-NP structure, NP un-
dergoes movement, with another D merged with it in the moved position. At any
rate, it is beyond the scope of this paper to tackle the issue of the possibility of
coordination-formation after movement (see also Zhang 2010). The reader should
just bear in mind the possibility that the coordination we see in the moved posi-
tion in (73)–(74) is created after movement (see Bošković 2019), though nothing
in the discussion below crucially depends on that.

Consider then (74), repeated below.

(75) ?Crvenai,
red

bijelij
white

i
and

šarenik
colorful

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[tj kaput]
coat

i
and

[tk

šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

It should be noted that there is an interfering factor with examples like (73)–(74) for some speak-
ers. Under themost natural pronunciation, the fronted adjectives are focalized and followed by a
pause. This creates an issue for clitic placement since su and se are enclitics. This kind of exam-
ples are, however, possiblewithout clitics too, as shownby (i), fromBošković (2019) (seeBošković
2019 for counterparts of SCnon-ATBATBexamples discussed in this sectionwithout clitics,where
this interfering factor does not arise; all the relevant contrasts remain the same).
(i) Crvenei

red
i
and

bijelej
white

ona
she

suknjei
skirts

i
and

kaputej
coats

prodaje.
is.selling

‘She is selling red skirts and white coats.’

29 Recall that in SC, the second conjunct can move to SpecConjP, tucking in under the first con-
junct, with the conjunction adjoining to it (see fn 25). Given this, I suggest in Bošković (2019) that
the conjunction in (73) takes the rest of the clause as its complement, with the APs moving to
the Specs of ConjP, the second AP tucking in under the first one, with the conjunction adjoining
to the lower Spec, all of which are independently attested in SC (see Bošković 2019 for another
possibility).
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Note first that we are not dealing here with typical trace-voiding of intervention
effects. We have seen that turning an intervener into a trace voids intervention
effects: in (75), the interveners are not traces, only their edge is. Focusing on the
first two conjuncts, in contrast to (63), where the whole first conjunct moves, in
(75) only the edge of this conjunct moves. In other words, in (63) the intervener
is a trace, in (75) only the edge of the intervener is a trace (see Bošković 2012 for
arguments that AP is located at the TNP-edge in SC,which is actuallywhat enables
its extraction). (76) gives the relevant structure. This means we are not dealing
here with run-of-the-mill trace-voiding of intervention effects.

(76) whitej [TNP ti dress] tj

What is even more interesting is that ATB is forced here: (77), where extraction
does not take place from the last conjunct, is unacceptable.

(77) *Crvenai
red

i
and

bijelij
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[tj kaput]
coat

i
and

[šareni
colorful

šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

These examples raise a number of puzzling questions. First, how come the inter-
vention effect is voided in (75), given that the intervener is not a trace, only its
edge is. This is actually similar to the ATB case in (67), which shows that inter-
vention is also voided under ATB. In (67), the potential intervener has a trace at
its edge, just as in (75). However, the above analysis of (67) crucially appealed to
the fact that (67) involves traditional ATB, applying to it Nunes’s account of ATB.
Under that analysis, movement from the second conjunct does not cross the first
conjunct. Since under that analysis it is crucial that the construction involves tra-
ditional ATB, i. e. that it is the same element that is extracted from each conjunct,
the analysis cannot be extended to (75). The lack of intervention effects is not the
only puzzling aspect of (75). The contrast between (75) and (77) indicates that the
ATB requirement is at work here. Extraction must take place from each conjunct.
However, what is striking is that it is not the same element that is extracted from
each conjunct, but different elements. An ATB requirement is then apparently im-
posed on a non-ATB construction (I will refer to this as non-ATB ATB). Moreover,
this holds for (75), involving three conjuncts, but not for the CSC-exceptional case
in (15), involving two conjuncts, i. e., the ATB requirement seems to be imposed in
(78) but not (79).

(78) NP&NP&NP

(79) NP&NP
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This is actually not quite correct. The ATB requirement is not imposed on (78) if
extraction takes place from the first conjunct only.

(80) ?Crvenai
red

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

bijeli
white

kaput
coat

i
and

šareni
colorful

šešir
hat

dopadaju.
pleasing

‘I like a red dress, white coat, and colorful hat.’

The number of conjuncts then does notmatter but fromwhich conjunct extraction
takes place: if it takes place only from the initial conjunct, the ATB requirement is
not imposed, if it takes place from a non-initial conjunct, it is imposed: extraction
must then take place from each conjunct.

How can all these puzzling aspects of (75) and related constructions be ac-
counted for? This sectionwill propose an account of the paradigm in question that
crucially relies on the labeling framework, hence it can be interpreted as provid-
ing evidence for it.Whatwe are trying to capture is what I refer to as non-ATBATB,
where extraction must take place from each conjunct but it is different elements
that are extracted from the conjuncts. Note first that the existence of non-ATB ATB
is not surprising under the current approach, where to void the CSC it is simply
necessary to extract from each conjunct (everything else being equal, which often
it is not, due to the intervention effect that the first conjunct induces for extraction
from the second conjunct). The timing of labeling and the satisfaction of CL will
be important in the discussion below. In this respect, I will continue to assume
that CL must be satisfied when ConjP is formed and that labeling occurs as soon
as it is possible.

Crucial to the discussion below will be trace-voiding of intervention effects.
The case we are considering here is different from those discussed in the litera-
ture in this respect. While in the standard cases the trace itself is the intervener,
in the cases we are considering the trace is the edge of the intervener. We will see
below that this can be naturally captured in the labeling framework. Due to the
factors discussed below, the trace at the edge of the intervener here has the ef-
fect of turning the intervener into an unlabeled element. In other words, in the
relevant cases where the intervention effect is voided, the intervening element is
unlabeled (due to the presence of a trace at its edge, see below). This then leads
me to propose (81), which, as discussed in section 6.1, is rather natural given the
current understanding of intervention effects.

(81) Unlabeled elements do not function as interveners.

The intuition is the following: given that extraction fromone conjunct that crosses
another conjunct induces an intervention effect, the effect can be voided if the
intervener is turned into an unlabeled element, given (81), which is preciselywhat
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extraction from the first conjunct does. So, not to induce an intervention effect,
when extraction takes place from the second conjunct it alsomust take place from
the first conjunct. Since all this affects labeling, CL will then force extraction from
all conjuncts, even those that are not on the path of the extraction from a conjunct
we are trying to “save”.

The idea here is then to block labeling of the first conjunct in (75) at the point
when extraction from the second conjunct takes place. There are several ways of
implementing this. I will use here a particular implementation that relies on a
proposal from work in progress that the presence of an uninterpretable feature
blocks labeling via feature-sharing in XP-YP configurations (see also Bošković to
appear a). I will also assume, following Bošković (2007), that movement in gen-
eral is driven by the presence of an uninterpretable feature, uK, on the moving
element. This proposal fits the labeling framework quite naturally. The natural
expectation in this framework is that all, or at least most, movement is labeling-
driven, i. e. it takes place to resolve labeling problems. This is in fact what occurs
when XP and YPmergewithout feature-sharing:movement then takes place to re-
solve the labeling problem. What happens here is that the problem, and the rea-
son for movement, is present in the pre-movement structure (I will refer to it as
the base-position of movement). In other words, the base-position of movement
drives the movement: something would go wrong in the base-position of move-
ment if it doesn’t take place—there is nothing in the higher structure that moti-
vates it. This is in fact exactly the characteristic of Bošković’s (2007) approach
to movement, which is implemented through the presence of a uK feature on the
moving element, which then forces movement (in other words, both the labeling
approach of Chomsky 2013 and Bošković 2007 involve base- rather than target-
driven movement). It therefore seems natural to adopt Bošković’s uK assumption
here. This means that in (82), Jovanove has the uK feature which drives the rele-
vant movement operation: the uK feature blocks feature-sharing, with movement
taking place to resolve the labeling problem. The labeling problem does not arise
in (83), where the relevant uK feature is not present (it if were, Jovanove would
have to move).30

(82) Jovanovei
John’s

on
he

voli
loves

[ti knjige].
books

(83) On voli Jovanove knjige. (SC)

30 I leave open whether a uK feature would block labeling more generally, including the head-
phrase case (if the phrase has it; I also leave open whether head-movement is uK-driven in this
manner).
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Toaccount for thenon-ATBATBparadigmweneed to slightly complicate this over-
all picture. Moving elements always have a uK feature, which blocks labeling via
feature-sharing. However, this uK feature can be added to the relevant element
either before or after the relevant merger. If uK is added to XP prior to XPmerging
with YP, the presence of the uK feature will block feature-sharing, and labeling
via feature-sharing, forcing XP to move. This is not the case if it is added after XP
and YP undergomerger. Since labeling takes place as soon as it is possible, in this
case XP and YP will be able to undergo feature-sharing and labeling.

Now, in (75), repeated below, for movement from the second conjunct to be
able to cross the first conjunct the latter cannot be labeled so that it does not func-
tion as an intervener (cf. [81]).

(75) ?Crvenai,
red

bijelij
white

i
and

šarenik
colorful

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[tj kaput]
coat

i
and

[tk

šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

This means that the edge of the first conjunct must also undergo movement, so
that it can have the uK feature that blocks labeling. This uK feature is added to the
AP prior to the AP-NPmerger; it blocks feature-sharing so that the first conjunct is
not labeled. But given CL, none of the conjuncts in (75) can then be labeled. This
forces extraction out of each conjunct: each conjunct must “host” movement so
that the labeling is blocked. This is indeed the case in (75). However, this is not
the case in (77), repeated below, where no movement takes place out of the last
conjunct.

(77) *Crvenai
red

i
and

bijelij
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[tj kaput]
coat

i
and

[šareni
colorful

šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

The last conjunct is then labeled in (77) (recall that labeling occurs as soon as it is
possible), while the other conjuncts are not—this yields a CL violation.

In (15), on the other hand, the uK feature is not added to the possessor imme-
diately: the possessor first undergoesmerger,which results in feature-sharing and
labeling that in turn satisfies CL (the second conjunct is labeled). The uK feature
is then added, with the possessor undergoing movement. This was not an option
in (75)/(77) since movement from the second conjunct would then cross a labeled
element, resulting in an intervention effect. uKmust be added here to the relevant
element in the first conjunct immediately so that this conjunct is not labeled. CL
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then forces all conjuncts not to be labeled, which in turn forces each conjunct to
“host” extraction.

There is an issue of the ordering of AP-movements that needs to be clarified.
Focusing on the first two conjuncts in (75), to void the intervention effect the first
conjunct needs to be unlabeled at the point when movement from the second
conjunct crosses it. The next phase head in (75) is v.31 There are several possibili-
ties here, bearing in mind Chomsky’s assumption that in an XP-YP configuration
that does not involve feature-sharing, turning XP or YP into a trace enables la-
beling (by the other element). Bošković (2012) and Despić (2011) argue that AP is
base-generated at the edge of its TNP in SC, c-commanding out of it (see in fact
[13]–these works show that SC possessors are actually APs morphologically and
structurally). We can then assume that all movements to the same phase head
take place simultaneously, with the order of the moved elements reflecting their
c-command relations before the movement. Alternatively, the first AP, which c-
commands the secondAP, canmove before the secondAP if we assume either that
the next round of labeling occurs at the next phasal level, when the phase is com-
pleted (see Chomsky 2013, this means only after all movements to the edge of the
vP phase take place) or that movements to the edge of the same phase that create
multiple Specs are a single operation that cannot be split by anything else: only
after all these movements take place other operations, including labeling that is
made possible by traces, can take place. On all these options the first conjunct
is unlabeled when movement from the second conjunct crosses it. AP-movement
from the second conjunct to the vP phase could even in principle be allowed to
take place before AP-movement from the first conjunct given that, as noted above,
in the cases under consideration the co-ordination structure is in a sense “re-
created” in a higher position, with another ConjP. As noted in Bošković (2019), it
seems natural to assume that there should be some parallelism between the two
coordinations where the order of the conjuncts in the higher ConjP should corre-
spond to their order in the lower ConjP. Thiswould filter out derivationswhere this
is not the case (the order of the conjuncts in the higher ConjP indeed corresponds
to the lower ConjP, see Bošković 2019).32

31 LBE with longer remnants in general sounds best if the remnant precedes the verb (I assume
it is VP-adjoined in [75]).
32 If the multiple vPSpecs could in principle move higher up in any order, the orders not con-
forming with the parallelism would then be filtered out.
It should be noted that given (81), ATB cases like (67) could be accounted for even without side-
ward movement (only if the existence of a c-command relation between the moving elements or
the presence of the higher ConjP is not crucially needed in implementing the order of the move-
ments). The conjunct intervention effect would be voided in (67) under (81) given that the con-
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Note that we are dealing with actual extraction in the relevant cases, as con-
firmed by their island-sensitivity. Thus, the presence of an adjunct island (the be-
cause clause) between the extracted APs and the remnant NPs causes ungram-
maticality in (84).

(84) *Crvena,
red

bijeli
white

i
and

šareni
colorful

je
is
otišao
left

zato što
because

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

suknja,
dress

kaput
coat

i
and

šešir
hat

dopali.
pleased

‘He left because I liked a red dress, white coat, and colorful hat.’

Interestingly, the non-ATB ATB whose existence was revealed by the discussion
above can be mixed with true ATB. There are only two fronted APs in (85), with
three nouns in the lower coordination. Yet, in contrast to (77), (85) is acceptable.

(85) ?Crvena
red

i
and

bijeli
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

suknja,
dress

kaput
coat

i
and

šešir
hat

dopali.
pleased

However, (85) is acceptable only on a particular meaning: ‘red dress, white coat,
and white hat’, where a traditional ATB dependency is formed between ‘white
coat’ and ‘white hat’ with respect to ‘white’. Whatmakes this possible is that both
‘coat’ and ‘hat’ are masculine: the adjective that modifies them is also masculine
(crvena and suknja are feminine).

(86) ?Crvenai
red

i
and

bijelij
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[tj kaput]
coat

i
and

[tj šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

Notice now that, in contrast to (85), (87) is unacceptable.

(87) *Bijeli
white

i
and

crvena
red

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

kaput,
coat

suknja
dress

i
and

šešir
hat

dopali.
pleased

Apparently, a traditional ATB dependency can only be formed between conti-
gious NPs here. There can be no ATB between ‘red dress’ and ‘red hat’ since the
adjective needs to agree with the nouns, which have different gender (suknja is

junct is unlabeled (being a target of successive-cyclic movement). However, it is not clear how
certain more complicated cases discussed below that involve interaction between standard ATB
andnon-ATBATBandparallelismswithPGconstructions couldbe accounted forwithoutNunes’s
analysis, hence I continue to assume it below.
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feminine, šešir masculine). Also, there can be no ATB between ‘white coat’ and
‘white dress’ since these nouns also have different gender (kaput is masculine,
suknja feminine). Interestingly, there can apparently be no ATB between ‘white
coat’ and ‘white hat’. There is no gender disagreement here since the nouns have
the same gender. We seem to be dealing here with a locality effect on traditional
ATB-formation: it is not possible to skip an intervening NP.

(88) *Bijelii
white

i
and

crvenaj
red

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti kaput],
coat

[tj suknja]
dress

i
and

[ti šešir]
hat

dopali.
pleased

This is rather interesting under the sideward-movement approach. Sideward
movement was originally proposed by Nunes (2004) for PG constructions, to cre-
ate a dependency that voids traditional islands. That we see a locality effect here
is quite interesting from this perspective. It is a different kind of a locality effect
though: it does not involve traditional islandhood, it is more akin to intervention
effects (traditional islands and intervention effects are treated rather differently in
the current theory; this was also the case with the GB accounts in Chomsky 1986
and Rizzi 1990, where they actually involved different configurations: domination
vs c-command).

The effect in question, which I will refer to as the ban on non-contiguous ATB,
is also at work in examples (70) and (71), discussed above. It contributes to the
unacceptability of (71) and it is the reason for the degraded status of (70) (recall
that, under the current analysis, in contrast to (69), (70) does not violate the CSC,
hence the contrast between these examples). Thus, the ATB dependency between
tj-s in (70), repeated below, skips a potential ATB site (ti).

(70) ??Kogaj
who

je
is
koja
which

kolai
car

[ubijedio
persuaded

tj da
that

kupi
buys

ti] i
and

[umalo
almost

nagovorio
convinced

tj

da
that

proda
sells

kuću]?
house

‘Who did he persuade to buy which car and almost convinced to sell the
house?’

It is apparently not possible to form an ATB dependency between ei and ek across
ej in (89), while it is possible to form it between all three, or between ej and ek (see
[86]), or ei and ej, as in (90), with an ATB dependency between ‘red dress’ and ‘red
shirt’ [košulja is feminine]).

(89) ei…ej….ek
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(90) ?Crvenai
red

i
and

bijelij
white

su
are

se
self

meni
me.dat

[ti suknja],
dress

[ti košulja]
shirt

i
and

[tj kaput]
coat

dopali.
pleased

A similar effect is actually foundwith PGs, which Nunes also treats with sideward
movement—we then may be dealing here with a more general effect on sideward
movement. Thus, it is not possible to skip a potential PG site in (91).

(91) a. Who did you praise e to the sky [after criticizing e] [in order to sur-
prise e]?

b. Who did you praise e to the sky [after criticizing e] [in order to surprise
him]?

c. *Who did you praise e to the sky [after criticizing him] [in order to sur-
prise e]?

(Nissenbaum 2000:547)

(92) gives PG examples that are closer to the ATB examples from above (c/d are
more detailed representations of a/b). While both examples involve extraction
from an island, (92b/d) is better than (92a/c): the former represents a sideward-
movement dependency between ej and ek from (89) and the latter between ei and
ek, which violates the ban on non-contigious sideward-movement.

(92) a. *Which article do you wonder who John talked to about reviewing after
talking to?

b. ??Which article do you wonder who John talked to about reviewing after
printing?

c. *Which article1 do you wonder who2 John talked [to t2] [about reviewing
t1] after talking to PG2

d. ??Which article1 do you wonder who2 John talked [to t2] [about reviewing
t1] after printing PG1

Summing up, this section has revealed a new type of ATB, where movement must
take place from each conjunct but different elements are moving from the con-
juncts. That such cases exist is not surprising under the current account, which
does not in principle require that the same element is extracted from the con-
juncts. However, non-ATB ATB is rather limited due to other factors. One such fac-
tor concerns intervention effects, where higher conjuncts block extraction from
lower conjuncts. We have, however, seen that in a particular context the interven-
tion effect can be voided. It is well-known that traces void intervention effects.
The discussion in this section has uncovered cases where intervention effects are
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voided if the edge of the intervener, rather than the intervener itself, is a trace.
This trace-voiding intervention effect can be naturally captured in the labeling
framework through the generalization that unlabeled elements do not function
as interveners, a rather natural generalization given the nature of intervention ef-
fects, as noted in section 6.1.

Focusing on the non-ATB ATB case under consideration, extraction must oc-
cur from each conjunct although it is different elements that are extracted from
the conjuncts. Under the proposed account, in this case the ATB requirement is
also imposed by CL. For extraction from a lower conjunct to take place across a
higher conjunct without an intervention effect, the edge of the conjunct that is
crossed needs to be turned into a trace, the effect of which is that the higher con-
junct is unlabeled at the relevant point of the derivation. CL then forces the edge
of each conjunct to be a trace (even the lower conjuncts that are not crossed by
the relevant movement), so that each conjunct is unlabeled. Each conjunct then
must be extracted from even when different elements undergo extraction.

Before concluding this section I briefly note two additional candidates for
non-ATB ATB.33 As observed by Hiroaki Tada and Satoshi Oku (p. c.), Japanese
numeral constructions may provide another such case. As noted above, extrac-
tion is possible from the first but not the second conjunct of coordinated ClassPs
in Japanese (see [32], fn 23). Importantly, extraction from the second conjunct is
possible if it also takes place from the first (non-clitic conjunction sosite can op-
tionally occur between the fronted NPs in [94]).

(93) John-ga
John-nom

[VP [PP yaoya-kara]
vegetable.store-from

[mikan-o
orange-acc

3-ko]
3-cl

to
and

[banana-o
banana-acc

5-hon]
5-cl

katta.
bought

‘John bought [3 oranges and 5 bananas] from a vegetable store.’

(94) John-ga
John-nom

mikan-oi
orange-acc

(sosite)
and

banana-oj
banana-acc

yaoya-kara
vegetable.store-from

(sorezore)
respectively

[ti 3-ko]
3-cl

to
and

[tj 5-hon]
5-cl

katta.
bought

(Hiroaki Tada, p. c.)

33 The relevant constructionsmerit amuch closer scrutiny than they canbe givenhere. (I discuss
non-ATBATB, including limits and constraints on it, inmore detail in Bošković [2019]. The reader
is also refered to Bošković [to appear a] regarding an interfering factor that arises in this respect
with tough constructions.)
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These examples appear to represent another case of non-ATB ATB, where move-
ment takes place out of each conjunct, but it is different elements that are moving
(see Bošković 2019).

Furthermore, the ATB requirement is imposed here. Thus, (97), where extrac-
tion takes place from each conjunct, is better than (96), where extraction takes
place from the first and the second, but not the third conjunct.

(95) John-ga
John-nom

yaoya-kara
vegetable.store-from

[mikan-o
orange-acc

3-ko]
3-cl

to
and

[banana-o
banana-acc

5-hon]
5-cl

to
and

[budou-o
grape-acc

2-fusa]
2-cl

katta.
bought

‘John bought 3 oranges, 5 bananas and 2 bunches of grapes from a veg-
etable store.’

(96) ?*John-ga
John-nom

mikan-oi
orange-acc

(sosite)
and

banana-oj
banana-acc

yaoya-kara
vegetable.store-from

(sorezore)
respectively

[ti 3-ko]
3-cl

to
and

[tj 5-hon]
5-cl

to
and

[budou-o
grape-acc

2-fusa]
2-cl

katta.
bought

(97) John-ga
John-nom

mikan-oi
orange-acc

(sosite)
and

banana-oj
banana-acc

(sosite)
and

budou-ok
grape-acc

yaoya-kara
vegetable.store-from

(sorezore)
respectively

[ti 3-ko]
3-cl

to
and

[tj 5-hon]
5-cl

to
and

[tk 2-fusa]
2-cl

katta.
bought
(Hiroaki Tada, p. c)

Another relevant case is discussed in Postal (1998) and Zhang (2010), who argue
that each wh-phrase is separately extracted from the conjuncts in (98).34

(98) Which booki and which magazinej did [John buy ti] and [Bill read tj] respec-
tively?

As noted in Bošković (2019), the ATB requirement is also imposed here, as the
unacceptability of (99)–(100) shows.

34 Postal gives strong evidence to this effect (note e. g. the possibility of binding into the indi-
vidual conjuncts in [Which man]i and [which woman]j did respectively the doctor talk to ti about
himselfi and the lawyer talk to tj about herselfj; such licensing is also possiblewith parasitic gaps),
and Zhang argues that (98) involves coordination-formation after movement (she also notes that
respectively is not required, as shown by The dogs and the roosters barked and crowed all night).
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(99) *Which booki and which magazinej did [John buy ti], [Bill read tj] and [Mary
write a novel] respectively?

(100) *Which booki and which magazinej did [Mary write a novel], [John buy ti]
and [Bill read tj] respectively?

I leave a detailed discussion of such cases for another occasion (see Bošković
2019), merely reiterating that the current approach does in principle allow non-
ATB ATB.

6.8 Postal’s exception
Postal (1998) discusses a semantically-defined context which allows extraction
from conjuncts, where the conjuncts are temporally ordered, as in (101): the event
characterized by the first conjunct precedes that of the second conjunct.

(101) a. the stuff whichi Arthur [sneaked in] and [stole ti]
(Postal 1998:53)

b. Here’s the whiskey whichi I went to the store and [bought ti].
(Ross 1967:103)

There are strong constraints on such CSC violations. Thus, they are only possible
with VP conjuncts.

(102) a. *the cheese whichi Frank went to the store and his wife bought ti
b. the book whichi Gail will drive there and (*will) buy ti

(Postal 1998:58)

Furthermore, extraction is not possible from the first conjunct.35

(103) *Whati did he [buy ti], went home, and [ate ti]?

When there are more than two conjuncts, extraction can occur from some, or all
non-initial conjuncts—there is no ATB requirement.

(104) the stuff whichi Harry went to the store, bought ti, went home, and ate ti
(Postal 1998:66)

The current analysis enables us to account for (101) aswell as the restrictions from
(102)–(103) and the lack of the ATB requirement displayed by (104). The construc-

35 The last conjunct must be extracted from (see below), hence the trace in the last conjunct.
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tion in question is clearly exceptional, hence it merits an analysis that is at least
to some extent exceptional. I suggest that what is exceptional here is that the co-
ordination is not fully parallel, the first conjunct is a vP while the other conjuncts
are (or can be, see below) bare VPs. More precisely, given that the subject in tradi-
tional SpecvP does not undergo feature-sharing with its sister, which is a vP (see
Chomsky 2013; the discussion in this section follows the first set of assumptions
from fn 18), the first conjunct is actually unlabeled at the point when the coordi-
nation is formed. The suggestion is that this kind of coordination, which doesn’t
fully conform with CL, is only possible under the temporal sequence condition,
which I assume also exceptionally licenses the “discharge” of the external θ-role
of the verb in conjuncts where vP is not present. This immediately captures the
bare-VP restriction, i. e. (102).

Regarding (103), the details of labeling are important. As noted above, what is
exceptionally licensed regardingCLhere is the situationwhere thefirst conjunct is
unlabeled (recall that the subject in traditional SpecvP does not undergo feature-
sharing) and other conjuncts are VPs. However, the extraction in (103) changes
this situation. As discussed above, an object undergoing wh-movement under-
goes object shift, the landing site of object shift being higher than the subject
base-position. Object shift results in phi-feature-sharing, which labels the rele-
vant phrase. This then departs from the exceptional labeling configuration noted
above, which results in a CL violation.

Why is extraction from other conjuncts possible, in fact in a non-ATBmanner
(see [104])? This is surprising, since independently of CL, extraction that occurs
in a non-ATBmanner should yield an intervention effect. In fact, the first conjunct
should be an intervener for any extraction from lower conjuncts, even if there is
only a single extraction, as in (101). Recall, however, that the first conjunct is actu-
ally unlabeled in (101) and that unlabeled elements donot function as interveners.
The first-conjunct intervention effect is then voided in (101).36

Why is it that lower conjuncts do not cause intervention effects either, as in-
dicated by the fact that extraction from non-initial conjuncts need not proceed
in an ATBmanner (it need not affect each conjunct, cf. [104])? This is actually not
surprising.37 AnATB dependency can be formed via sidewardmovement between

36 Recall that I assume that if labeling cannot occur immediately (which is the case with phrase-
phrase merger configurations that do not involve feature-sharing), it occurs at the next phasal
level. Subject movement to SpecTP will enable v to label. However, the labeling occurs only after
the CP phase is completed, hence after wh-movement from the second conjunct to SpecCP (this
wh-movement then crosses an unlabeled element).
37 A clarification is in order regarding the PIC. In Uriagereka’s (1999) original multiple spell-out
proposal, not only the Spec of phase XP, but also its complement is accessible from the outside,
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the two traces in (104), so that actual movement takes place only from the second
conjunct, movement from this conjunct crossing only an unlabeled element, as
discussed above.

This does not force movement to start from the second conjunct. Consider
(105).

(105) the cheese whichi Harry [went to the store], [took out his wallet], [grabbed
a five dolar bill], [bought ti], [went home], [took a shower], and [then ate ti]
(Postal 1998:57)

The conjuncts above the [bought ti] conjunct in (105) can all be (traditional) vPs
(i. e. unlabeled; as discussed below, only the last conjunct must be a VP). Move-
ment from the [bought ti] conjunct then only crosses unlabeled elements (noprob-
lem arises with movement of the subject, which can proceed in ATB fashion from
the vP conjuncts in question).

Interestingly, Postal (1998:75) notes that temporal CSC extractions are disa-
lowed in French.

(106) *le pain que1 Jacques a couru au marché, acheté t1, foncé chez luiz et
mangé t1
‘the bread which1 Jacques ran to the market, bought t1, rushed home,
and ate t1’

What could be the relevant difference between French and English? I suggest it is
the well-known difference regarding V-movement: French is a V-movement lan-
guage and English isn’t.38 Lasnik (1995) analyzes this difference by positing a fea-
ture in the verb in French which requires French verbs to move, while no such
feature is present in English verbs: they are lexically bare in the relevant sense,
hence need not raise, undergoing PF merger with the inflectional affix under PF-
adjacency. (As for the v-V relation, if there is V-to-v movement, not just PF merger
between these heads in English, under Lasnik’s approach it would be driven by
a property of v, not V.) Given this, bare VP coordination is simply not possible in

only what is dominated by the complement is not. Bošković (2015) argues for a return to this
conception of the PIC, a consequence of which is that a phasal complement need not move via
the phasal edge. I also adopt it here. This means that movement from the VP conjunct in e. g.
(101) need not proceed via the conjunct edge (not muchwould actually change if edgemovement
were to take place, we would only need to modify the condition under which temporal sequence
conjuncts allow for a relaxation of CL).
38 Even participles and infinitives raise in French (Pollock 1989, Belletti 1990).
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French (since the verb must raise), it is only possible in bare non-featural V lan-
guages (in Lasnik’s terms), where verbs do not raise.

The analysis predicts that examples like (101) will only be allowed in non-
V-raising languages. While I leave a confirmation of the prediction for future re-
search, I note here that they are disallowed in SC, also a V-movement language
(Bošković 2001, Stjepanović 1999).

(107) *hljeb
bread

kojii
which

se
self

ušunja
sneaked-in

u
to
prodavnicu
store

i
and

kupi
bought

ti

‘the bread which he sneaked into the store and bought.’

Postal (1998:59) also notes that temporal CSC extractions disallow respectively de-
pendencies.

(108) *the wine and beer which1 Jack and Bob will go to the store and buy t1 re-
spectively

If such dependencies require the presence of the subject trace in the second con-
junct, which seems plausible, (108) can also be captured under the current, bare
VP analysis of temporal CSC extractions.

Finally, Postal (1998) and Lakoff (1986) note that extraction must occur from
the last conjunct.

(109) *the stuffwhichi Harry went to the store, bought ti, went home, and ate it (cf.
[104])

We have seen above (cf. [105]) that VP coordination need not start with the second
conjunct. I suggest that only the last conjunct must be a VP and take the forced
movement from the last conjunct to indicate that a bare VP cannot tolerate the
presence of a lexical object. In fact, having in mind Chomsky’s (2001) require-
ment that something must move out of vP, if the requirement holds for VP when
there is no vP above it, object movement will be forced here (since the verb can-
not move, and the subject is not even present). The suggestion can be tested with
constructions not discussed by Postal and Lakoff, where the last conjunct has an
intransitive verb. Such cases are alsounacceptable, as shownby (110), as expected
under the suggested account.

(110) *the stuff whichi Harry went to the store, bought ti, went home, and fell
asleep
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6.9 Conclusion

The paper has proposed a deduction of one part of the CSC, namely the ban on ex-
traction from conjuncts, which also captures the ATB exception. The paper has ac-
tually reformulated the traditional CSC based on a number of cases where extrac-
tion from conjunctswas shown to be possible. In particular, the CSCwas shown to
hold only for successive-cyclic movement from conjuncts, as in *Whoi did you see
[ti friends of ti] and Sue. The restriction of the CSC effect to successive-cyclicmove-
ment can be captured in Chomsky’s (2013) labeling approach, where successive-
cyclic movement changes the category of the element it targets. The gist of the
account is the following: Conjuncts are phases. Movement from a conjunct then
has to proceed successive-cyclically via the conjunct edge. Such successive-cyclic
movement delabels the conjunct, changing its category. As a result, if movement
takes place only from one conjunct, a violation of the Coordination-of-Likes re-
quirement ensues, the violation being remedied if movement takes place from
each conjunct, as with ATB.

The analysis restricts the CSC effect to successive-cyclic movement, which
was shown to have strong empiricalmotivation based on a number of caseswhere
elements which are base-generated at the conjunct edge, or move there indepen-
dently of successive-cyclic movement, were shown to be extractable. These cases
include left-branch extraction in SC, r-pronouns in Dutch, V-2 movement in Ger-
man, clitic doubling in Dutch and Romance, quantifier-float in Japanese, article-
incorporation in Galician, and object shift in English. The temporal sequence ex-
ception to the CSC was also accounted for. It was also shown that ATB-movement
can license an additional extraction from a conjunct from which ATB-movement
takes place. Furthermore, the discussion in thepaper has revealed the existence of
a new type of ATB where movement must take place out of each conjunct though
it is not the same element that is extracted from the conjuncts, as in traditional
ATB, but different elements.

The proposed analysis was shown to have a number of additional theoretical
consequences. Thus, the paper has established the generalization that unlabeled
elements do not count as interveners, a rather natural generalization given the
nature of intervention effects, where features of the intervener matter (project-
ing features requires projecting a label, i. e. labeling). The discussion also shed
light on the ban on wh-movement from SpecIP to SpecCP, which is widely ob-
served crosslinguistically. I have argued for a return to split IP, in the spirit of Pol-
lock (1989), and shown that subjects undergoing wh-movement cannot move to
the highest projection in the split IP even when this movement is not immedi-
ately followed by movement to SpecCP. If the projection in question is involved in
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agreement-licensing, as in the original AgrsP/TP split, we can also account for the
fact that in many languages subject wh-movement affects agreement.

Additionally, the paper has argued that conjuncts are phases and provided
evidence for Nunes’s sideward-movement account of ATB. Overall, to the extent
that the proposed analysis is successful it provides evidence for the phase the-
ory (including a particular contextual approach to phases) and Chomsky’s (2013)
system, which allows unlabeled elements during the derivation.
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Ivona Kučerová
7 Labeling as two-stage process: Evidence
from semantic agreement

Abstract: This chapter provides novel empirical evidence that the distinction be-
tween grammatical and semantic agreement can be tied to two stages of labeling
of a phase, namely, labeling by features projected from narrow syntax and label-
ing by the syntax-semantics interface (CI) (Chomsky, 2013, 2015). I use the term
grammatical agreement as a shortcut for a morphological realization of features
projected to the label from narrow syntax, be they valued or unvalued (then the
morphology realizes them as a morphological default), and semantic agreement
for a morphological realization of the feature representation provided during la-
beling by CI. The latter morphological realization is faithful to the intended se-
mantic denotation but does not necessarily isomorphically realizeϕ-feature bun-
dles present in narrow syntax (e. g., feminine gender on anaphors referring to
grammatically neuter nouns, as in GermanMädchen ‘girl’; Wurmbrand 2017). The
distinction between the two types of feature bundles in the label can be empiri-
cally distinguished when we compare the locality domains of syntactic relations
based on agree, and locality domainsmediated by phase heads (anaphoric agree-
ment). I argue that agreemust be based on features projected fromnarrow syntax,
and only as last resort the valuation may reflect features from the CI labeling. In
contrast, anaphoric relations are primarily based on CI labeled features.

The proposal furthers our understanding of locality restrictions on grammat-
ical versus semantic agreement and provides a principled account of otherwise
puzzling locality differences. Furthermore, it contributes to our understanding of
the representation of labels and the division of labor amongmodules of the gram-
mar. Under the proposed model, syntax is a fully autonomous module, with no
recourse to semantic information. Instead, interpretability of features arises only
at the syntax-semantics interface. No notion of (un)interpretable features as, e. g.,
in Smith (2015), is needed. Empirical support for the proposal comes from nomi-
nal, anaphoric and conjunct agreement in Italian, Czech and English.

7.1 Introduction
Under the Y-model, narrow syntax builds structure and the interfaces interpret
it. The notion of interpretability is, however, multiply ambiguous: while at the
syntax-morphology branch interpretability means that the output of the narrow-
syntax computation is readable and realizable by the morphology module (as

https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501510199-007
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in the Distributed Morphology framework, e. g., Halle and Marantz 1993), the
syntax-semantics interface ultimately yields an interpretation in a compositional
semantics sense (see, for instance, the explicit model presented in Heim and
Kratzer 1998) but the primary purpose of the syntax-semantics interface is pre-
sumably parallel to that of the syntax-morphology interface, i. e., to make the
narrow-syntax representation legible and realizable by the semantic module.
Neither of these notions of interpretability matches the original notion of inter-
pretable versus uninterpretable syntactic features of Chomsky (2000) and follow-
ing work where the notion of interpretability concerns feature checking prior the
narrow-syntax representation is externalized via the interfaces.

The lack of terminological clarity becomes particularly problematic in the
domain of semantic interpretability of ϕ-features. Some authors argue that fea-
tures like gender and number come to the narrow syntax derivation in two flavors:
some instances of gender and number features are purely formal, while others
are semantically interpretable. The proposals tend to associate the interpretable
ϕ-features with a higher functional projection, such as D, and the formal ver-
sion with a lower projection, such as n (sometimes directly, sometimes via an-
other semantically interpretable feature, such as humanness, e. g., Veselovská
1998, Kramer 2009, Pesetsky 2013, Smith 2015, Landau 2016), or they leave the
distinction purely to the interpretability of the feature (Kramer 2015). Some au-
thors, most prominently Wiltschko (2009), explore the idea that the difference is
not only that of a structural height but of syntactic complementation versus ad-
junction as well.

This chapter puts forward a rather different view that fully utilizes the Y-
model architecture, i. e., it is centered around syntax as a combinatorial mod-
ule which does not utilize any semantic information. In particular, I argue that
there is no notion of semantic interpretability within the narrow syntax mod-
ule. Instead, ϕ-features become interpretable only in the course of the deriva-
tion, namely, at the syntax-semantics interface, as part of a two-stage labeling
of phases: first by features projected from narrow syntax, then by features la-
beled by the syntax-semantics interface (CI; Chomsky 2013, 2015). The role of
phase heads is then to map narrow syntax features (first labeling stage) onto
features within the phase label making them legible to the semantics module
(second labeling stage). Since these features become associated with semanti-
cally interpreted objects, they become indirectly interpretable via these objects.
Furthermore, I argue that the association can yield a new set of ϕ-features that
can value features left unvalued from narrow syntax and can participate in pro-
cesses mediated by phase heads, such as anaphoric agreement (e. g., Kratzer
2009). Thus, there is only one type of ϕ-features in narrow syntax. The appear-
ance of a structurally higher features being interpretable is a direct consequence
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of the role of phase heads (D for gender and number) in mapping narrow-syntax
representations onto the syntax-semantics interface. This chapter explores two
interrelated sets of data that support this theoretical position: the so called se-
mantic versus grammatical agreement, and anaphoric agreement. The empirical
novelty of the chapter lies in its focus on locality restrictions on interpretability
of ϕ-features, instead of on the question of interpretability of ϕ-features per se,
thus highlighting the role of the individual grammar modules and uncovering
new empirical patterns.

7.2 Grammatical versus semantic agreement
within and with nominals

Most of the current theoretical work that recognizes that only someϕ-features are
semantically interpreted, while others are not, centers on two empirical phenom-
ena: (i) nominals with a set of grammatical ϕ-features that do not match the in-
tended interpretation, and (ii) nominals with a set of grammaticalϕ-features that
matches more than one semantic interpretation. The former case can be exempli-
fied by nouns like děvče ‘girl’ in Czech or Mädchen ‘girl’ in German (e. g., Wurm-
brand 2017). The gender of these nouns is grammatically neuter but the noun it-
self denotes a female. As the Czech examples in (1) demonstrate, such a noun
obligatorily triggers neuter agreement in a local agree domain (subject-predicate
agreement, agreement within the extended nominal projection); however, cross-
sentential agreement can either be neuter or feminine. I. e., the agreement can
match the morpho-syntactically realized gender (here, neuter), or it can match
the semantically intended gender (here, feminine).

(1) To/
that.n.sg/

*ta
*f.sg

pracovité/
industrious.n.sg/

*pracovitá
*f.sg

děvče
girl.n.sg

šlo/
went.n.sg/

*šla
*f.sg

na
on

jahody.
strawberries

Hned
immediately

jich
of_them

mělo/
had.n.sg/

měla
f.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

‘The industrious girl went strawberry-picking. She quickly filled a basket.’

As (2) demonstrates, anaphoric agreement can switch between grammatical and
semantic agreement even within the same clause. Since Czech is a pro-drop lan-
guage, a cross-sentential agreement is mediated by an anaphoric agreement1 be-

1 I use the term anaphoric agreement somewhat loosely to have a cover term for a valuation of
ϕ-features on pronouns.
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tween a pro element and the linguistic antecedent present in the previous sen-
tence. Thus, a local agreementmust be based on agree with themorpho-syntactic
features of the nominal but the anaphoric relation can be based either on the
morpho-syntactic features realized on the nominal, or on theϕ-featuresmatching
the intended interpretation (feminine for a female).2

(2) Petr
Petr

podal
passed

děvčeti
to-girl.n.sg

jeho/
its/

její
her

kabát.
coat

‘Petr gave the girli heri coat.’

Note that Czech is a pro-drop language. This means that a cross-sentential agree-
ment in (1) is mediated by an anaphoric agreement between a pro and the linguis-
tic antecedent present in the previous sentence.3 I argue that the cross-sentential
agreement and the anaphoric agreement have the same structural underpinning,
albeit in distinct locality domains. Thus the cut between grammatical and seman-
tic agreement is not between a local and long-distance agree but between agree
and whatever operation underlies the anaphoric relation. The descriptive gener-
alization of the pattern we have seen so far is given in (3).

(3) Descriptive generalization for type ‘girl.n’ nouns:
a. A local agreement must be based on agree with the morpho-syntactic

features of the nominal. [in our examples, neuter]
b. An anaphoric agreement (relation) can be based either on themorpho-

syntactic features realized on the nominal, or on theϕ-featuresmatch-

2 Nothing in the basic characterization hinges on Czech being a pro-drop language. We could
replace the covert pronominal subjects of (1) with their overt counterpart, as in (i). The profile
of the data doesn’t change but the examples are downgraded because overt pronominal subjects
are natural only in contrastive contexts or as expletives.

(i) To/
that.n.sg/

*ta
*f.sg

pracovité/
industrious.n.sg/

*pracovitá
*f.sg

děvče
girl.n.sg

šlo/
went.n.sg/

*šla
*f.sg

na
on

jahody.
strawberries

‘The industrious girl went strawberry-picking.’
a. ?Ono

3.sg.n
jich
of_them

hned
immediately

mělo
had.n.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

b. ?Ona
3.sg.f

jich
of_them

hned
immediately

měla
had.f.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

‘She quickly filled a basket.’

3 The anaphoric agreement must refer to the linguistic antecedent, otherwise the grammatical
– neuter – agreement would be unexpected.
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ing the intended interpretation. [in our examples, neuter or feminine
for a female]4

The pattern is reminiscent of the behavior of so called imposters, i. e., nominals
which grammatical features do not match their intended interpretation, as in En-
glish yours truly (e. g., Collins and Postal 2012). While subject-predicate agree-
ment with imposters is strictly based on their morpho-syntactic ϕ-features, (4),
their locally boundpronouns caneither share themorpho-syntactically expressed
ϕ-features of its antecedent, or can be based on the intended interpretation, as
in (5).

(4) Yours truly is/*am unhappy.
(Collins and Postal, 2012, 3, (5c))

(5) Your Majesty should praise yourself / herself.
(Collins and Postal, 2012, vii, (1b))

The variability in the morphological expression of the anaphor is licensed only
if the immediate antecedent is an imposter. If the immediate antecedent is a pro-
noun referring back to the imposter, then the morphological form of the anaphor
is strictly based on themorphological features of the pronoun, not that of the pre-
ceding imposter, as in (6).

(6) a. The present authors1’ children feel that they1 need to defend their1 in-
terests.

b. The present authors1’ children feel that we1 need to defend our1 inter-
ests.

c. *The present authors1’ children feel that they1 need to defend our1 in-
terests.

d. *The present authors1’ children feel that we1 need to defend their1 in-
terests.

(Collins and Postal, 2012, 141, (2))

Thus, non-pronominal DPs can give rise to two distinct anaphoric agreement pat-
terns but pronouns cannot.

(7) Descriptive generalization of variability in anaphoric agreement:
Onlynon-pronominalDPs cangive rise to twodistinct anaphoric agreement
patterns.

4 In a language with different markedness properties, for example, Arabic where feminine is de-
fault, the concrete features would play out differently but the general characterization in terms of
morpho-syntactic features versus the intended interpretation is expected to remain unchanged.
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Two interrelated questions arise: (i) Under what conditions can ϕ-features on a
nominal yield a new set of features, namely, features that match the intended se-
mantic interpretation?, and (ii) What is the structural underpinning of anaphoric
agreement and why does its locality domain differ from syntactic agree?

Before we can answer these questions we need to consider another set of
nominals, i. e., those in which the morpho-syntactically realized ϕ-features yield
more than one interpretation. This group of nominals can be exemplified by Rus-
sian nominals such as vrač ‘doctor’, i. e., nominals that morphologically appear
to be masculine but if the intended referent is female, these nominals can trig-
ger feminine agreement in their local domain (e. g., extended nominal projection;
see, e. g., Corbett 1983 and Pesetsky 2013). Italian nouns of profession, such as
chirurgo ‘surgeon’ exhibit the same pattern (e. g., Kučerová 2018). If the noun de-
notes a male (or is unspecified for natural gender), all agreeing elements must be
masculine, as in (8). In contrast, if such a noun denotes a female, the predicate
agreement is feminine but the agreement within the extended nominal domain
can either be feminine or masculine, as in (9).5

(8) il
the.m

chirurg-o
surgeon.m

è
has

andat-o
gone.m

‘the (male) surgeon is gone’

(9) a. la
the.f

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone.f

b. il
the.m

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone-f

‘the female surgeon is gone’

Crucially, the switch in the local agreement pattern, as in (9), is subject tomarked-
ness. I. e., a morphologically masculine noun can trigger feminine predicate
agreement but amorphologically feminine noun cannot trigger amasculine pred-
icate agreement, as in (10). See also Bobaljik and Zocca (2011) for a discussion of
cross-linguistic prevalence of markedness in these patterns.

5 If the noun is morphologically marked as feminine, all agreeing elements must be feminine,
as in (i). I take these cases aside as they are orthogonal to the main focus of this chapter.

(i) la
the.f

chirurg-a
surgeon-f

è
has

andat-a
gone.f

‘the female surgeon is gone’
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(10) La/
the.f.sg/

*il
m.sg

brava/
good.f.sg/

*bravo
m.sg

guarda
guard.f.sg

si
her/him

e’persa
lost.f.sg

nel
in the

bosco.
woods
‘The guard lost his/her way in the forest.’

(modeled after Ferrari-Bridgers 2007)

The markedness restriction, however, only holds for a local agreement. The
anaphoric agreement can freely be based on the intended gender even if the
antecedent is in a morphologically marked form and triggers obligatory marked
(feminine) agreement, as in (11) from Czech.

(11) Viděls
saw-you

tu/
that.acc.f.sg/

*toho
m.sg

vysokou/
tall.acc.f.sg/

*vysokého
m.sg

osobui,
person.f.sg

co
what

stála/
stood.acc.f.sg/

*stál
m.sg

u
by

baru?
bar

‘Did you see that tall personi that stood by the bar?’
a. Marie

Marie
mi
to-me

hoi
him

představila.
introduced

‘Marie introduced himi to me.’
b. Marie

Marie
mi
to-me

jii
her

představila.
introduced

‘Marie introduced heri to me.’

The markedness restriction is not limited to the masculine-feminine opposition.
As the Czech example in (12) demonstrates, neuter nouns in a three-gender system
match the behavior of feminine nouns, i. e., local agree is obligatorily determined
by the grammatical features of the noun but anaphoric agreement can be based
either on grammatical (here, neuter), or semantic features (masculine, feminine).

(12) Přišlo
came.n.sg

tam
there

takové
such.n.sg

vyžle.
skinny_person.n.sg.

Marii
Marie.dat

se
refl

nelíbil/
not-liked.m.sg/

nelíbila/
f.sg/

?nelíbilo.
n.sg

‘There was a skinny personi there. Marie didn’t like himi/ heri/ them.sgi.’

Thus with respect to locality of agreement, nouns like osoba and guarda be-
have like děvče in that agree with them is based on the grammatical gender but
anaphoric agreement with them is variable.

The only difference is that while the morpho-syntactic gender on děvče never
matches the intended semantic interpretation (feminine), the morpho-syntactic
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gender on osoba and guarda (feminine) can. Note also that the grammatical gen-
der of ‘girl’ type nouns nevermatches the intended semantic interpretation (natu-
ral gender). The grammatical gender of ‘person’ type nouns can (osoba ‘person.f’
candenote a female) but not always (vyžle ‘skinnyperson.n’)which is a direct con-
sequence of the lexical underspecification of the natural gender of the referent for
this type of nouns. The interaction of grammatical features and the intended in-
terpretation is summarized in (13).6

(13) Does agreement match gender-features morphologically expressed on the
nominal, or the intended interpretation? (descriptive summary for a 3-way
gender system)

type 1
(děvče ‘girl.n’)

unmarked type 2
(chirurgo ‘surgeon.m’)

marked type 2
(osoba ‘person.f’)

agr within DP features either features
subj-pred agr features interpretation features
anaphoric agreement either either either if n, otherwise

interpretation

6 For reasons of space, this chapter entirely leaves out interactions of grammatical versus
semantically-interpretable number. Number is also subject to this type of variation, as witnessed
by nouns of the committee type in English, and there is a distinction between number based on
the intended interpretation (the more frequent case, as in a pen vs pens; see, e. g., Kratzer 2009
for an argument that number is primarily semantic) and grammatical number of pluralia tantum
(e. g., Corbett 2000). As an anonymous reviewer correctly pointed out, number seems to differ
from gender in that it allows a switch to the intended interpretation in a local agree relation, as
in (i). However, there is a non-trivial confound: Cases of local semantic agreement I am familiar
with involve movement which affects locality. As pointed out by Sauerland and Elbourne (2002),
the plural agreement with collective nouns in English requires a wide-scope reading of the nom-
inal. Similarly, Babyonyshev (1997) ties the emergence of semantic agreement with numerals in
Russian to derived positions as well. To fully explore the similarities and possible differences
between gender and number goes beyond the scope of this chapter.

(i) A northern team is/are certain to be in the final.
a. is: ∃ > certain, certain > ∃
b. are: ∃ > certain, *certain > ∃

(Sauerland and Elbourne, 2002, 288, (14))

The other difference is that number value is in and of itself semantically interpreted but gender
only triggers a presupposition. It is not obviouswhether the interpretive difference has a syntactic
counterpart in the type of features number and gender are in narrow syntax. Note, for example,
that for Kratzer (2009) number is not associated with a DP but it arises only at the level of vP.
Thus, if there is a number feature in the narrow syntax of a DP it must be a different object that
the semantic number Kratzer is interested in.
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Thus marked type 2 nouns (‘person’) can be unified with type 1 nouns (‘girl’) but
unmarked type 2nouns (‘surgeon’) seem todiffer. Yet, I arguewe canunify themas
well but wewill have to take into account amorphological realization of unvalued
syntactic features.

Before we proceed with the discussion, a note on existing literature is in or-
der. The fact that values of ϕ-features do not always match their denotation, and
that under such conditions, some grammatical processes may be based on the
‘semantically informed’ value of the feature has previously been accounted for by
proposing that there is more than one gender feature in the structure: one inter-
pretable, one uninterpretable, with the interpretable feature often being merged
higher (e. g., Kramer 2009, 2015, Pesetsky 2013, Smith 2015, Landau 2016, Wurm-
brand 2017). Putting aside the non-trivial theoretical consequences of semantic
information being part of the narrow-syntax computation,7 it is not clear how
this line of reasoning could account for the full range of the data discussed in
this chapter, especially the locality properties. If a probe unselectively probes for
a gender feature, the interpretable feature should always be closer. In turn, we
wouldn’t expect to see the distinction between local agree and anaphoric agree-
ment, of the type discussed for děvče, (1)–(2). If the probe was selective, then we
should never find optionality within anaphoric agreement and we shouldn’t see a
split between agree within an extended nominal projection in contrast to subject-
predicate agreement, as in (9). If sucha splitwas explainable, let say, by theheight
of the interpretable feature, we would expect the split to appear everywhere, not
only with morphologically unmarked gender, i. e., for instance, (10) should have
the same agreement profile as (9), contrary to the facts.

7.3 Proposal: What is in the label?

The empirical pattern discussed in the previous section raises two questions: (i)
Under what conditions can ϕ-features on a nominal yield a new set of features,
namely, features that match the intended semantic interpretation?, and (ii) What
is the structural underpinning of anaphoric agreement and why does its locality
domain differ from syntactic agree? We will start by answering the former ques-
tion. The proposed answerwill then naturally extend to the latter question aswell
(to be discussed in section 7.3.3).

7 Assuming ‘interpretable’ features in narrow syntax seems to be a remnant of Generative Se-
mantics. Such an assumption is incompatible with the Y-model.
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The core observation is that the relevant ϕ-feature variation manifests itself
only in agreement. I assume that agreement is a morphological realization of a
syntactic relation, namely, agree. Since agree targets labels as a representation of
a more complex syntactic structure, in order to understand agreement patterns,
we must first understand what ϕ-features are in the label.8 I will argue that in
order to account for the empirical distinction between grammatical and semantic
agreement, we have to explore not onlywhat features forma label but also atwhat
point of the derivation, the label gets established. Concretely, I will propose that
grammatical agreement is based on an early stage of labeling, namely, that as-
sociated with feature projection in the narrow-syntax module, and that semantic
agreement is based on a later stage of labeling, namely, that associated with the
label being accessed (minimally searched, using the technical term of Chomsky
2013, 2015) by the syntax-semantics interface (CI).

Let us discuss the proposal in a technical detail. I assume that ϕ-features in
narrow syntax are never semantically interpreted. Interpretability of ϕ-features
arises only indirectly at the syntax-semantics interface via an association with a
semantic index.9 As for the feature values, I assume that features can be valued
or unvalued, and that agree consists of matching and valuation (Chomsky 2000,
Adger 2003, Pesetsky and Torrego 2007). If a ϕ-feature is valued in narrow syn-
tax, it either comes to the derivation valued from the lexicon, or it is valued by
agree with an instantiation of a valued feature of the same type. Crucially, I ar-
gue that if a ϕ-feature cannot be valued in narrow syntax, it can be valued at the
syntax-semantics interface. Such a valuation is highly restricted: I argue that it
is restricted by the Maximize Presupposition principle of Heim (1991) as part of
phase spell-out & labeling.

The labeling process proposed in Chomsky (2013, 2015) implicitly assumes
that labeling is a two-stage process. I explicate the individual stages here. The
first stage of labeling is based on syntactic features that are present in the narrow-
syntax derivation, i. e., features that get automatically projected to within narrow
syntax. That the first stage of labeling is based on the narrow-syntax representa-

8 By label I mean a feature set that represents a syntactic structure that for purposes of syntactic
operations such asmerge or agree behaves as a unit. For example, a label of an extended nominal
projection (DP) is a set of features that represent the DP for purposes of external/internal merge
etc.
9 The ϕ-feature-like interpretive effects can arise also via the lexical denotation of a root. For
example, a root for a noun like ‘woman’ denotes a female via its lexical semantics. Note that this
semantic denotation of natural gender is by definition assertive. I will argue that the interpretive
effect associated with ϕ-features is presuppositional.
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tion guarantees the primacy of syntax in the overall derivation.10 Once all syntac-
tic features are checked and projected, the phase is spelled-out and the structure
undergoes labeling by the syntax-semantics interface (CI).11 I argue that the pri-
mary objective of this stage of labeling is to ensure that the label is legible to the
semantics module. I argue that as part of the second stage of labeling, syntactic
features in the label can be rebundled and otherwise adjusted for purposes of ex-
ternalization, in a manner parallel to feature adjustments identified for the real-
ization of syntactic structures at the syntax-morphology interface (e. g., as in the
Distributed Morphology framework of Halle and Marantz 1993). Note that when
the phase is syntactically complete, only the complement of the phase head is ex-
ternalized (spelled-out). The label and the edge of the phase remains accessible
to the syntactic computation of the next phase.

The consequence of the two-stage labeling process is that if there are ϕ-fea-
tures in the label, they can be projected to the label within narrow syntax, or they
could be result of labeling by the syntax-semantics interface. Namely, if there is
a valued gender feature in the narrow-syntax derivation of a DP, this valued fea-
ture must project to the label. If a probe probes for a gender feature, it must get
valued by this syntactically projected feature. However, if there is no valued gen-
der feature in the narrow-syntax derivation of a DP, I argue that under certain cir-
cumstances the syntax-semantics interface can fill in a semantically appropriate
value. The next two subsections discuss the proposed derivations in a detail.

7.3.1 Labeling in syntax

Let us start with examining the agreement pattern attested in Italian and exem-
plified in (8)–(9), repeated below.

10 The core assumption here is that syntax builds structures, interfaces interpret these struc-
tures.
11 Chomsky (2013, 2015) does not explicitly acknowledge the necessity of the two stages but if
the labeling process is to reflect narrow-syntax features and if CI plays a role in the labeling pro-
cess, there must be two processes taking place in two stages of the derivation. As pointed out by
an anonymous reviewer, two stages of labeling are explicitly proposed in Bošković (2016). In this
work, labeling interacts with movement, i. e., there is a labeling stage prior movement and a la-
beling stage after movement of certain syntactic objects. Bošković’s approach is rather different
from the approachof labelingproposed in this chapter as his two stages of labeling reflect narrow-
syntax processes, not an interaction of narrow syntax and the CI interface. This being said, it is
quite possible that there is a deeper connection between the two approaches as movement out of
a phase interacts with spell-out. To fully explore this connection goes beyond the scope of this
chapter.
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(14) il
the.m

chirurg-o
surgeon.m

è
has

andat-o
gone.m

‘the (male) surgeon is gone’

(15) a. la
the.f

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone.f

b. il
the.m

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone-f

‘the female surgeon is gone’

I assume that historically all nouns in a language like Italian or Czech, i. e., lan-
guages with a grammatical gender system, were associated with a gender from
the lexicon.12 However, there is a limited lexical domain in which nouns lost
their gender specification, i. e., nouns of professions that were traditionally per-
formed by males but are currently increasingly performed by females. In turn,
some nouns that used to be grammatically specified for masculine gender have
changed their grammatical representation in order to reflect this sociological
shift and have become structurally genderless.13 Thus, we can directly investigate
two types of nominals: nouns with a valued gender feature from the lexicon, and
nouns without a valued gender feature from the lexicon.

For concreteness, let us assume that D is merged as a bundle of unvalued
ϕ-features.14 The unvalued feature on D gets valued by matching feature on n.
The features onnare valued from the lexicon (tomatch idiosyncratic indices of the
root representation; Acquaviva 2014). In turn the valued gender feature projects
to the label of the DP. A derivation of a noun with gender valued from the lexicon
– here ‘girl’ with the gender feature valued as neuter – is given in (16).

12 See Acquaviva (2014) for a formal model of such a system and arguments why in a language
like Italian gender is an intrinsic part of the root lexical representation. Cf. Borer (2014) for an ar-
gument that roots do not have to combinewith categorial heads as long as they project a nominal
feature like gender.
13 See Kučerová (2018) for structural tests demonstrating that Italian names of professions we
investigate here are based on category-neutral roots, unlike their gendered counterparts.
14 This is rather simplistic as e. g., Ritter (1995) and Béjar and Rezac (2003) argue that person
is merged as a valued person on D. Similarly, there’s a number of sophisticated arguments for a
Number P etc. The current simplification is inconsequential as the focus is on features that project
to the label in narrow syntax, i. e., the only relevant factor is that their value is introduced within
the narrow-syntax computation.
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(16) Derivation of a noun with gender from the lexicon (děvče ‘girl.n’):
a. Base generation & agree:

b. Valuation & syntactic labeling:

A consequence of this derivation is that agreement with such a DP is strictly
based on the grammatical gender feature from the lexicon. In the case of the
noun ‘girl.girl’ this means that all instances of agreement based on agree (e. g.,
subject-predicate agreement) will be in neuter. Observe that the derivation would
proceed in the same way for any common noun with a gender specified from the
lexicon.

The narrow-syntax derivation of a nounwithout a valued gender from the lex-
icon is minimally different. As we can see in (17), if a noun like chirurgo ‘surgeon’
enters the derivation, D still probes for the gender feature on n. But since there
is no valued gender on n, the feature on D remains unvalued and this unvalued
feature projects to the label in narrow syntax.
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(17) Derivation of a noun without gender from the lexicon (chirurgo ‘surgeon’):
a. Base generation & agree:

b. Valuation & syntactic labeling:

Oncewe adopt a dissociation ofmatching and valuation, the derivation converges
even if the gender feature projected in syntax is unvalued. In turn, if such a DP is
spelled-out, morphology realizes the unvalued gender feature as amorphological
default. For Italian, the default realization is masculine. We thus obtain a mascu-
line DP realization, such as that in (15b). The question is how we can model the
fact that the same DP can be realized with a “semantically informed” value, as in
(15a).

7.3.2 Labeling in the syntax-semantics interface

I follow Cooper (1983), Heim (2008) and others in that a gender feature is pre-
suppositional. This means that its semantic denotation can be captured as an ad-
missibility condition on the ‘referent’. Technically, the semantic denotation of the
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masculine and feminine gender is defined as an identity function, i. e., the func-
tion takes the value of a semantic index under a certain assignment and returns
the value of this index under the same assignment only if the gender presuppo-
sition is satisfied. If the returned value is not of the appropriate gender, the func-
tion will remain undefined and the structure will not be interpretable. For con-
creteness, the formulas in (18) are defined for individuals but the gender presup-
position mechanism is more general, as the same facts obtain of indefinites and
quantifiers.15

(18) a. ⟦[gen:fi]⟧w,g = λxe. g(i) is female in w: x
b. ⟦[gen:mi]⟧

w,g = λxe. g(i) is a person in w: x

Note that the subscript i in the denotation of a gender feature is to indicate that the
admissibility restriction arises only in the context of a semantic index. Thus, the
interpretation function interprets an assignment index (i) associatedwith the gen-
der, not the actual gender feature. This insight is crucial for the current proposal.
I argue that labeling by the syntax-semantics interface associates narrow-syntax
features from the label (the result of the narrow-syntax labeling) with a semantic
index. The semantic module (LF) interprets this index, and morphology, and in
turn, agreement, reflects ϕ-features associated with the semantic index.

In order to unpack this claim we first need to consider the structure of a se-
mantic index andhave a concretemodel of how such an index becomes part of the
derivation. Following Heim and Kratzer (1998) I assume that an index in and of
itself does not carry a meaning. Its meaning is associated with a denotation only
via an assignment function at LF. Thus, a semantic index is an object that can be
part of the derivation prior semantics proper. Technically, a semantic index is a
complex structure which includes a numerical pointer and a reference to person,
possibly to other ϕ-features (Heim 2008, Minor 2011, Sudo 2012). For instance,
<5, 3○> is an ordered pair that maps a numerical identifier 5 to third person (i. e.,
[−participant]) at LF. An assignment function then maps this index, for example,
to individual named Peter. Note that the output of the assignment function does
not have to be an individual, for example, when the index is a variable bound by
a quantifier.

I argue that a semantic index becomes part of the DP label during labeling
by the syntax-semantics interface. Concretely, an index is built as part of the min-
imal search by CI for the purposes of labeling. For concreteness, I assume that

15 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer who pointed out the importance of a more general formu-
lation.
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the numerical identifier is base-generated as an external argument of D (Williams
1981, Higginbotham 1985, Grimshaw 1990, Winter 2000, Borer 2005).16 First, the
features of the phase label, in our case ϕ-features, project into the label in the
narrow-syntax part of the labeling process. These features immediately become
available to the CI-labeling process. I follow Kučerová (2018) in that the syntactic
feature central to the process is person. The reasoning is that person feature is a
designated feature that associates a DP with a semantic index as a representation
of a DP for the purposes of a semantic interpretation. During the minimal search
by CI, the system searches the edge of the phase, i. e., the phase head and its spec-
ifier(s) and identifies all features relevant to person, here the numerical identifier
in the specifier of the DP. As part of labeling by CI, a person feature projected from
syntax gets bundled with a numerical identifier. This new feature bundle effec-
tively becomes a semantic index. The derivation in (19) exemplifies how such a
new bundle is formed for a noun like Peter.17

(19) Baseline case (Peter):
a. Numerical identifier and syntactic labeling:

D
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

id:5 D
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

D
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

n
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

n
[per:3, gen:f, num:sg]

√Peter

16 There is a long linguistics tradition of associating D with an individual-denoting function
(Williams 1981, Higginbotham 1985, Grimshaw 1990, Wiltschko 1998, Winter 2000, Borer 2005,
Longobardi 2008, Landau 2010). Note we need amore general process because of non-individual
denoting nominals but we can still build on this structural insight.
17 For concreteness, I treat the proper name as structurally identical to a common noun. Note
also that the name is selected for its stereo-typical gender association.
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b. Semantic index added to the label:
D

[<5, 3○>, ϕ1]

id:5 D
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

D
[per:3, gen:m, num:sg]

…

With this baseline derivation in place, we can turn to nominals that come to the
derivationwithout a valued gender. FollowingSudo (2012)whoproposes that a se-
mantic index contains indices of presupposedϕ-features I argue that an unvalued
gender feature in the label of a DP can get enriched by gender indices associated
with their semantic index. This enrichment arises modulo Maximize Presuppo-
sition (Heim, 1991), i. e., a requirement that if a presupposition is satisfied in the
given context and if there is a structure that satisfies this presupposition then such
a structure must be chosen over a structure that does not satisfy this presupposi-
tion. I. e., the enrichment of the unvalued gender feature can yield a morphologi-
cal realization of the presuppositional gender feature within the semantic index.
I. e., if there is no valued gender feature in the label, then themorphologymodule
realizes the gender value of the presuppositional indices. In turn, the morpholog-
ical output satisfies the Maximize Presupposition requirement. An example of a
derivation with enrichment of the semantic index modulo Maximize Presupposi-
tion is given in (20). Here the root noun is the Italian noun chirurgo ‘surgeon’; the
derivation is for a context in which the noun denotes a female.

(20) Nominal without a valued gender feature (surgeon ‘chirurg’)
a. Numerical index & syntactic labeling (simplified):

D
[per:3, gen:_]

id:5 D
[per:3, gen:_]

D
[per:3, gen:_]

…
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b. Semantic index added to the label:
D

[<7, 3○>, per:3, gen:_]

id:7 D
[per:3, gen:_]

D
[per:3, gen:_]

…

c. Index enriched by gender (where 7→Mary):
D

[<7, 3○where gen=f>, per:3, gen:_]

id:7 D
[per:3, gen:_]

D
[per:3, gen:_]

…

Once the DP is labeled both by features projected from narrow syntax and by the
syntax-semantics interface, the morphological spell-out of the DP can be based
on two different sources of information. Either the morphological realization is
based on the syntactic feature in the label, that is, the unvalued feature, or it can
be based on the presuppositional gender associated with the semantic index. If
themorphological realization is based on the unvalued feature, the output will be
based on morphological default and the extended nominal projection of the DP
will be masculine, as in (14).

The other option is that the morphology module will realize the presupposi-
tional gender associated with the semantic index in the label (modulo Maximize
Presupposition). In this case, the gender of the extended nominal projection will
get realized as feminine, as in (15). Note that since the gender feature in the label
forms a chain with other instances of unvalued gender feature within the DP, the
morphological realization of the chain uniformly uses either the unvalued gender
feature, or it spreads the presuppositional gender across the whole chain.

The question that immediately arises is how morphology could access a CI-
label without violating the Y-model. Note that only the complement of a phase
head is sent to spell-out. That is, the edge of phase α remains accessible to a fur-
ther derivation after the complement of this phase head has been sent to the mor-
phology interface. The edge of phase α gets sent tomorphology only after the com-
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plement of the next phase head gets spelled-out. At this point, the label of α has
been fully labeled by CI and themorphologymodule can use the enriched seman-
tic information.

Crucially, the previous discussion refers to enrichment andmorphological re-
alization instead of valuation of the syntactic gender value in the label. The reason
is that the optionality of the gender realization within the DP contrasts with the
subject-agreement facts. While the gender within the extended nominal projec-
tion can either be masculine or feminine, the gender on the agreeing predicate
is feminine, irrespective of the gender on D. I argue that there is a fundamental
asymmetry between the valuationwithin the DP and external agree. The label per
se does not probe for the unvalued features. The chain formation is triggered by D
and it is complete before the label is semantically enriched. Probing the label by
an unvalued gender feature on a probe, e. g., a predicate, is rather different in that
at the point agree is established, the semantically enriched feature bundle (the se-
mantic index with its presuppositional indices) has already been formed. In turn,
theunvaluedgender feature of theprobegets valuedvia the enriched information.
That is to say, if a feature participating in agree can get valued, it must get valued.
If there is a valued syntactic feature in the label, agree must get valued by this
feature because of the primacy of syntax. Only if there is no syntactically valued
feature in the label, the predicate can get valued by the gender associated with
the semantic index (modulo Maximize Presupposition). More precisely, if there is
a such enriched feature bundle, agree must be based on this enriched value. In
turn, the predicate agrees in feminine irrespective of the morphological spell-out
of the DP, (21).18

(21) a. la
the. f

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone. f
last resort valuation for spell-out of DP & agree

b. il
the. m

chirurgo
surgeon

è
has

andat-a
gone- f

last resort valuation only for agree
‘the female surgeon is gone’

One consequence of the obligatory agree-based realization of the presupposed
feature is that the Maximize Presupposition principle is satisfied even if the gen-

18 If there was no presuppositional gender associated with the semantic index, the feature on
the goal would remain unvalued and would get realized as morphological default. Patterns of
this sort are attested, for example, in Czech in agreement with numerals that lack ϕ-features in
their label.
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der feature is not morphologically realized on the DP itself. Hence we obtain op-
tionality in the marking of the DP.19

With the system set up as is, we must make sure that the system does not
overgenerate.20 To see that the system indeed does not overgenerate we need to
consider again nouns with a gender valued from the lexicon, such as Czech děvče
‘girl.n’ or osoba ‘person.f’. As we have seen, the label of these nouns contains
valued gender feature projected fromnarrow syntax (neuter for ‘girl’, feminine for
‘person’) and a semantic index enriched by a presuppositional gender (feminine
if the intended referent is a female, masculine if it is a male). The fully labeled
structures are given in (22) for ‘girl’, assuming a feminine referent, and for ‘person’
in (23), assuming a masculine referent.

(22) Syntactic and CI labeling for ‘girl’, where 7→Mary:
D

[<7, 3○where gen=f>, id:7, per:3, gen:n]

id:7 D
[per:3, gen:n]

D
[per:3, gen:n]

…

(23) Syntactic and CI labeling for ‘person’, where 7→ Peter:
D

[<7, 3○where gen=m>, id:7, per:3, gen:f]

id:7 D
[per:3, gen:f]

D
[per:3, gen:f]

…

19 I assume some competition between ‘faithfulness’ of morphological structures to the value
of syntactic features versus ‘faithfulness’ of morphological realizations to the intended semantic
interpretation, here governed by Maximize Presupposition, is at play.
20 Overgeneration is not necessarily a problem within the narrow-syntax module as it can get
amended by some form of an interface ‘filter’. However, since the enrichment happens already at
the interface level, there is no later point in the derivation when the undesired derivations could
be filtered out.
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As the structures indicate, the presuppositional gender of the index cannot have
any effect on the morphological realization of the DP itself and on agree if such a
DP becomes a probe. The reason is that there is a valued syntactic gender feature
in the label and this feature cannot be overwritten by the interface enrichment.
We see here that the valuation modulo Maximize Presupposition is a last resort.
It can take place if and only if the value is not determined from syntax.21

This section provided an answer to our first research question, namely, to the
question under what conditions can ϕ-features on a nominal yield a new set of
features, namely, features thatmatch the intended semantic interpretation. I have
argued that new ϕ-feature values are derived only if the label contains no valued
gender feature fromsyntax and if there is presuppositional gender associatedwith
the semantic index in the label. The question iswhether the presuppositional gen-
der indices are part of the label even if they cannot be morphologically realized
because of there being a syntactically valued gender. The next section argues that
the presuppositional indices are indeed always present. The empirical evidence
comes fromanaphoric agreement and thediscussionwill provide ananswer to our
second question, namely, that of what the structural underpinning of anaphoric
agreement is and why its locality domain differs from syntactic agree.

7.3.3 Anaphoric agreement

Kratzer (2009) provides empirical evidence that there is no direct structural rela-
tionship between a pronoun and its antecedent. Instead, anaphoric agreement is
alwaysmediatedby aphasehead.22 UnderKratzer’s proposal a pronoun ismerged
as a minimal pronoun and ‘inherits’ its features from the local phase head. I fol-
low Kratzer with a minor modification: I argue that binding is licensed at LF but

21 The pattern also seems to suggest that for Maximize Presupposition it is sufficient if there is
only one morphological realization of the presupposed value. The data do not provide a clear
answer but in my opinion, this is not a correct interpretation of the fact. What we see here is
that morphology and semantics can never communicate directly. The obligatory morphological
realization of the presuppositional gender on the agreeing predicate is a consequence of syntactic
probe probing for a CI-labeled label.
22 The idea that phase heads (v, C, D) gather features of arguments in their local domain, such as
semantic indices, person features,ϕ-features etc., and that this phase head representationmedi-
ates syntactic relations has been independently argued for by a number of scholars, e. g., Adger
and Ramchand (2005), Ritter and Wiltschko (2014), Zubizarreta and Pancheva (2017), Pancheva
and Zubizarreta (2018). The central idea of this family of work is that a phase head collects these
features for semantic anchoring purposes.
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its syntactic underpinning is established in narrow syntax.23 For concreteness, I
model a minimal pronoun as an unvalued semantic index and a bundle of unval-
uedϕ-features. The value of the semantic index is assigned via a local phase head.
I argue that the valuation of unvalued ϕ-features is parallel to the realization of
unvalued gender feature proposed in the previous section. Namely, the unvalued
features can get morphologically realized in two different ways. The first option
is that the morphology module realizes the presuppositional features associated
with the semantic index (module Maximize Presupposition). The other option is
that morphology copies morpho-syntactic features of the antecedent, i. e., of the
label that shares its semantic index. This process of sharing morphological real-
ization over a syntactically established chain corresponds to the notion of Feature
Transmission proposed inHeim (2008) andKratzer (2009). Let us see how the pro-
posed derivation plays out for nouns of our interest, i. e., nouns with a syntacti-
cally valued gender feature and with a distinct presuppositional gender feature,
such as the Czech noun děvče ‘girl.n’. The relevant example is in (2), repeated
below as (24).

(24) Petr
Petr

podal
passed

děvčeti
to-girl.n.sg

jeho/
its. n.sg /

její
her. f.sg

kabát.
coat

‘Petr gave the girli heri coat.’

As this exampledemonstrates, anoun likeděvčeobligatorily triggersneuter agree-
ment, the reason being that there is a valued gender feature in the label of the DP
(neuter). The very same noun can, however, locally bind a pronoun that shares
its syntactically valued gender feature (neuter; jeho ‘its’) or a pronoun which is
based on its presuppositional gender feature (feminine; její ‘her’). The derivation
in (25) exemplifies how the duality of morphological realization of the bound pro-
noun arises. Aswe can see in (25a), the local phase head thatmediates the binding
relationship between the antecedent (‘girl’) and the bound pronounwithin the di-
rect object first gathers the semantic index from the label of the DP in its specifier.
This semantic index is enriched by a presuppositional gender feature (feminine).
In the next step, the semantic index is shared with the possessive pronoun, (25b).
Once themorphology realizes the pronoun, there are two possible routes themor-
phology output can take. If themorphologymodule realizes themorpho-syntactic
features of the label of the antecedent across the complete chain that shares the
semantic index, the pronoun gets realized as neuter, (25b). Themorphological re-
alization can be local as well. Then the pronoun gets morphologically realized

23 According to Kratzer (2009) binding takes place at LF. See also Charnavel and Sportiche (2016)
that binding is established within a phase.
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based on the presuppositional indices associated with its semantic index, i. e.,
feminine, (25b).
(25) a. Semantic indices on the phase head (Appl):

Appl
[{<7, 3○where gen=f>, …}]

DP
[<7, 3○where gen=f>, per:3, gen:n]

girl

Appl

Appl v

passed DP

Poss=D
[i:_, ϕ:_]

nP

coat
b. Unvalued index of the minimal pronoun valued via the phase head:

Appl
[{<7, 3○ where gen=f>, …}]

DP
[<7, 3○ where gen=f>, per:3, gen:n]

girl

…

DP

Poss=D
[i:<7, 3○ where gen=f>, ϕ:_]

nP

coat
c. ϕ-features of the possessive pronoun valued by Feature Transmission:

…

DP

Poss=D
[i:<7, 3○ where gen=f>, gen:n]

its

nP

coat
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c’. ϕ-features of the possessive pronoun valued directly from the index
(modulo Maximize Presupposition):

…

DP

Poss=D
[i:<7, 3○ where gen=f>, gen:f]

her

nP

coat

To summarize, the argument put forward here is that anaphoric agreement is al-
ways mediated by a phase head. Since the feature representation of the phase
head refers to the semantic index of the antecedent, the bound pronoun can in-
herit either the syntacticϕ-features of its antecedent, or its features can get valued
by presuppositional features associated with the semantic index. Thus even if we
cannot see the presupposed features on the index in the overt realization of the
DP or its syntactically agreeing elements, the features become morphologically
realized in anaphoric relations.

The separation between agree based directly on the features present in the
label of the probe, with syntactically projected features having precedence, and
anaphoric agreement being mediated by a semantic index on a local phase head
has consequences for locality of these two structural relations. While agree must
use a valued syntactic feature for valuation, anaphoric agreement can be based
on presuppositional features of the shared semantic index even if the antecedent
has a valued gender feature in the label. Consequently, local agree is restricted
to syntactically projected features in the label, locality properties of anaphoric
agreement are restricted by their relevant phase heads and locality properties of
the head’s feature valuation. Next section explores locality interactions mediated
by phase heads.

7.3.4 Pronouns as antecedents

We have seen that the morphological form of a locally bound pronoun can either
be based on morphological copying of features present in the chain mediated by
a phase head, or it can be locally derived from the agreeing semantic index it-
self. Now we turn to morphological realizations of pronouns that are established
across a sentential boundary, i. e., via a C head. There are two cases to consider:
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the cross-sentential agreement type, exemplified in (1), and the binding by im-
posters type, exemplified by (6), repeated below as (26) and (27), respectively.

(26) To/
that.n.sg/

*ta
*f.sg

pracovité/
industrious.n.sg/

*pracovitá
*f.sg

děvče
girl.n.sg

šlo/
went.n.sg/

*šla
*f.sg

na
on

jahody.
strawberries

Hned
immediately

jich
of_them

mělo/
had.n.sg/

měla
f.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

‘The industrious girl went strawberry-picking. She quickly filled a basket.’

(27) a. The present authors1’ children feel that they1 need to defend their1
interests.

b. The present authors1’ children feel that we1 need to defend our1 in-
terests.

c. *The present authors1’ children feel that they1 need to defend our1 in-
terests.

d. *The present authors1’ children feel thatwe1 need to defend their1 in-
terests.

(Collins and Postal, 2012, 141, (2))

I argue that the agreement pattern in (26) is mediated by a covert pronominal el-
ement (pro), as in (28). In turn, the data in both cases are parallel in that both the
bound pronoun in the imposter case and the predicate in the ‘girl’ case must be
based on the morphological realization of the antecedent (the overt pronominal
subject in the English case or pro in the Czech case).24

(28) To
that.n.sg

děvče
girl.n.sg

…

‘The girl…’
a. pro

pro.n.sg
Hned
immediately

jich
of_them

mělo
had.n.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

b. pro
pro.f.sg

Hned
immediately

jich
of_them

měla
had.f.sg

plný
full

košík.
basket

‘She quickly filled a basket.’

The question is why a full DP can give rise to two pronominal binding patterns
but if the antecedent is a pronoun, the local relationship is obligatorily based on
the morphological features of the pronoun. I argue that the pattern follows from
the proposal put forward for anaphoric agreementwithin a clause. In the first step
of the derivation for the imposter case, the bound pronoun and the pronominal

24 We could use overt pronouns instead of pro but the utteranceswould be downgraded because
of information-structure requirements on overt pronouns. See footnote 2.
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subject get coindexed via their local phase head (v). At this point of the deriva-
tion, the coindexation is not valued by a semantic index yet, as the index must
come from the previous linguistics discourse. Similarly for the pro case: pro gets
merged as a minimal pronoun in the specifier of vP and it shares its index with
v. The predicate probes for pro and in turn agree establishes a matching link with
the unvaluedϕ-features of the covert pronoun. The actual valuation of the shared
semantic index awaits until v inherits a semantic index from the C head, with the
semantic index being associated with the linguistically present antecedent (ei-
ther in the matrix clause or in the previous clause). Once the semantic index is
established, the value is shared via the established chain. The morphology mod-
ule then realizes the complete chain, either using morphological features present
on the antecedent (by Feature Transmission; neuter singular for the Czech case,
(28a); third plural for the imposter case, (27a)), or presuppositional gender fea-
tures associated with the shared semantic index (feminine singular for the Czech
case, (28b); first plural for the imposter case, (27b)). The result is that themorpho-
logical realization must be uniform within the clause, irrespective of whether the
relevant relationship is based on agree (the Czech case) or on anaphoric agree-
ment (the imposter case). The mixed patterns are ungrammatical.

7.3.5 More on heads with an unvalued semantic index
The logic of the argument is that whenever there is a phase head that collects se-
mantic indices, a syntactic agree with such a phase head can ignore grammatical
gender and can be based on semantic gender derived from the indices. We can
test this prediction by investigating other configurations in which a local agree is
mediated by a phase head that collects semantic indices of its local DPs. I argue
that conjoined DPs provide a testing ground for this prediction.

Following Munn (1993), Bošković (2009), Bhatt and Walkow (2013), I assume
that DP conjunction forms semantic plurality. Since a formation of semantic plu-
rality is a process that requires access to the semantic component, more precisely
to semantic indices, the label of a ConjP must contain a reference to semantic in-
dices of the individual conjuncts. The English examples in (29) demonstrate the
basic insight. Whether or not the predicate agreement with the conjoined DP will
be plural depends on whether the two nominals are associated with two distinct
indices. Thus when the predicate probes for the label of the conjunction, the label
must contain a set of two distinct indices in order for the unvalued number feature
on the probe to be valued as plural.

(29) a. his best friendi and editorj is by his bedside i = j
b. his best friendi and editorj are by his bedside i ̸= j
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We can use this insight and extend it to our discussion of nominals with a syntac-
tically valued gender feature but with a distinct presuppositional gender feature
associated with their semantic index. Recall that if noun comes to the derivation
with a valued gender from the lexicon and if the grammatical gender does not
match its natural gender, a predicate must agree with the grammatical gender, as
in (10), repeated below as (30). The reason is that syntactic agreemust respect the
valued syntactic feature projected to the label (here, feminine).

(30) La/
the.f.sg/

*il
m.sg

brava/
good.f.sg

*bravo
m.sg

guarda
guard.f.sg

si
her/him

e’persa
lost.f.sg

nel
in the

bosco.
woods
‘The guard lost his/her way in the forest.’

(modeled after Ferrari-Bridgers 2007)

Interestingly, when such a noun is embedded in a conjoined DP, the label of the
conjoined DP does not contain syntactic gender features projected from narrow
syntax. Instead, the label contains the semantic index. Since the semantic in-
dex is enriched by a presuppositional gender feature, the presuppositional gen-
der feature becomes available for local agree. As we can see in (31), if the noun
guardia.f.sg ‘guard’ refers to a female, the predicate agreement treats the noun as
feminine (the combined agreement of the female-denoting ‘guard’ and the fem-
inine noun ‘sister’), (31a). If, however, the noun denotes a male, the combined
agreement is masculine, as in (31b).25

(31) a. La
the

guardia
guard.f

e
and

sua
self

sorella
sister

sono
have

andate
gone.f.pl

al
to-the

cinema
movies

sta
this

sera
evening
‘The guard and her sister went to the movies tonight.’

b. La
the

guardia
guard.f

e
and

sua
self

sorella
sister

son
have

andati
gone.m.pl

al
to-the

cinema
movies

sta
this

stera
evening
‘The guard and his sister went to the movies tonight.’

[adapted from Ferrari-Bridgers (2007, 151, (4))]

25 Bošković (2009) argues that last-conjunct agreement in Serbo-Croatian is possible with gram-
matical gender but not semantic gender. I leave these facts aside because the syntactic analysis
of first and last conjunct agreement is rather complex.
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7.4 Conclusions

This chapter has argued for a model of grammatical and semantic agreement that
removes all semantic information from narrow syntax. Instead, ϕ-features be-
come interpretable only indirectly via association of syntactic person feature with
a semantic index. I proposed a system in which labeling proceeds in two stages.
First, features are projected from the narrow-syntax derivation. Then the features
become subject to labeling by the syntax-semantics interface. The second stage
of labeling can rebundle the features present in the syntactically projected label.
I have argued that the association of the person feature with a semantic index
takes place during the labeling of the syntax-semantics component. The chapter
explores the interaction of the syntactically projected features and the CI-labeled
features in two interrelated domains: in the domain of local syntactic agree and
in anaphoric agreement where the feature sharing process is mediated by phase
heads. In turn, the proposal furthers our understanding of locality restrictions
on grammatical versus semantic agreement and provides a principled account of
otherwise puzzling locality differences. The proposal further contributes to our
understanding of the representation of labels and the division of labor among
modules of the grammar. Under the proposedmodel syntax is a fully autonomous
module,with no recourse to semantic information. Instead, interpretability of fea-
tures arises only at the syntax-semantics interface.
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